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Royal Jordanian has reinvented its livery, making it 
more modern and youthful without changing the main 
elements of its identity, which is proudly displayed on its 
aircraft. The new design will gradually be rolled out to 
the rest of the fleet, presenting a more modern design 
and colors. Royal Jordanian always names its planes 
after Jordanian cities in a bid to promote the country as a 
tourist destination; the new aircraft bear the names of the 
cities of Ramtha and Ma’an.

 
Our company endeavors continuously to be on par 

with the giants in the air transport industry. We are 
working relentlessly to address challenges and mitigate 
possible negative effects, and to move forward on 
the path of modernization and development, despite 
hurdles and difficulties. 

 
We will remain the proud national carrier of Jordan, 

connecting it to the world, thanks to the efforts, 
dedication and persistence of RJ family members who 
work hard to offer the best product. 

 
I would like, on behalf of the RJ family, to present 

our sincere thanks and loyalty to our wise Hashemite 
leadership that has constantly supported our beloved 
company, and to thank you, dear passengers, for your 
trust in and loyalty to us.

 
Have an enjoyable flight!

Thank you,

D 
 
ear guests,

 
I am pleased to welcome you onboard, 

and wish you a comfortable and enjoyable journey. In 
the case of those of you who already flew aboard RJ, 
choosing to do so again is testimony to confidence 
in our company. Those of you who fly with us for the 
first time will, I hope, enjoy the experience and make 
Royal Jordanian, which offers top-notch air and ground 
services, your airline of choice. 

 
January 25, 2024, was a notable date for RJ, the 

day when two new Embraer E195-E2 joined its fleet, 
starting off RJ’s fleet modernization program. We are 
proud of this moment in RJ’s journey that came under 
the patronage of His Royal Highness Prince Faisal Bin 
Al-Hussein who honored us with his presence when 
celebrating the delivery of the twin E2 at Queen Alia 
International Airport.  

 
Modernizing the fleet and replacing aircraft with new, 

more efficient planes is a process at the end of which, 
at the close of 2028, RJ will have 41 airplanes. It is a 
worthy investment that will benefit both passengers 
and our company. 

 
A new generation of aircraft will come with improved 

fuel efficiency, reduced operating costs, better 
passenger satisfaction, and standardized product 
offered; expanding the fleet will help meet the 
increased demand for travel, help us increase weekly 
frequencies to in-demand destinations and improve our 
connectivity, and make RJ more competitive in a region 
with many vying airlines. 

 
On board these planes, passengers enjoy a relaxed 

atmosphere, comfortable seating and Wi-Fi connection 
during the entire flight. The advantages that come 
with these aircraft will support the airline’s strategy 
to position itself as a hub in the region, particularly 
by increasing the flight frequencies. The two newly 
received E2 jets, the first out of the contracted 
eight, also boast high operating economics and fuel 
efficiency, and lower maintenance costs. 

The fleet modernization project also entails 
assimilating new, narrow-bodied Airbus 320 neo and 
wide-bodied Boeing 787-9 aircraft. 

Welcome

Samer Majali
RJ Vice Chairman/CEO
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Meet 
The Contributors

Iyad Bata  
 
Iyad has over 20 years of experience in the 
media and has held roles and responsibilities 
across digital advertising, media solutions, 
commercial partnerships, and business 
development. His impressive journey has 
not only empowered him to hone his skills 
in these areas, but has made him a results-
driven expert. As a key contributor to “Royal 
Wings” magazine, Iyad is dedicated to 
continuously scaling up the publication’s 
positioning and reader engagement. 
When not immersed in the world of media, 
Iyad is passionate about cooking for family 
and friends and takes pride in balancing his 
career with cherished moments with his wife 
and two children. 

Carmen Salaita  
 
Carmen is a seasoned business professional 
and a founding partner of  “ThinkBIG Creative 
& Marketing", a pioneering company excelling 
in content creation, digital marketing, and 
the publisher of “Royal Wings” magazine. Her 
extensive experience and knowledge of the 
entertainment, travel, and media industries 
is evident in her pivotal contributions to her 
business and to "Royal Wings" magazine. 
Carmen's dynamic personality, which is best 
displayed through her insatiable enthusiasm 
for exploring new horizons, thrives in an 
innovative environment. She is a passionate 
advocate for gender equality, and her 
commitment underscores a dedication 
to fostering an inclusive, thriving, and 
creative workplace that focuses on youth 
empowerment, which is the foundation for 
ThinkBIG’s signature innovation and creativity.
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Spotlight

Pitch To Us! 
Are you a journalist, writer, or creative soul with a passion for writing? 

Submit a 400-word article about your experience in Jordan for the chance 
to have it featured along with your name in “Royal Wings”! From culture, 

art, and cuisine, to tourism, adventure, and culture, we would love to 
hear about your Jordanian story.  

Email us at: 
 marketing@thinkbigjo.com
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Let's Fly Together

Onboard RJ

Exciting news for travel enthusiasts! Royal Jordanian is spreading its wings wider with the addition of three trendy destinations to its 
route map: Manchester, London Stansted, and Al Ula! Plus, RJ rolled out the red carpet for two sleek new aircrafts, the Embraer E195-E2 
commercial jets with the new livery joining the RJ family. 

Ready to explore? Manchester's vibrant scene and London Stansted's cool vibe await! Whether you're into urban adventures or cultural 
escapades, these hotspots promise unforgettable experiences.

Also, you can now embark on a journey to the heart of history in Al Ula, where ancient monuments whisper tales of 200,000 years. Uncover 
the undiscovered treasures of Saudi Arabia's rich past.

But that's not all! With the arrival of the E195-E2, get ready for a whole new level of comfort and style onboard with WiFi. These cutting-
edge aircrafts are packed with the latest tech and eco-friendly features, making your journey smoother and greener.

So, why wait? Start planning your next adventure with Royal Jordanian and get set to soar to new heights in style and convenience!

Royal Jordanian Expands: New Routes, New Jets!

11





Landing In England
From London's iconic landmarks to Manchester's vibrant streets, a trip to England promises a 
vacation filled with endless discoveries.

Let's Fly Together

E=�à\Xf�gb�?baWba�WT\_l!

London
Experience London's dynamic blend of history, culture, and innovation 
through these recommended sights, flavors, and activities.

Explore the City
Immerse yourself in London's rich heritage by visiting iconic 
landmarks like the Tower of London, Buckingham Palace, and 
Westminster Abbey. Explore the British Museum, home to global 
artifacts, or wander through the historic streets of Covent Garden. 
For panoramic views, check out the London Eye or visit the Shard's 
observation deck, offering breathtaking views of the city.

A Whirlwind of Flavors
London's culinary scene is one of the best in the world. Indulge in 
traditional fish and chips at The Golden Hinde or savor a hearty 
pie at The Guinea Grill. Delight in multicultural cuisine at Borough 
Market, sampling gourmet treats from diverse cultures or a 
traditional scone with jam and cream. Don't miss trying a colorful 
array of Indian dishes at Dishoom.

Before you Leave…
1. Explore Greenwich: Visit the Royal Observatory and stand 
on the Prime Meridian.

2. Catch a West End Show: Experience world-class theater 
in London's renowned West End district.

3. Stroll along the Thames: Take a leisurely walk along the 
Thames River, passing by iconic landmarks.

4. Visit Camden Market: Discover eclectic shops and vibrant 
street art in this bohemian neighborhood.

5. Museum-Hopping: Explore diverse museums like the Tate 
Modern, Natural History Museum, and Victoria and Albert 
Museum for an enriching cultural experience.

Buckingham Palace

Westminster Abbey

Houses of Parliament

Borough Market

Let's Fly Together
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Manchester
Manchester's mix of heritage and diverse experiences will leave you 
feeling amazed.

Find it all in Manchester
Delve into history at the historic John Rylands Library or marvel at 
contemporary art at the Whitworth Art Gallery. Explore the bustling 
Northern Quarter adorned with street art and indie shops. Don't 
miss iconic landmarks like Manchester Cathedral, the revitalized 
Salford Quays, or the renowned football stadiums of Old Trafford 
and the Etihad Stadium.

Arrive Hungry
Dive into Manchester's food scene with a hearty portion of beef 
and ale pie at Pieminister or try a classic fish and chips at Shapla 
Tandoori. Sample the vibrant flavors at Mackie Mayor, a bustling 
food hall, or enjoy eclectic global cuisine at GRUB Manchester's 
food events. For something more creative, savor artisanal treats at 
Altrincham Market House.

Before you Leave…
1. Northern Quarter Exploration: Dive into vibrant street art 
and independent shops.

2. Whitworth Art Gallery Visit: Immerse in contemporary art 
in a picturesque setting.

3. Live Music Venues: Enjoy Manchester's music scene at 
venues like Band on the Wall.

4. Canal Cruise: Relax on a scenic cruise along Manchester's 
historic canals.

GRUB Manchester

John Rylands Library

Etihad Stadium

Whitworth Art Gallery

Manchester Cathedral
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Spring Break In Europe!
Embark on a whimsical journey to Paris, Stockholm, and Brussels this season. 

Let's Fly Together

Stockholm

Let's Fly Together

E=�à\Xf�gb�CTe\f�WT\_l!�

Pierre Herme

Blé Sucré

Rue Montorgueil

Paris at night

Champs Elysees

Paris  
Immerse yourself in the city's captivating vibe and timeless elegance.   
Strolls in the City of Lights
Paris invites enchanting walks along iconic streets that embody the 
city's charm and history. Champs-Élysées, known for its grandeur, 
offers a majestic stroll lined with high-end boutiques, cafés, and 
landmarks like the Arc de Triomphe. Rue Montorgueil captures 
authentic Parisian life and exudes a lively atmosphere. Le Marais 
unveils medieval architecture, trendy galleries, and chic boutiques, 
blending old-world allure with modern flair. Each street reveals a 
distinct facet of Parisian culture. 

Battle of the Croissants 
Hit the streets and weigh in on who makes the best croissant! 
The city boasts exquisite croissants at renowned patisseries like 
Du Pain et des Idées, celebrated for traditional methods yielding 
crispy, buttery perfection. Pierre Hermé reinvents classics with 
creative flavors, crafting each croissant into a unique delight. 
Boulangerie Bo entices with precise, golden-layered pastries and 
epitomizes French baking finesse. Meanwhile, Blé Sucré remains a 
hidden gem, offering melt-in-your-mouth croissants.

Bon Nuit!
For a high-end experience, indulge in opulence in the city’s five-
star hotels. Their timeless luxury, Michelin-starred dining, and 
lavish décor really are worth the splurge. Seeking contemporary 
charm? The city is full of affordable stays with eclectic design and 
vibrant spaces. 
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Let's Fly Together
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Hemslöjd

Cycling along Göta Canal

Stockholm City Hall

NK Stockholm

Stockholm
Stockholm is where old-world charm meets modern innovation.

Architectural Marvels 
Stockholm's architecture presents a captivating blend of old and 
new. The Stockholm City Hall stands as an iconic symbol with 
its red-brick façade and imposing tower, showcasing Nordic 
romanticism. The Royal Palace boasts baroque designs, exuding 
regal elegance. Contrasting this, the contemporary Modern Art 
Museum, locally known as Moderna Museet, showcases sleek 
lines and minimalist design, housing world-class contemporary art. 
The Sergels Torg Plaza, marked by the Glass Obelisk, celebrates 
modernist urban design. 

Hop on a Bike!
The city is best discovered on two wheels. Explore the Djurgården 
Loop, a picturesque route through parks and woodlands. Norra 
Djurgården, with its waterfront paths, offers stunning views. The 
Sörmlandsleden Trail presents diverse terrains for mountain biking. 
The urban Kungsholmen Run circles the island, revealing cityscapes 
and waterfronts, catering to cyclists of various skill levels.

Bring Back Home…
Visit Svenskt Tenn for exquisite interior design pieces like Josef 
Frank textiles, renowned for vibrant patterns and artistic flair. Delve 
into Swedish craftsmanship at NK Stockholm, offering quality 
crystal and glassware from brands like Orrefors and Kosta Boda. 
For timeless elegance, explore Hemslojd, showcasing handcrafted 
wooden Dala horses and intricate glassware. Additionally, 
Ostermalms Saluhall presents gourmet delicacies such as Swedish 
cured salmon.

King's Garden

Let's Fly Together
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Royal Galleries of Saint-Hubert

Bois de la Cambre

Neuhaus

Mont des Arts

Brussels
From lavish to eclectic and green to majestic, Brussels is the place 
to be.

From one Park to the Next
Spring in Brussels is in a league of its own and now is the time to 
explore. Bois de la Cambre stands out as a serene oasis, featuring 
vast green spaces, a picturesque lake, and walking trails ideal for 
relaxation. Parc du Cinquantenaire impresses with its monumental 
arches and perfectly manicured lawns, hosting events and exhibitions. 
The botanical wonderland of Parc Leopold, adjacent to the European 
Parliament, is known for its lush greenery, ponds, and diverse flora, 
offering a tranquil escape within the bustling city. 

Life is a box of Chocolates
Explore Brussels’ world famous chocolateries! Begin at Pierre Marcolini, 
known for its exquisite pralines and innovative flavors, crafted with 
the finest cocoa beans. Explore Neuhaus, credited with inventing 
the praline, offering a wide array of traditional and contemporary 
chocolates. Don't miss Wittamer, where royal warrants adorn the 
storefront, showcasing luxurious chocolates favored by Belgium's 
royalty. Complete the journey at Laurent Gerbaud.

Bring on the Bling
The city offers a diverse range of options for jewelry shopping, from 
prestigious boutiques to artisanal shops. Begin your exploration at the 
renowned Place du Grand Sablon, home to several high-end jewelry 
stores like De Greef and Wolfers. Venture to the prestigious Royal 
Galleries of Saint-Hubert, where you'll find elegant jewelry shops such 
as Boghossian and Leysen Joailliers, renowned for their craftsmanship 
and unique designs. For a more eclectic experience, visit Les Galeries 
Royales Saint-Hubert.

Let's Fly Together

ADVERTISE HERE
�Y<�V��N
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Let's Fly Together

Turkish Delights
İstanbul's blend of history, amazing food, great shopping, diverse stays, and unique activities 
promise an unforgettable trip. Here’s how to spend 24 hours in the pulsating city.

Visit
İstanbul is packed with iconic spots that showcase its rich history. 
The Hagia Sophia is a must-see with its stunning Eastern Roman 
(Byzantine) architecture. Don't miss the Blue Mosque for its 
beautiful domes and blue tiles. For history buffs, Topkapı Palace is 
a treasure trove of royal chambers and gardens. 

Food
While in the city, embarking on a gastronomic adventure is 
essential! Start your day with a Turkish breakfast by the Bosphorus 
and make sure to try rich Turkish coffee paired with exquisite 
Pistachio Katmer, a traditional dessert with layers of thin pastry, 
pistachio, and clotted cream. For lunch and dinner, delight in 
the culinary wonders of establishments like Vogue, Beyti, and 
Neolokal, all celebrated by Michelin Guide Istanbul. Elevate 
your dining experience further with a focus on sustainability, as 
highlighted by green-starred gems Nicole and Alancha.  

Shopping
Get ready to shop till you drop! The Grand Bazaar is a maze of 
lanes selling everything from carpets to spices. Then there's the 
Spice Bazaar with its fragrant spices and sweets. And if you're into 
trendy items, check out İstiklal Street (Grande Rue de Pera) for 
cool boutiques and local crafts. Mall lovers should head to Istinye 
Park and luxury lovers are urged to visit Nişantaşı. 

Activities
For a unique experience, take a cruise along the Bosphorus Strait. 
Try a Turkish cooking class to learn dishes like börek and kebabs. 
And don't miss a visit to the Çemberlitaş Hamamı for a traditional 
Turkish bath experience.

Topkapı Palace

Neolokal

Bosphorus Strait cruise

The Blue Mosque

Let's Fly Together

Hagia Sophia
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AFC Asian Cup 
2023 Roundup

Eye On Jordan

The AFC Asian Cup 2023, hosted in Qatar, served as a thrilling 
stage for football talent from across the continent, marked by 
intense competition and moments of brilliance. Among the standout 
performers, the Jordan National team captured the attention of fans 
worldwide with their impressive displays. Throughout the tournament, 
their journey was defined by resilience, determination, and skill.

In the final match against Qatar, despite facing a tough challenge, 
Jordan showcased commendable performance, highlighting their 
prowess in the final third. Although Qatar ultimately retained their 
AFC Asian Cup crown with a 3-1 victory, Jordan's persistent threat 
and attacking prowess were evident. The team's tactical approach, 
led by Coach Hussein Ammouta, emphasized pressing and effective 
ball progression, posing a significant challenge to the reigning 
champions. Despite the outcome, Jordan's spirited display and 
ability to dominate in crucial areas demonstrated their status as a 
formidable force in Asian football.

A Festive Welcoming for Alnashama
Upon their return from the Asia Cup, the Jordan National team 
received a heartwarming ceremony, welcoming them back home. 
The ceremony, held in the capital, was a jubilant affair that began 
with Alnashama’s arrival at Queen Alia International Airport on Royal 
Jordanian Airlines, where they were received by His Royal Highness 
Prince Ali bin Al Hussein. Fans gathered to show their appreciation 
for the team's efforts. Amidst chants and cheers, the players were 
greeted by thousands with banners and flags, celebrating their 
achievements and highlighting their role as national heroes. The 
ceremony served as a poignant reminder of the team's impact on the 
country and its people, reinforcing the profound connection between 
sports and national pride in Jordan.

Eye On Jordan

Meet the Players
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Goal Keeper 
Yazeed Abulaila

Defender 
Anas Bani Yaseen

Midfielder 
Saleh Rateb

Goal Keeper 
Abdallah Al-Fakhouri

Defender 
Ihsan Haddad

Midfielder 
Nizar Al-Rashdan

Goal Keeper 
Ahmad Al-Juaidi

Midfielder 
Mohannad Abu Taha

Midfielder 
Yousef Abu Jalboush

Defender 
Mohammad Abu Hasheesh

Midfielder 
Mohammad Abu Zrayq

Midfielder 
Anas Al-Awadat

Defender 
Abdallah Nasib

Midfielder 
Noor Al-Rawabdeh

Defender 
Bara' Marei

Midfielder 
Musa Al-Taamari

Defender 
Yazan Al-Arab

Midfielder 
Mahmoud Al-Mardi

Defender 
Feras Shelbaieh

Midfielder 
Rajaei Ayed

Defender 
Salem Al-Ajalin

Midfielder 
Ibrahim Sadeh
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Ramadan In Jordan
An experience that invites locals and visitors to explore the country's cultural, culinary, 
and spiritual richness, Ramadan in Jordan is nothing short of magical. 

Eye On Jordan

Feasts with Flair
During Ramadan, the bustling streets of Amman's downtown area, Al 
Balad, transform into a lively destination of flavors. Street vendors set 
up stalls offering an array of traditional delights such as lentil soup, 
fatteh, and Ramadan bread. Further uptown, hotels in the capital, 
such as Fairmont Amman, offer elaborate buffets during iftar.

During Ramadan, remember to sample as many desserts as 
possible, traditional sweets shops such as Zalatimo Brothers offer 
Ramadan-themed dessert dishes that are, in a word, divine. We 
recommend the warbat, knafeh, and halawet al jaben.

Jordan’s coastal city, Aqaba is full of restaurants and hotels that also 
host lavish iftar buffets, serving everything from traditional dishes 
such as mansaf to popular dessert options such as muhalabieh 
and qatayef, which is a traditional Ramadan treat in the shape of 
little pancakes filled with different kinds of stuffing and covered with 
syrup. In addition to its heartwarming taste, this dessert is known to 
bring everyone in the community together.

When in Ajloun, nature reserves restaurants are known for serving 
traditional Jordanian dishes during Ramadan such as Ajloun 
Forest Reserve. Jordan also offers equally unforgettable culinary 
experiences at Dana Guesthouse and Rummana Campsite at Feynan 
Ecolodge in south Jordan. Other gems include Azraq Wetland 
Reserve and Mujib Biosphere Reserve. 

Don’t forget to experience a magical suhur, where families and 
friends frequent restaurants and cafés to enjoy a mix of traditional 
Jordanian tea, a simple meal such as mezze, saj wraps, and modern 
desserts while relishing in the lively atmosphere that harmonizes past 
and present. If you are feeling sluggish and would rather stay in and 
catch up on your favorite tv series, pick up a serving of AlNejmah 
from the iconic qatayef, muhalabieh, or classic Um Ali. You can also 
enjoy preparing qatayef at home.  
 

Amman DowntownQatayef from Zalatimo Brothers

Feynan Ecolodge

Iftar buffet at Fairmont Amman

Eye On Jordan

Arabian Horse Club

Ayla Golf Club

Aqaba Archaeological Museum

King Abdullah I Mosque

Keep Active
Ramadan is a time to focus on your health, as such a trip to one 
of Amman's beautiful parks or nature reserves, such as the King 
Hussein Park is highly recommended. Other activities worth 
exploring in Amman include horseback riding at the Arabian Horse 
Club or archery at Action Target.

For something a bit more challenging, book a hike with a local tour 
guide to Ajloun Forest Reserve, Ajloun Castle to Mar Elias Trail, or 
Rasoun to Ajloun and enjoy beautiful vistas along the way.

Although not yet warm enough to swim, Ramadan is the perfect time 
to experience Aqaba's charm through its diverse activities and rich 
heritage. Discover local culture at Aqaba Archaeological Museum, 
shop at Souk Al-Hamam, or try your luck at a game of golf at Ayla 
Golf Club.

Embracing Spirituality and Community
Amidst the ancient cityscape of Amman lies the King Abdullah I 
Mosque, a significant place of worship that takes on a special vibe 
during Ramadan. Here, worshippers gather not only for prayers 
but also to partake in communal iftar meals organized by local 
volunteers. Families also come together at the mosque's courtyard, 
sharing dates and water as they await the call to prayer, fostering a 
sense of unity and spirituality. 

Additionally, now is the time to focus on your overall wellbeing. 
Immerse yourself in a well-deserved spa escape at Fairmont Hotel 
Amman, a haven for relaxation, tranquility, and revitalization. Here 
you can enjoy the therapeutic benefits of Dead Sea products by 
indulging in one of their exquisite spa treatments that promise to 
wash away daily stress.
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Eye On Jordan

Redefining Power
Royal Wings reveals the narratives that drive the quest for women's empowerment. Read 
on to explore the personal stories of 4 inspiring changemakers.

Fida Taher, Partner
Amam Ventures
Fida is a serial entrepreneur, impact agent, ecosystem builder, advisor, 
and investor. She is also an advocate for diversity and inclusion and 
committed to supporting impactful businesses.

Can you tell us a bit about yourself/organization? What 
inspired you to embark on a path in your chosen field? 
Currently, I am a partner at Amam Ventures, an impact fund that caters 
to startups and SMEs that balance profit with purpose. In addition 
to investing, we run a business accelerator, Arcan, where we have 
supported over 350 companies to date. Our aim is to provide a strong 
pipeline of companies for the wider ecosystem. Above all, I am a mother 
of four curious children, and just like them, I still have a lot of big dreams 
that I want to fulfill.

In your opinion, what are the key attributes or strategies 
that have contributed to your success in your industry? 
When I started, I was obsessed with the word "success". Today, I 
would replace it with growth. And in order to grow, one needs to build 
resilience, continuously seek learning and improvement, engage with 
professional regional and global networks, embrace change, and focus 
on adaptability. But to stand out, one needs to also take risks and to 
step into uncomfortable territories.

As a leader, how do you encourage mentorship and 
support for other women in your organization or industry? 
As a start, I am always ready to mentor whenever I can add value and 
at the same time, I am always seeking mentorship. I have had, and 
still have, many mentors who have really impacted me during different 
times in my professional career.  As for encouraging mentorship, we 
do that through creating networking opportunities for our community, 
facilitating and matching our beneficiaries with mentors, encouraging 
our beneficiaries to give back, and providing peer to peer mentorship. 
Mentorship really is a win-win. 

In your experience, what organizational changes or 
initiatives do you believe are crucial for creating a 
more inclusive and equitable workplace for women in 
leadership roles? 
First of all, we need to understand that having a more inclusive and 
equitable ecosystem will naturally translate into a stronger economy. 
We also need to address the challenge of not having enough women in 
leadership positions both through top down and bottom up approaches. 
For example, having women in senior management and on boards to 
ensure that women are part of the decision-making process is key, but 
making sure that we have the right hiring practices in place, ensuring 
that women are paid equally and presented with equal opportunities for 

advancement and promotion, is equally imperative.  
One of our flagship programs, Get on Board, which we have been 
running for four years now (and taking it regionally) has trained to date 
over 100 women in senior management to better equip them with the 
knowledge and confidence they need for their current and future board 
assignments. It brings me so much pride to know that more than 50% 
of these brilliant women are serving on boards today. 

Can you share a success story that you are especially 
proud of and why? 
I am very lucky that I get to meet inspiring women from different walks 
of life, everyday. Their successes are for all of us to celebrate! This was 
portrayed in a campaign we launched as Women in Business Arabia, 
called 365 Inspiring Arab Women, where we featured one woman 
across different Arab countries, everyday, that served as a daily dose of 
inspiration for a full year to so many people. The campaign organically 
attracted over 40 million impressions. The 365 featured women included 
women in business, politics, education, music, sports, etc.

What advice would you give to other women aspiring to 
break through barriers and excel in leadership roles within 
your industry? 
Believe in yourself and in your ability to change the world, and start 
taking small steps everyday to get there by taking care of yourself, 
physically, mentally, intellectually.

What’s next on the horizon for you? 
To continue delivering and expanding impact in the private sector, in 
different roles.  How exactly, I do not know, but I am excited to find out!

For more info visit www.amamventures.com

Eye On Jordan

Mary Nazzal-Batayneh, Founder

Landmark Hotel/MVMNT 

Mary is an impact-driven entrepreneur and an investor, barrister, and 
justice activist

Can you tell us a bit about yourself/organization? 
What inspired you to embark on a path in your 
chosen field? 
My life trajectory has been shaped by a desire to see justice 
achieved in all its forms. My activism has been a constant feature 
of my path for over 25 years. It led me to becoming a human rights 
barrister and has influenced the way I do business and invest. 
I transformed our family business from a typical hotel business 
reliant on international brand names to one that celebrates 
local culture and seeks to build local skills, this was inspired by 
my great grandfather Anton Nazzal, who was a pioneer in the 
industry. Beyond that, we are a leading business when it comes 
to inclusion, especially when it comes to gender equality and 
the employment of people with disabilities. Plus we are a long-
standing partner of the SEP the brand, which is a social enterprise 
in the Gaza refugee camp.  
My latest venture is MVMNT, which includes a Wellness Hub in 
Amman and MVMNT Corporate arm to bring holistic wellness to 
corporate settings in the region. Given the war on Gaza, MVMNT 
has been focused on supporting the community during this 
difficult time. 

In your opinion, what are the key attributes or 
strategies that have contributed to your success in 
your industry? 
First, I have to say that I was given many opportunities and provided 
with a lot of support, this has undoubtedly helped me along the way. 
I believe people should have access to such opportunities; we need 
to democratize opportunities as much as possible for all. In addition, 
I have always had a strong sense of purpose, resilience, and an 
ability to adapt or adjust quickly. I am also an eternal student and 
love to learn new things and apply them.  

As a leader, how do you encourage mentorship and 
support for other women in your organization  
or industry? 
Landmark, as an example, is a leader when it comes to creating 
an enabling work environment for women. For example, we are the 
only hotel that created an on-site day care for the children of our 
employees. At MVMNT, we are dedicated to providing a safe space 
for women to connect with their higher self and inner power. 

In your experience, what organizational changes or 
initiatives do you believe are crucial for creating a 
more inclusive and equitable workplace for women in 
leadership roles? 
We need women at all levels of the workforce, especially in 
leadership roles and board positions. Overall, each work 
environment requires different adjustments, companies need to talk 
to their female team and ask them what type of support suits them. 
For example, flexible working hours and virtual work options could 
suit some, others may also need support vis-à-vis childcare.

Can you share a success story that you are especially 
proud of and why? 
I don’t feel that it is time to share success stories at a time of 
profound grief given the situation in Occupied Palestine, but if you 
ask me what I am proud of; I am proud of my children, Jad, Maya, 
and Sami and my husband Aysar. 

What advice would you give to other women aspiring 
to break through barriers and excel in leadership roles 
within your industry? 
We cannot underestimate the importance of having a good support 
structure at home, at work, and even socially. There are multiple 
demands on women and we cannot be expected to manage 
everything alone and they should consider what support they need. 

What’s next on the horizon for you? 
I am grateful for all the opportunities I have been given, and I 
intend to keep giving back as much as I can and continue to work 
towards a more just and humane world. More specifically, I intend 
to grow my wellness business MVMNT, to continue to support 
people especially during difficult times.  
Landmark will also continue to grow and be a model for what it 
means to be built by the community and for the community. My 
political and legal activism for Palestine is expanding each day in 
the hopes for ultimate liberation. 

For more info visit www.marynazzal.com
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Eye On Jordan

Rana Al Dababneh,  
Corporate Communication & 
Sustainability Unit

Orange Jordan

Creating her own song of success and possessing wings for 

inspiration, ambition, and passion, Rana thrives in her quest to 

convert challenges into power. 

Can you tell us a bit about yourself? What inspired 
you to embark on a path in your chosen field? 

I am always driven by Ghandi’s quote, “Be the change you wish 

to see in the world,” and have strived to create a distinguished 

career path that supported both my personal and my community’s 

development. Since joining Orange Jordan in 2002, or Jordan 

Telecom company at the time, I admired how the telecom sector 

bridges distances and changes people’s lives for the better. I 

started off at the Marketing department and worked on the Orange 

rebranding in 2007. I then held the position of Marketing Director 

of the Enterprise Unit during 2009-2012, and then Director of 

Project Management Office. 

I realized that CSR is key to a better reality and a brighter future 

when I was assigned to run the Corporate Communication & CSR 

of Orange Jordan until 2021 when I was promoted to be the Chief 

Officer of the Corporate Communication & Sustainability Unit up 

until now. Since then, every impact we have made through our 

programs and initiatives for better opportunities for youth and for 

inclusion fuels my passion.

In your opinion, what are the key attributes or 
strategies that have contributed to your success in 
your industry? 

Belief, passion, hard work, and clear objectives/resolutions are 

the ingredients of the success formula. The goal may change over 

time, but it should always be clear. I am also one of those people 

who truly gets inspired by success, out-of-the-box, stories and I 

am trying to inspire back accordingly.

As a leader, how do you encourage mentorship  
and support for other women in your organization  
or industry? 
I join many mentorship programs be it for schools, startups, or for 

women. I make sure to convey to my mentees how they should 

believe in themselves, how their achievements are what define 

them, and that their hard work will definitely make them stand 

out. An issue of concern to me is that 69% of university students 

are females, however barely one third of them are employed. This 

requires creating new working models with a focus on flexibility.

In your experience, what organizational changes or 
initiatives do you believe are crucial for creating a 
more inclusive and equitable workplace for women in 
leadership roles? 

The legal and structural frames can reinforce women’s 

participation in managerial positions and equal pay. At Orange 

Jordan for example, we strategically track inclusion and gender 

participation in the workforce, and we actually set ambitious goals 

for boosting women’s participation in managerial positions, in 

addition to fulfilling equal pay.

Can you share a success story that you are especially 
proud of and why? 

I am definitely a proud mom of Joud and Sanad, a proud graduate 

of the distinguished Jubilee School, and an industrial engineer 

by education, which is my passion. I am blessed to have joined 

a respectable organization such as Orange Group. Lastly, I keep 

being proud of my career development, and I know there are more 

milestones in the making. 

What advice would you give to other women aspiring 
to break through barriers and excel in leadership 
roles within your industry? 

Be it our industry or any other, be it a male or a female, I invite 

everyone to be the best version of themselves, obstacles are only 

a myth unless you want them to stop you!  

For leadership inspiration, I would like to share one of my favorite 

quotes by Her Majesty Queen Rania Al Abdullah, which is “I 

think change needs to be egoless. It's not about my leaving 

my fingerprints or a legacy. It's more important to be part of a 

process by rolling up your sleeves, being on the ground, initiating 

projects, starting campaigns - you know, building stuff.” This 

quote defines me, there really is nothing more rewarding than 

building with impact. 

What’s next on the horizon for you? 
I still believe that having a goal is essential, but maybe at this point 

I will see where the road will take me as well. Ambition is where 

success is only the beginning, make it an enjoyable ride! 

For more info visit www.orange.jo/en/corporate/csr/
community-digital-centers

Eye On Jordan

Rasha Manna, General Manager

Flat6Labs

Boasting over 25 years of experience in the corporate and startup 
community, Rasha shares her career journey as a key player in the 
country’s ever thriving entrepreneurship field. 

Can you tell us a bit about yourself/organization? What 
inspired you to embark on a path in your chosen field? 
We are a venture capital fund launched in 2021 that invests in 
early-stage tech startups, mainly in Jordan, but recently we added 
Palestine, Iraq, and Lebanon to our geographic mandate. We are part 
of a regional platform headquartered in Egypt, and operating across 
MENA, that was set up in 2011. We have done 31 investments to 
date. The beginning of my career was in audit, corporate finance, and 
investment banking. Clients I worked with back then were Jordan’s 
blue-chip companies from the banking, mining, and industrial sectors, 
including Royal Jordanian. After the 2008 financial crisis, I decided it 
was time to shift careers and left work to do an Executive MBA. I had 
some time on my hands between courses, so I started freelancing 
for a few startups in Amman who were fundraising. That was my first 
interaction with the startup world. It was invigorating. I loved the speed 
with which everything moved, and their dynamic and agile approach. 
In 2010 I joined Endeavor in the capacity of Managing Director and 
then moved to Flat6Labs. I have worked with hundreds of startups in 
Jordan since then.

In your opinion, what are the key attributes or 
strategies that have contributed to your success in 
your industry? 
I’m very much a roll your sleeves up and get your hands dirty 
kind of person. I am all in in whatever I do, and I am driven by the 
desire to make a difference and to constantly raise the bar. I am 
always competing with what I last did, how I can do things bigger 
and better. 

As a leader, how do you encourage mentorship  
and support for other women in your organization  
or industry? 
With young women, whether on my team or founders I work with, 
it is usually about encouraging them to speak up, to know their 
worth, to ask for what they want, and to hold their ground.

In your experience, what organizational changes or 
initiatives do you believe are crucial for creating a 
more inclusive and equitable workplace for women in 
leadership roles? 
Flexibility at work has become expected for younger generations 
regardless of gender. The formalities when I started my career no 
longer work for the Gen Z. That said, flexibility whether in terms of 
hours or where to work from is key for working mums who choose 
to continue to pursue their careers.

Can you share a success story that you are especially 
proud of and why? 
Not sure I have a specific incident I define as a success story. I 
believe the constant evolution and growth over the 25 years of 
my career is what I would refer to as my success. I will mention 
though a specific learning experience that was pivotal in my career. 
I was fortunate enough early on in my career to work with Samih 
Darwazah, the founder of Hikma Pharmaceuticals. His approach 
was to throw people in the deep end. I was just 27 when he had 
me lead the transition of a newly acquired plant in Italy. Every time 
I contacted him with a particular challenge, he would tell me “you 
will figure it out.” That was the point when I learnt that everything 
is “figureaoutable”. That is when I realized that the most important 
strength I possess is knowing how to learn. 

What advice would you give to other women aspiring 
to break through barriers and excel in leadership roles 
within your industry? 
Always be your authentic self, always invest in learning, and 
don’t shy away from confrontation. Don’t worry about what 
others might think, know the value you bring, play to your 
strengths, and be decisive.

What’s next on the horizon for you? 
What is happening in our region today should inspire us to depend 
more on ourselves as a region. To build locally, and to build bigger 
and better. My commitment to invest and support the best startups 
in Jordan, and our neighboring countries, is stronger than ever. 

For more info visit www.flat6labs.com
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� COPENHAGEN

� OSLO

LONDON �

AMSTERDAM �

BRUSSELS �

PARIS �

GENEVA �

ALGIERS �

� BARCELONA

� TRIPOLI

� BENGHAZI
� MISRATA

� TUNIS

� MADRID

� ABERDEEN

� ATHENS

� LARNACA

� Antalya

� AMMAN

� ROME

�MILAN

� FRANKFURT

� Dusseldorf

� ZURICH

� NEWCASTLE

 MANCHESTER � 

 GLASGOW � 
� EDINBURGH

� STOCKHOLM

� MOSCOW

� KHARTOUM

ISTANBUL �

EUROPE & NORTH AFRICA

Local RJ Agents

Amsterdam  
 +31 23 555 5230

Athens  
 +30 210 9242 600

Brussels   
 +322 512 7070

Frankfurt  
 +49 69 69050 941  
+49 69 231 853

Geneva   
 +41 22 817 4802 
+41 22 817 4803

Istanbul  
 +90 212 231 909

London   
 +44 20 7878 6300 
 
Madrid   
 +34 91 542 8006  

Moscow   
 +7 495 933 7161 
+7 499 246 8670

Nicosia   
 +357 2 246 0044

Paris   
 +33 1 42 65 99 91 
+33 1 42 65 99 80/ 84

Prague & Bratislava 

 
 +420 261 21 9316- 19

Rome   
 +39 06 478 7055  
+39 06 478 7057

Vienna   
 +43 1 513 3036

Algiers  
 +213 21 675621  
+213 21 675622

Tripoli   
 +218 21 444 1565 
+218 21 444 2453

Tunis   
 +216 71 351390   

  

 

 
 

 
 

Amman, Aqaba

Dusseldorf direct as of Sep. 2023
Brussels direct as of Oct. 2023

Sarajevo, Sofia, Budapest, Milan

Gaziantep, Dalaman, Izmir
via Istanbul
Antalya
direct

  
via Istanbul

via Istanbul
via Rome

  Royal Jordanian destination   Codeshare destination

Brindisi, Bologna, Bari, Brussels  
Catania, Florence, Genoa, 
Milan, Naples, Palermo, 
Reggio Calabria, Pisa, Geneva,
Lamezia Terme, Turin, Trieste, 
Venice, Verona, 

� Bari
�Brindisi

�Florence

�Palermo

�Naples

�Turin

�Pisa�Genoa

�Trieste
�Verona

�Bologna

�Ancona

�Rennes

�Lyon

�Toulon

�Poitiers

�Bordeaux

�Champagne
�Strasbourg

�Lorraine

�Le Mans

�Nantes

�Lille

�Catania

�Lamezia Terme

SNCF MOBILITÉS
Aix en Provence Tgv (Qxb), 
Angers St. Laud (Qxg),
Avignon Tgv (Xzn), Bordeaux 
St. Jean (Zfq),
Champagne Tgv (Xiz), Le Mans 
(Zln), Lille (Xdb), Lorraine Tgv 
(Xzi), Lyon (Xyd), Marseille 
(Xrf), Montpellier (Xpj), Nantes 
(Qjz), Nimes (Zyn), Poitiers 
(Xop), Rennes (Z!), St Pierre 
Des Corps (Xsh), Strasbourg 
(Xwg), Valence Tgv (Xhk), 
Bruxelles-midi (Zyr)
via Paris

Temporarily suspended
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� NEW YORK

CHICAGO �

� MONTREAL

SALT LAKE CITY � 

SEATTLE � 

TAMPA � 

LITTLE ROCK � 

ATLANTA � 

LOS ANGELES � 

DALLAS � 

� DETROIT*

� LAS VEGAS

SAN FRANCISCO � 

� ORLANDO
� HOUSTON

� PHOENIX
SAN DIEGO � 

CINCINNATI � 

CLEVELAND � 

ST LOUIS � 

NASHVILLE � 

KANSAS CITY � 

� ALBUQUERQUE

AUSTIN � 

CHARLOTTE � 

� COLUMBUS

DENVER � 

MINNEAPOLIS � 

� WICHITA

OKLAHMOMA C � 

� PITTSBURGH

� MIAMI

� BUFFALO

� BALTIMORE

DAYTON � 

EL PASO � 

INDIANAPOLIS �

� MEMPHIS

TORONTO � 

� PHILADELPHIA

TUCSON � 

� RICHMOND
� TULSA

� KNOXVILLE

� BOSTON

�

� RALEIGH

LOUISVILLE � 

SANTA ANA � 

OMAHA � 

OTTAWA � 

Albuquerque, Atlanta, 
Austin, Baltimore, Boston, 
Buffalo, Charlotte, Cincinnati, 
Cleveland, Columbus, Dallas, 
Dayton, Denver, El Paso, 
Houston, Indianapolis, Kansas 
City, Knoxville, Las Vegas, 
Little Rock, Los Angeles, 
Louisville, Memphis, Miami, 
Minneapolis, Nashville, New 
Orleans, New York - LaGuardia, 
Omaha, Orlando, 
Phoenix, 
Richmond, St Louis,  
Salt Lake City, San Diego, 
San Francisco, Santa Ana, 
Seattle, Tampa, Toronto, 
Tucson, Tulsa, Washington, 

 via Chicago
 

Austin, Baltimore, Boston, 
Cleveland, Columbus, Dallas, 
Los Angeles, Miami, 
Montreal, Pittsburgh, Raleigh, 
San Diego, San Francisco, 
Toronto, Washington (Dca)  

 
 
via New York

Dallas
 
via Detroit 

Dallas, Los Angeles   
via London

Dallas, Miami
  

via Paris

Dallas, Miami
 
via Madrid

Local RJ Agents

USA Reservations  
 

 +1 212 949 0050

Chicago  
 +1 773 686 1301

Montreal  
 +1 514 631 2403

New York  
 +1 212 949 0060 

*  Flights to Detroit operate via 
Montreal from mid September  
to mid June

NORTH AMERICA
  Royal Jordanian destination   Codeshare destination

O N B O A R D  R J  R O U T E  M A P S
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Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh, Raleigh,
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Bahrain  

Muscat

Abu Dhabi
direct
Seoul

Local RJ Agents

Abu Dhabi  
 +971 2 627 5084 
+971 2 627 5085

Aden   
 +967 2 244546

Amman   
 +962 6 510 0000

Aqaba   
 +962 3 201 2403

Baghdad   
 +964 79 0143 1478 
+964 78 0928 3703

Bahrain   
 +973 1 722 9293 /4/ 5

Basra   
 +964 78 0198 2285

Beirut  
 +961 1 493321 
+961 1 493480 /1

Cairo   
 +202 3305 2940 
+202 3303 5537 
+202 3344 3114

Dammam   
+966 138 641 231 
+966 138 949 523 
+966 138 641 238

Doha   
 +974 435 1422

Dubai   
+971 4 316 6666 
+971 4 294 4322

Erbil   
+964 75 0405 2299

Jeddah   
+966 12 6613999 
+966 12 6674243 

Khartoum   
 +249 1 8379 2846  
+249 1 776 2743 / 4

Madinah 
 

 +966 14 8189645 
+966 14 8189646 
+966 14 8189647 

Mosul  
+964 77 0652 3000

Najaf  
+964 78 0156 3489

Riyadh   
+966 11 218 08503/ 4/ 5/ 6

Sulaymaniyah   
 +964 5 3319 4236

Tel-Aviv  
 +972 74 750 6666 

West Bank  
  

+972 2 240 5060

MIDDLE EAST
  Royal Jordanian destination   Codeshare destination Temporarily suspended

CAIRO �

JEDDAH �

MADINAH �
RIYADH �

ADEN �

SANA'A �

DUBAI �

ABU DHABI �

DAMMAM �

BASRA �

ALEPPO �

BEIRUT �

DAMASCUS �

AQABA �

SHARM EL SHIEIKH �

MUSCAT �

KHARTOUM �

� DOHA

� KUWAIT

� BAGHDAD

� SULAYMANIYAH

� ERBIL

� BAHRAIN

TEL AVIV �
� AMMAN

Amman, Aqaba 
 via Istanbul

Dhaka, Muscat, Karachi, Perth,

Doha
direct

Doha

Colombo, Singapore, 
Lahore, Nairobi, Johannesburg
via Doha

via Abu Dhabi

O N B O A R D  R J  R O U T E  M A P S
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� BANGKOK

� KUALA LUMPUR

 Kuala Lumpur 
 via Bangkok

ASIA
  Royal Jordanian destination    Codeshare destination

Local RJ Agents

Bangkok  
 + 66 2 638 2960

Hong Kong  
 + 852 2804 1203

Kuala Lumpur   
 + 6 03 2148 7500

Sydney  
 +61 1300 855 057

Tokyo  
 + 813 5251 8673

 

Temporarily suspended
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NEW YORK, USA JOHN F KENNEDY INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

CHICAGO, USA O’HARE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

How do you transfer between terminals?
The AirTrain operates frequently between all 
terminals at John F Kennedy (JFK) airport, as 
well as to stations that connect to the various 
New York railroad transportation systems. 

How long does it take to transfer  
between terminals?
Allow 60-90 minutes to transfer from one 
terminal to another. The approximate travel 
time for the AirTrain, including stops at all 
terminals, is 8 minutes. 
 
How much time is required to transfer 
between JFK and LaGuardia airports?
Allow 45-60 minutes for transportation 
between airports. Allow a minimum 
connection time of 3 hours if not 
otherwise specified by your airline. Proceed 
to the ground transportation information 
counter for more details.

Please note there is no baggage transfer 
process between JFK and New York 
LaGuardia (LGA) or Newark (EWR). You must 
collect your bags at your arrival airport and 
take them with you to your connecting flight.

How do you transfer?
For international arrivals at Terminal 5, 
immigration and customs on the lower level. 
Re-check your baggage at the re-check area 
beyond customs.

To connect to American Airlines  
and Iberia
Follow signs to Airport Transit System (ATS) 
to connect to Terminal 3. Clear security and 
proceed to your departure gate.

To connect to British Airways, Japan 
Airlines or Royal Jordanian from a USA 
Domestic arrival in Terminal 3
Follow signs to ATS and proceed to Terminal 
5. If you have a boarding pass, clear security 
and proceed to your departure gate. If you 
do not have a boarding pass, please check 
in at the airline’s counter. All bags will be 
checked through to your destination.

How long does it take to transfer?
The ATS serves all terminals and operates 
every 3 to 5 minutes  from 7am to 
10pm, and every 20 minutes from 10pm to 
7am. Maximum travel time is 10 minutes. 

oneworld carriers operating at New York John F Kennedy Airport

 Morrocan Airlines Terminal 2 
 Japan Airlines   

British Airways
Terminal 8   Royal Jordanian, American Airlines, Finnair, Qantas,  

IBERA, Qatar Airways, Cathay Pacific,

oneworld carriers operating at Chicago O’Hare Airport
Terminal 5, Concourse M 
Arrivals and departures: Royal Jordanian, British Airways, Cathay Pacific, Qatar Airways, Finnair 
Arrivals Only: American Airlines, Iberia, Japan Airlines 
Terminal 3 
Arrivals and departures: American Airlines 
Departures only: Iberia, Japan Airlines

O N B O A R D  R J  T R A N S I T  M A P S
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London Heathrow, UK (LHR)

Terminal 4

Terminal 3Terminal 5

Terminal 2

Connection Bus

Road

Bus route

Transfer desk

Flight
Connection
Center

Walkway

National
Express bus

London Heathrow, UK (LHR)

Fast Track
Terminal 3Terminal 5

Terminal 2

Connection Bus

Road

Bus route

Transfer desk

Flight
Connection
Center

Walkway

National
Express bus

London Heathrow, UK (LHR)

Fast Track

Terminal 4

Terminal 3Terminal 5

Terminal 2

LONDON, UK HEATHROW AIRPORT

How do you transfer?
For same terminal departures, follow the signs  
for flight connections and proceed to departure 
gates. For departures from other terminals,  
transfer by bus to the Flight Connection Center  
and follow signs for departures.

How long does it take to transfer  
between terminals?
Buses operate every 6 to 8 minutes  
from Terminal 5 to Terminal 3. It takes 
approximately 15 and 20 minutes.

How much time is required to transfer  
between London Heathrow and Gatwick?
The National Express bus to Gatwick takes 
approximately 90 minutes. Buses operate  
every 15 minutes from 05:30-12:00 and  
every 30 minutes from 12:00-22:30

oneworld carriers operating at 
London Heathrow Airport
Terminal 3  Royal Jordanian, American Airlines, 
British Airways, Cathay Pacific, Finnair,  
Japan Airlines, Qantas, SriLankan Airlines, LATAM
Terminal 4  Malaysia Airlines, Qatar Airways
Terminal 5  British Airways, Iberia

MADRID, SPAIN ADOLFO SUÁREZ MADRID-BARAJAS AIRPORT

How do you transfer?
All oneworld® flights arrive and depart from 
Terminal 4 and its satellite Terminal 4S. Arrivals 
and immigration are located on the lower level, and 
departures are on the upper level. Transit desks are 
located in both the arrival and departure areas.
Terminal T4: Domestic and E.U. Schengen 
passengers depart from Level 1
Terminal T4S: International and non-Schengen 
passengers depart from Level 1
Terminal T4S: Domestic and E.U. Schengen 
passengers depart from Level 0

How long does it take to transfer?
A shuttle train operates between T4 and T4S every 3 
minutes, with the journey taking approximately 4
minutes. Additionally, a transit bus connects T4 with 
Terminals 1, 2, and 3 between 06:00-23:00.

oneworld carriers operating at  
Madrid Barajas Airport
Terminal 4S  Royal Jordanian, American Airlines, 
British Airways, Iberia, LATAM, Qatar Airways 
Terminal 4  Finnair, Iberia
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Road

Check-in

Airline lounges

Customs/
immigration

Transfer desk

Arrivals

Departures

CX &DWKD\�3DFLðF
Lounge

JL Japan Airlines 
Lounge

QF/BA Qantas, British 
Airways Lounge

MH Malaysia Airlines 
Lounge

oneworld carriers:

Bangkok, Thailand (BKK)

Concourse E

Concourse G

 

Concourse C

Concourse D

Concourse A

 

International
Terminal

Domestic
Terminal

Main Terminal

Satellite A

Airline lounges

MH Malaysia Airlines 
Lounge

CX�&DWKD\�3DFLðF�
Lounge

Check-in

Parking

Customs/
immigration

Transit System

Road

Main Terminal

Satellite A

Airline lounges

MH Malaysia Airlines 
Lounge

CX�&DWKD\�3DFLðF�
Lounge

Check-in

Parking

Customs/
immigration

Transit System

Road

Main Terminal

Satellite A

oneworld carriers:

Bangkok, Thailand (BKK)

Concourse E

Concourse G

 

Concourse C

Concourse D

Concourse A

 

International
Terminal

Domestic
Terminal

Road

Check-in

Airline lounges

Customs/
immigration

Transfer desk

Arrivals

Departures

CX &DWKD\�3DFLðF
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KUALA LUMPUR, MALAYSIA KUALA LUMPUR INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

BANGKOK, THAILAND SUVARNABHUMI AIRPORT

How do you transfer?
Domestic flights leave from concourses A and B. 
International flights leave from concourses C, D, E, 
F, and G. A ll arrivals are at L evel 2 and all departures 
leave from Level 4 of the main terminal building.

How long does it take to transfer?
It takes approximately 15-20 minutes to walk 
between Concourses E, F and G and approximately 
45-60 minutes to transfer between the international 
and domestic terminals.

To connect between the international and 
domestic concourses
It should take approximately 60-90 minutes to clear 
immigration and customs before proceeding to 
domestic check-in counters on Level 4. Passengers 
connecting from international to domestic flights 
must collect their checked baggage and clear 
passport control before proceeding to the domestic 
check-in area.

Transferring within and between terminals
A complimentary train service operates between the 
main terminal building and the satellite building.

Customers transferring from an international  
flight to a domestic flight must clear immigration  
and customs.

Customers transferring from a domestic flight to an 
international flight can collect their boarding passes 
from the transfer desk. All customers must pass 
through immigration clearance.

How long does it take to transfer between the 
main terminal and the satellite building?
The complimentary Aerotrain train service departs 
every 3 to 5 minutes and the journey takes 
approximately 2 minutes.

oneworld carriers operating at  
Kuala Lumpur International Airport 
Cathay Pacific,  
Japan Airlines, Malaysia Airlines,  
Qatar Airways

Sri Lankan Airlines

oneworld carriers operating at Bangkok 
Suvarnabhumi Airport

  Royal Jordanian,  British Airways, Cathay 
Pacific, Finnair,  
Malaysia 

Japan Airlines, 
Airlines, Qantas,  

Qatar Airways, S7, SriLankan Airlines
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Terminal 2

AMMAN, JORDAN QUEEN ALIA INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

HONG KONG HONG KONG INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

How do you transfer? 
 Queen Alia International Airport has one main 
terminal building. All arrivals are on Level 2 and all 
departures are on Level 3. If you have your boarding 
pass for your connecting flight, follow the Transfer 
sign through security to Level 3 and proceed to your 
departure gate. If you do not have a boarding pass 
for your flight, proceed to the transfer desk on Level 
2 and then through security to Level 3 and proceed 
to your departure gate.

How long does it take to transfer? 
 You should allow 10 to 15 minutes after clearing 

security to walk to your departure gate.

Connecting from international to domestic flights
Once passport control is complete, exit the terminal 
and proceed to Level 3. If you have a boarding pass, 
head to the gate. If not, proceed to the check-in 
counter in Zone B.

Connecting from Domestic to International flights
Exit the terminal and proceed to Level 3. If you have a 
boarding pass, head to passport control and proceed 
to the gate. If not, proceed to the check-in counters 
in Zone A. 

How do you transfer between terminals?
All arrivals are on Level 5. All departures 
are on Level 6. If you have a boarding pass 
for your connecting flight, proceed through 
security to Level 6 departures. If you do not 
have a boarding pass, proceed to the transfer 
desk for the carrier of your next flight. Once 
you have checked in, follow transfer signs 
through security to Level 6 departures.

How long does it take to transfer  
between terminals?
You should allow at least 30 minutes after 
clearing security to walk to your departure 
gate. An alternative route is the passenger 
train shuttle on Level 1 that runs continuously 
between the east and west wings of  
the terminal.

oneworld carriers operating at Hong Kong Airport

Royal Jordanian 
American Airlines
British Airways 
Cathay Pacific 
Finnair
Japan Airlines

Malaysia Airlines 
Qantas 
Qatar Airways
S7
SriLankan Airlines

oneworld carriers operating  
at Queen Alia International Airport 

 Royal Jordanian 
British Airways 
Qatar Airways
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٦ؔػٻرؚ� ؞ؿؕش٢ٯؕ� ؔپ�٤ؕ٫ْ ٴشٺؕذؚ� ٦ؔؿص٢ؕ� �٩٦ْؕ ٚٹ� �ؕ٪ْͯؕ �25 ْ٭� ؞طٺر� ؘدؙصؚ�
٫٦ؔطذٲصؚ� ؔپ�٤ؕ٫ْ شٺؕذؚ� ٪ا�٤ؕ ٚٹ� شؒٻػٻ؛� ٢ڃؙْ؛� ٫٦ؔٳٯٻ؛� ٪ػٻص؞ٳؕ� ٪ٯِؕ� شؾؕ�

ٚٹ�ؔپشذ٬*

يڜ٩ڮ� ڪڠً� �Fڠڥڅڡٕڗ ڤڑٱڗ/� ڈڣ� � Hڔڝڱڹ ٫ُ٥ٔڰڥً� ـڢ� ڰڡڙڥڗ� ڨڛ�
Fي٫ٕ٤ٔڧ يڜ٩ڮ� يڜڡًٝښ� ڐگ� يڜڡٱً٪� َک٩ي� ڜڝٵ٫ڪچ� ـڜکڡڗ�

ؔغ؟أ٫ؕش� ٧ْٷ� ٮص٢ط� تٻء� �72021 �٨ْؕ ٚٹ� ؎يڃٞٱ� ؔ؞�٩ ؔغ؟أ٫ؕشٸ� ٮث٭�قٯرٴٜ�
خؕق؛� ٣ؙ٫٦ؔصؚ� ٪صؔت٧ٳؕ� ٚٹ� ٚٹ� ٦ؔٯؕؾؓ؛� ٦ؔ؟٣ٯٵ٦ٵئٻؕ� ؾص٢ؕ� ٚٹ� �٤ؕ٫٦ؔ ش؊ظ�
٪٭� ئط؇� ٚٯث٭� ٴ٦ؙٯ�7٬ؕ ٴ٦ؔٓصٜؔ� ٧ٚػًٻ٭� ٦ٯؿ�٥٫ ترٺأؕ� ٴ؞ٵغٓٯؕ� ؔپشذ�7٬ ٚٹ�
٦ؔؿصٜ� ٚٹ� ٴ؞�٥٫ٓ ٪كص�7 ٚٹ� ٪ٟصٲؕ� �2011 �٨ْؕ ٚٹ� ؞؋غػ؝� ؎٧ٞٻ٫ٻ؛� ٪ٯك؛�

ؘر؊� ؔټ٬*� ت؟ٷ� �31ؾص٢؛� ؔغ؟أ٫ؕشؔ؞ٯؕ� ًٖ؝� تٻء� ؊ٚصٺٟٻ�7ؕ ٴؾ�٤ؕ٫ ؔپٴغى�
٫٦ؔكصٚٻ؛� ٴ٦ؔدر٪ؕ� ٦ؔؿص٢ؕ� ٴ؞٫ٵٺ�٥ ٦ؔ؟رٞٻٝ� ٪ا�٤ؕ ٚٹ� ٫٦ؔٳٯٻ؛� ٪ػٻص؞ٹ�

ٴ٦ؔ؟ٓرٺ٭� ٦ؙؔٯٵ�٠ ًْٞؕؕ� ٚٹ� ٣٦ؙؔصٶ� ؔپشذٮٻ؛� ٦ؔؿص٢ؕ� �ّ٪ ؔڂغ؟أ٫ؕشٺ؛�
�72008 �٨ْؕ ٦ؕ٫٦ؔٻ؛� ؔپض٪؛� ؘٓر� ؔپشذٮٻ؛*� ٣٧٫٦ؔٻ؛� ز�١٦ ٚٹ� �ؕ٫ؘ ٴ٦ؔكٯْؕ؛�7
ذشئ؛� ٧ْٷ� ٧٦ثكٵ�٤ ٦ؔ؟ٛصٔ� ٴٞصش� ٫٦ؔٳٯٹ� ٪ػؕشٸ� ؞ٗٻٻص� ؊ذش٢؝�نصٴشؚ�
�٥٫ٓ٦ؔ ٚٹ� ؘر؊� ٦ؔٛ؟صؚ� ؞�١٧ خڃ�٤ ٦ؔ؟ٯٛٻسٺ؛�7 ؔپ�٤ؕ٫ْ ؎ذؔشؚ� ٚٹ� ٫٦ؔؕئػ؟ٻص�

٦ؔ؟ؙصْؕ� ؘا٫ّ� ؞ٓٯٷ� ٢ؕٮ؝� ٴ٦ؔ؟ٹ� �7٬ؕ٫ْ ٚٹ� ٦ؔٯؕؾؓ؛� ٦ؔؿص٢ؕ� ؘٓم� �ّ٪ ٦ؔثص�
ٟٚر� ٪أٻصؚ� ؞اصؘ؛� ٢ؕٮ؝� ٦ؔٯؕؾؓ؛�7 ٦ؔؿص٢ؕ� �٩٦ْؕ ٚٹ� ٦ٹ� ؞اصؘ؛� ؊ٴ�٤ ٣ٚؕٮ؝�

ؾٹ؇* �٥٢ ؘٳؕ� ٺ؟ثص�٠ ٦ؔ؟ٹ� ٴ٦ؔػصْ؛� ٴ٫٦ؔص�٬ ٦ؔرٺٯؕ٪ٻ٣ٹ� ٦ؔٯٳإ� ؊تؙؙ؝�

آ�٩ �٨ؕٓ٦ؔ ٫٦ؔرٺص� �Endeavourؘكٛ؟ٹ� ؎٦ٷ�ؾص٢؛� ؔٮه٫٫؝� �2010 �٨ْؕ ٚٹ�

٪ٯس� ؔپشذ�٬ ٚٹ� ٦ؔٯؕؾؓ؛� ٦ؔؿص٢ؕ� ٪ؓؕ� �ّ٪ ٴ٧٫ْ؝� �Flat6Labs ٦ؔٷ� ؔٮ؟٧ٟ؝�
٦ؔثٻ٭* ز�١٦

يڜٕگ� يڜ٫وڱٱڱّ� يڸ٫ٰٕئڱٝڱًْ� ـڪ� يڜٹڑًْ� ڨگ� ڠً� ٫َـڰڗ�5
Fڈڡڝڗ ڠًٝښ� ڐگ� ڤ٠ًٝڗ� ڐگ�  ًٰڨڡٓ�

�٥٣ؘ ٢ؕ٪�٥ ؘؿ�٥٣ ٪٧؟ط٪؛� ٫٦ؔػ؍ٴ٦ٻ؛�7 ٴ؊؞ث�٥٫ �٥٫ٓ٦ؘؕ ئؕذ� ؾدف� ًؘؙٻٓ؟ٹ� ؊ٮؕ�
ؘؕغ؟٫صؔش�7 �٥٫ٓ٦ؔ ٪ػ؟ٵٶ� ٴ؞ًٵٺص� ٚؕشٜ� ؎ترؔؠ� ٚٹ� ؘصؙٖ؛� ٪رٚٵْ؛� ؘٱ�7 ؊ٞٵ�٨ �ؕ٪

ٴ؊ٚه٥*� ؊٢ؙص� ؔٮاؕضؔ� ؘ؟ثٟٻٝ� ٮٛػٹ� ؊؞ثرٶ� �ؕ٪ ذ٫ͯؒؔؕ�

يڴ٫٤ڰًْ� يڜڥٱًؽ� ڪ٦ڈڟ� ڪٔګٜڱڧ� ٔٵٝڱڇ� ڰڡڙڥڗ� ژڱڏ� ژڕًو�5ِ٧
Fٸڥًڈٕڗ ـڪ� ڠكٰٱٕڗ� ڐگ�

؊ٴ� ٚصٺٟٹ� �ّ٪ غٵؔ؇� ٦ؔؿؘؕؕ�7 ٦ؔٯػؕ؇� ٴ؞ٵئٻٱ� ؞ؿاٻّ� ٚٹ� ؔغ؟صؔ؞ٻاٻ؟ٹ� ؞؟٫أ�٥
ٴٚٳ�٩ ؊٣ٚؕشٲ٭� ٴيصب� ؘثصٺ؛�7 ٦ؔ؟ثرؠ� ٧ْٷ� ٪ٓٳ�7٩ �٥٫ْ؊ ٦ؔسٺ٭� ٫٦ؔ؍غػٻ٭� �ّ٪

٪ٵؔٞٛٳ٭*� ٴتػ�٩ ٞٻ٫؟ٳ٭�

يڜٕڥڅڱڡڱّ� يڜڡ٦ًُ٪يْ� ـڪ� يڜٕڍڱڱ٫يْ� ڨگ� ڠً� ٫َٕٝٔڗ�5 ٤ڹښ� ڠڣ�
� Hٴڡګڸ ـژ�٫ٙ ڈڡڛ� ڠڙًڢ� ڶڤٵًؽ� ـڤکً�ټ٫ڪ٪ڰّ� ٔډٕڕ٧ڰڣ� يڜٕگ�

Fّيڜڕڱ٦ًڰ يڴ٦ڪي٪� ڐگ� ڜڝڥٱًؽ� �ً Hڪلڤٹًڐ

ز٢ٵشؔ� ٦ؔؿؘؕ؛� ؔپئٻ�٤ؕ ٦رٶ� � ͯؕ ٪؟ٵٞٓ � ͯؔ ؊٪ص �٥٫ٓ٦ؔ �٬ؕ٣٪ ٚٹ� ٫٦ؔصٴٮ؛� ؊قؙث؝� ٦ٟر�
�ّ٪ ؞؟ٯؕغؗ� ٫٦ؔٳٯٻ؛� ٪ػٻص؞ٹ� ؘٳؕ� ؘر؊� ٦ؔ؟ٹ� ٦ؔؿ٧٣ٻ؛� ؔڀئصؔ؇ؔ� ؞ٓر� ٴ�٩٦ �7 ͯؕ ٴ؎ٮؕآ
ٺ؟٧ٓٝ� ٚٻ٫ؕ� غٵؔ؇� ٫٦ؔصٴٮ؛� ؎٦ٷ� ٦ؔثؕئ؛� �٬؏ٚ ز�7١٦ ٴش�٩ٖ ٦ؔث٦ؕٹ�7 ٦ؔاٻ�٥ ؞٧ًٓؕ�
٦ؔٓؕ٪ڃ� ٦ٿ٪ٳؕ� ٦ؘؕٯػؙ؛� ؊غؕغٹ� ؊٪ص� ٲٹ� �٥٫ٓ٦ؔ �٬ؕ٣٪ ؊ٴ� �٥٫ٓ٦ؔ ؘػْؕؕ�

٫٦ؔٳٯٻ؛* تٻؕ؞ٳ٭� ٚٹ� � ͯؕ ٞر٪ ٫٧٦هٹ� ٺػٓٻ٭� ٦ؔڃ؞ٹ�

Fڪڜڡ٨ًي �Fًَک ٔڑ٫٥ٕڰڣ� يڜٕگ� يڸڤ٬ًٝيْ� ڨگ� ڠً�

ٲٵ� ٫٦ؔٳٯٻ؛� ٪ػٻص؞ٹ� ٪٭� �ؕ٪ْͯؕ �25 ٪رؔش� ٧ْٷ� ٫٦ؔػ؟٫ص� ٴ٦ؔٯ٫ٵ� ٦ؔ؟ًٵش� �٬؊ ؘص؊ٺٹ�
ٚٹ� ٦ؔٳؕ٪؛� ٧٦ؔثُؕ� ٪٭� ٦ؔٓرٺر� ٲٯ�٠ؕ �٬؊ ٴ٪ّ� ٮاؕب�7 ؊ْ؟ؙصٰ�ٞك؛� �٬؊ ٺ٣٫٭� �ؕ٪
ؘرؔٺ؛� ٚٹ� ٪ثٵشٺ؛� ؞ثٵ�٤ ٢ٯًٟ؛� ؘصض� ٪ثرذؚ� تؕذآ؛� ؞ثهصٮٹ� ؊ٮٱ� ؎ڂ� شت٧؟ٹ�7

غ٫ٻة� ٦ؔػٻر� �ّ٪ �٥٫ٓ٦ؘؕ ٦ؔثٍ� ت٦ؕٛٯٹ� تٻٯ٫ؕ� ٪٣ؙص�7ؚ غ٭� ٴٚٹ� ٫٦ؔٳٯٻ؛� ٪ػٻص؞ٹ�
؞ٵ٦ٻ؝� ْٯر٪ؕ� �ؕ٪ْͯؕ �27 تٻٯٳؕ� ٫ْصٸ� �٬ؕ٢ ٦ٿذٴٺ؛�7 ٦ؔث٫٣؛� ٪؍غع�ؾص٢؛� ذشٴضؚ�

ٚصٺر� ٮٳإ� ذشٴضؚ� ٦ؔػٻر� ٦رٶ� �٬ؕ٢ تٻء� � ؎ٺ٦ًؕٻ�7ؕ ٚٹ� ٦ؔارٺر� ٫٦ؔكٯّ� ٞٻؕذؚ�
شذٰ� �٬ؕ٢ �7ٝ٫ٓ٦ؘؕ ٴؔڂغ؟٣ؿؕ٘� ٫٦ؔػ؟٫ص� ٦ؔ؟�٩٧ٓ ٧ْٷ� ؔپٚصؔذ� ؞ثٛٻط� ٚٹ� ٺ؟٫أ�٥
ز١٦"  "غ؟٣؟ؿٛٻ٭� ٪ٓٻ٭� � ͱ؞ثر ؘدكٵـ� ؘٱ� ؊؞ك�٥ ٢ٯ؝� ٪صؚ� �٥٢ ٚٹ� ٦ٹ� ٦ؔر�٩ؒؔ
ٚٳ�٩ ٚٹ� ؞٫٣٭� ؔپغؕغٻ؛� ٞٵ؞ٹ� ٴ؊�٬ ٧٦؟كٵش� �٥ؘؕٞ �٥٢ؾٹ؇� �٬؊ ؊ذش٢؝� تٻٯٳؕ�

٦ؔ؟٩٧ٓ* ٢ٻٛٻ؛�

ڐگ� َمڰٹًڜکً� ٔځڡ١ڱڣ� يڜٕگ� يڜ٫ًٰوڛ� ڨگ� ڠً� ڠك�5ِ٫٘ ژًڠ٫ـِ�
ڪ٠ڕڕڣ� يڜ١ګيٜ٭� ًٔٝڪ٬ڢ� يڜڝګئگ� يڜڥٱًؽ� يڜڭ� ڈڡڝڗ� ڠًٝښ�

Fّيڜڕڱ٦ًڰ يڜڡ٫يژ٭� ڐگ� يڜٕڡڱ٭�

٦ؔٷ� ؞٧؟ٛ؟ٹ� ٴڂ� ٮٛػ�١ ؞ثرٸ� ٦ؔ؟�7٩٧ٓ ٚٹ� ٴؔغ؟أ٫صٸ� يؙٻٓ؟�7١ ٧ْٷ� ذ٫ͯؒؔؕ� ٢ٵٮٹ�
ٴ٢ٵٮٹ� ٞٵ؞�١ ٮٟؕو� ٴؔغ؟٧ٗٹ� ؞هٻٛٳؕ� ٦ؔ؟ٹ� ٦ٟؔٻ٫؛� ٴْؔصٚٹ� ؔټخصٺ٭� ؞ٵٞٓؕ� �ؕ٪

٪ػٻص؞١*� ٚٹ� تؕغ٫؛� ٞؕؒرؚ�

�Fڀڡګ٠ًٔڗ ڨگ� ڠً�

٪ا؟٫ّ� ٦ؙٯؕ؇� ٦ؔٻٵ�٨ ٫٦ؔٯًٟ؛� ؞ؿٳرٲؕ� ٦ؔ؟ٹ� ٦ؔ؟ثٵڂ� ٪٭� ٮػ؟٧ٳ�٩ �٬؊ ٧ْٻٯؕ� ٺ؟ٓٻ٭�
ٚٹ� ٦ؔ؟طؔ٪ٹ� ؊ٚه٥*� ٪ث٧ٹ� ٪ػ؟�٥ؙٟ ٦ؙٯؕ؇� ٴٺػٓٷ� ؊٢ؙص�7 ؘؿ�٥٣ ٮٛػٱ� ٧ْٷ� ٺٓ؟٫ر�
؊قؙة� ٫٦ؔاؕٴشؚ� ٴ٦ؔرٴ�٤ ؔپشذ�٬ ٚٹ� ٦ؔٯؕؾؓ؛� ٦ؔؿص٢ؕ� ؊ٚه�٥ ٴذ�٩ْ ؔڂغ؟أ٫ؕش�

؊ٞٵٶ�٪٭�؊ٸ�ٴٞ؝�٪هٷ*

www.flat6labs.com ٬ڪ٪ڪي� يڜڡډڝګڠًْ� ڠڣ� ڜڡ٭ڰ�٧
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٣٦ؔأٻص�٪٭�ؔڀ٦ٳ�٨ؕٴ٦ؔؿٗٙ�ٴ٫ً٦ؔٵب� ؞ث٧ٝ�شٮؕ�خؕشؤ�٦ؔػصؖ�ٴ؞ث�٥٫؊ئٯث؟ٳؕ�
٧٦ٟٵؚ* ٦ؔدؕـ� ؎٦ٷ�٪ٛٳٵ٪ٳؕ� ٦ؔ؟ثرٺؕ� ؞ثٵٺ�٥ ٦؟؟؋٦ٝ�ٚٹ�

٧٠٘ڱڥً�ڈڣ�ٔځګ٪�ڠٱڱ٫ٔڗ�يڜڡکڥڱ�Fّڪڠً�يڜ٩ڮ�ـڜکڡڗ�ڸ�٨ً٥ٔ
Fڠٱً٪�ڐگ�يڜڡًٝښ�يڜ٩ڮ�ي٫ٕ٤ٔڧ

٪ٯس�ؔٮه٫ؕ٪ٹ�؎٦ٷ�٧ْؒؕ؛�؊ٴشٮإ�ؔپشذ�72002�٨ْؕ�٬؊ذش٢؝�؊ٲ٫ٻ؛�٦ؔرٴش�٦ؙؔؕشض�
٦ؔٯؕظ�٦ٿٚه٥*� ٺ٧ؙٓٱ�ًِٞؕ�ؔڂ؞كؕڂ�ٚٹ�؞ٟصٺ٫٦ؔ�ؗػؕٚؕ�ٴ؞ٗٻٻص�تٻؚؕ� ٦ؔسٸ�
٦ؔٓڃ٪؛� ٦ؔ؟ػٵٺٝ�ٴخڃ٦ٳؕ�غؕٲ٫؝�ٚٹ�؎يڃٜ� ٫٦ؔٳٯٻ؛�ٚٹ�ٞػ�٩ ؘر؊�٪ػٻص؞ٹ�

٦ؔ؟اؕشٺ؛�"؊ٴشٮإ�ؔپشذ٬"�ٚٹ���2007�٨ْؕٴ٦ؔ؟ٹ�٢ؕٮ؝�؞ٓص٘�غؘٟؕؕ�ؘ؏غ�٩
ؔپشذٮٻ؛". ؔڂ؞كؕڂ� "٪ا٫ٵْ؛�

٢ؕٮ؝�ٴ٪ؕ�ض٦ؔ؝�ؙْؕشؚ�ٖؕٮرٸ�٫٦ؔؿٳٵشؚ�"٢٭�٦ؔ؟ٗٻص�٦ؔسٸ�؞صٺر�؊�٬؞صٰؔ�ٚٹ�٩٦ؕٓ٦ؔ" 
٫٦ؔا؟٫ّ�ٴخ٧ٝ�٪ػٻصؚ�٪ٳٯٻ؛� ٦؟ًٵٺص� �٥٫ٓ٦ؔٴ٦ؔػٓٹ� ٫٦ٵؔق٧؛� ٦ٹ� ؎٦ٳ�٨ؕ ٲٹ�٪كرش�

؎٦ٻٱ* ٦ؔسٸ�؊ي٫ة� ٦ؔ؟ٗٻٻص� ٪٫ٻطؚ�؞٣٫ٯٯٹ�٪٭�؎ترؔؠ�

؞٧ٟر�خڃ�٤ٲس٦ؔ�ٰصت٧؛�٫٦ؔٳٯٻ؛�٪ٯكؗ�٪رٺص�٦ؔ؟ػٵٺ٦�ٝٵترؚ�ؔپ�٤ؕ٫ْٚٹ�؊ٴشٮإ�
خڃ�٤ؔپْٵ٨ؔ 2012-�2009ٴ٪٭�آ�٩٪رٺص٫٦ؔ�ؚؿؕشٺّ*�ٚٹ�٧٢�2016�٨ْؕٛ؝�ؘ؏ذؔشؚ�

؊ٲ٫ٻ؛� ؎ذش٢؝� تٻٯٳؕ� ٧٦ؿص٢؛�7 ٫٦ؔا؟٫ٓٻ؛� ٴ٫٦ؔػٵ،٦ٻ؛� ٫٦ؔ؍غػٹ� ؔڂ؞ك�٤ؕ ٞػ�٩
٦ًْٟؔؕؕ� ٪د؟٧ٙ� �ّ٪ ؘٻر� � ͯؔ ٺر �٥٫ٓ٧٦ ٧٦ؿص٢ؕ� ٫٦ؔا؟٫ٓٻ؛� ٫٦ؔػ؍ٴ٦ٻ؛� ٪ؿؕشٺّ�

٦ٵترؚ� ٦ؔ؟ٯٛٻسٸ� ٫٦ؔرٺص� ؎٦ٷ�ٴّؔٞ�ٴ٪ػ؟�٥ؙٟ؊ٚه٥*�؊ؾ�٥ٗت٦ؕٻؕ�٪ٯكؗ� ٧٦ٵقٵ�٤
٦ؔ؟ٗٻٻص�ْ٭� ؔڂ؞ك٫٦ؔ�٤ؕ؍غػٹ�ٴؔڂغ؟رؔ٪؛�7تٻء�ٮ٧ْ�٥٫ٓٷ�٦ؔرٴ٧ْ�٨ؔٷ�؎ترؔؠ�
٦؟ثٟٻٝ� ٺارذ�ؾٗٛٹ� ٮثٟٟٱ� ؊آص� ٴ�٥٢ ٴ؞٣٫ٻٯٳ�7٩ ٦ؔؿؙؕؖ� ٦ؿ٫ٵ�٤ يصٺٝ�٪ؿؕشٺٓٯؕ�

٫٦ؔطٺر��٥٢ٺٵ٨*

Fڠً�ڨگ�ڈګيڠڛ�يڜڥًٝٞ�ڠڣ�ڪٜکّ�ڤڅ٫ږ

ؔڀٺ�7٬ؕ٫ٴ٦ؔؿ�7ٙٗٴ٦ؔ�٥٫ٓ٦ؔاؕذ�7ٴ؞ثرٺر�؊ٲرؔ٘�ٴؔنث؛�ٲ�٩ؘص؊ٺٹ�ْٵؔ٪�٥
٦ؔٯاؕب,�ٴ٪٭�٦ًؙؔٻٓٹ�؊�٬ٺ؟ٗٻص�٦ؔٳر٘�ؘثػ٫٦ؔ��ؗصت٧؛�؎ڂ�؊٫٦ؔ�٬ٳ�٩؊�٬ٺؙٟٷ�

�7ͯؕٴ٢س�١٦ؔڀ٦ٳ�7٨ؕٚ؋ٮؕ�ؾدف�؊غ؟٫ر�؎٦ٳؕ٪ٹ�٪٭�ٞكف�٦ؔٯاؕب�٦ؔٛصٺرؚ�� ٴؔنث
٫٦ؙؔرْؕ�٪٭�تٵ٦ٹ* ٦ؔٯػؕ؇� ٦؟اؕشؖ�

ڛ�٫ٔژڱ٭ږ�ڈڝڱکً�يڜڱګڞ� Lٜ ژڕًو�5٧ڠً�ـ�٬٫َيڜڡکڡًْ�يڜٕگ�ٔٽډڱڣ�
Fيڜڡ٫ـِ�ڐگ�ڠ١ڱٿ�ڈڡڝڗ ڜٕڡڙڱڣ�

٪٭ ؘٻ٭ ٦ٟؔهؕٺؕ ٦ؔ؟ٹ ؞أٻص ؔٮ؟ؙؕٲٹ ٴ؊ٲ؟٩ ؘٳؕ ٲٵ تٟٻٟ؛ ؊٬ %69 ٪٭  يڃؖ 
٦ؔاؕ٪ٓؕ�ٲ��٩؎ٮؕؠ٦ؘؕ�7ص�٩ٖ٪٭�ز��١٦ڂ�ٺٯه�٩غٵٶ�آ٧أٳ٭�؎٦ٷ�غٵ�٥٫ٓ٦ؔ�ٜ٪٫ؕ�

ٺ؟٧ًؗ�٪ٯ٧ْ�٥٫ٓ٦ؔ�ؕٷ�؎ٺاؕذ�ٮ٫ؕزؤ��٥٫ْئرٺرؚ�؞ص٢ط�٧ْٷ�٫٦ؔصٴٮ؛*�ؘرٴشٸ�؊تصـ�
٦؟ٟرٺ�٩ؔڀشؾؕذ�7ٴ٪ؿؕش٢؛� ٦ؙؔصؔ٪إ�٫٦ؔ؟ٓرذؚ� ذ٫ؒؔؕ�٪٭�خڃ�٤٪ؿؕش٢ؕ؞ٹ�ٚٹ�

٦ؔٯؕؾؓ؛�7ٴ٦ؔٯػؕ؇�ؘكٵشؚ�خؕق؛�٧ْٷ� ٫٦ؔرؔشظ�7ٴ٪؍غػؕ�٦ؔؿص٢ؕ� خؙص؞ٹ�٪ّ�
٦ؘؕٯٛع�ٴؘ؋�٬ؔڀٮاؕض�ٴ٦ؔ�٥٫ٓ٦ؔاؕذ�ٲٵ� ٦ؘؕ؟؋٢ٻر�٧ْٷ�؊ٲ٫ٻ؛�ؔڀٺ�٬ؕ٫ ٮ�٥ٟشغ٦ؕ؟ٹ�

٦ؔ؟٫ٻط* ؎٦ٷ� ٦ًؔصٺٝ�

ڠڣ�٤ڹښ�٫َٕٝٔڗ�5ڠً�ڨگ�يڜٕڍڱڱ٫يْ�ـڪ�يڜڡ٦ًُ٪يْ�يڜٕڥڅڱڡڱّ�
� Hيڜٕگ�ٔډٕڕ٧ڪڢ�ـڤکً�ټ٫ڪ٪ڰّ�ڜ٥ڝړ�ڠڙًڢ�ڈڡڛ�ـژ�٫ٙٴڡګڸ

Fّيڜڕڱ٦ًڰ يڜڡ٫يژ٭� ڜڝڥٱًؽ�ڐگ� ڪڈ٧يڜّ�

�٥٫ٓ٦ؔ ٦ؔٓؕذ٦؛�ٚٹ�٪�٬ؕ٣ ٦ؔٯػؕ؇� ؞ٵٚٻص�؎يؕش�؞ٯُٻ٫ٹ�ٴٞؕٮٵٮٹ�٫٦ؿؕش٢؛� ٫٦ؔٳ�٩ ٪٭�
ؕͯ�ٚٹ�٫٦ؔص٢ؔط�٦ٟؔٻؕذٺ؛�7ٴ٫٦ؔػؕٴؚؔ�ٚٹ�ؔپئٵش*�ٚٹ�"؊ٴشٮإ�ؔپشذ٬"�٧ْٷ� خكٵق

٦ؔاٯػٻ٭� ؘٻ٭� ٴ٫٦ؔػؕٴؚؔ� ٦ؔص٫ٞٹ� ٦ؔؿ٫ٵ�٤ ؞ثٟٻٝ� ٫٦ؔأ�7٤ؕٮثصـ�٧ْٷ� غؙٻ�٥
٫٦ؔص؊ؚ�ٚٹ� �ٺ؟٫أ�٥ٚٹ�؞ٓطٺط�٪ؿؕش٢؛� ͯؕ ؕͯ�ي٫ٵت ٢ٳر٘�ؔغ؟صؔ؞ٻاٹ�٫٢ؕ�ٴنٓٯؕ�ٲرٚ

٫٦ؔٯؕقؗ�ؔڀذؔشٺ؛�ؘؕڀنؕٚ؛�؎٦ٷ�ضٺؕذؚ�ٮػؙ؛�٫٦ؔػؕٴؚؔ�ٚٹ�ؔپئٵش*

Fڪڜڡ٨ًي�Fًڠً�يڶڤ٬ًٝيْ�يڜٕگ�ٔڑ٫٥ڰڣ�َک

�ͯؔ ٲٯ٦ؔ�٠ؕٓرٺر�٪٭�٫٦ؔثًؕ�٦ؔ؟ٹ�؊ٚدص�ؘٳؕ�٪ٯس�غ٭�٪٣ؙصؚ�٪٭�٪ػٻص؞ٹ�7ؘؔ؟رؔ؇
٦ؔٳٯرغ؛� ؘرشؔغ؛� � ٴ؞٣٫ٯٹ�٪٭�؞ثٟٻٝ�ؾٗٛٹ� ٧٦؟٫ٻط� ٦ؔٻٵؘٻ�٥ ٫ؘرشغ؛� ٦ؔ؟ثؕٞٹ� ٪٭�
٫٦ؔٳٯٹ� ٦ؔكٓٻر� ٦اٵذ�ٴغٯر*�ٴ٧ْٷ� �٨؊ ٣ؘٵٮٹ� ؊٪؟٧ؑ�ٚدصؔ� ٴ٦ًؘؙّؕ� ٦ؔكٯْؕٻ؛�7
ؘ؟ٵ٦ٹ�٪ٯكؗ� ٚٻٳؕ� ٫٦ؔٳٯٻ؛� �ٴ؞ًٵش�٪ػٻص؞ٹ� "؊ٴشٮإ"� ؘؕٮه٫ؕ٪ٹ�٦ؿص٢؛� ؊ٚدص�

؎ٮاؕض� ٦ٻع�٪اصذ� ٫٦ؔ؍غػٹ�ٴؔڂغ؟رؔ٪؛�7ٚٳٵ� ٦ٵترؚ�ؔڂ؞ك�٤ؕ ٦ؔ؟ٯٛٻسٸ� ٫٦ؔرٺص�
٫٦ؔطٺر�٪٭�٫٦ؔثًؕ� ؎٦ٷ� ٫٦ؔػ؟٫ص�7ٴ؊؞٧ًّ� ٧٦؟ٛؕٮٹ�ٴ٦ؔ؟ًٵش� ٴَٻٛٹ��٥ؘٲٵ�ش٪ط�

٫٦ؔػ؟٥ؙٟ* ٚٹ� ٫٫٦ؔٻطؚ�

ژًڠ٫ـِ�ڠك�5ِ٫٘ڪڠً�ڨگ�يڜ٫ًٰوڛ�يڜٕگ�ٔځڡ١ڱڣ�َمڰٹًڜکً�يڜڭ�
يڜٕڡڱ٭�ڐگ� لڜڭ�ًٔٝڪ�٬يڜ١ګيٜ٭�ڪ١ٔڕڱړ� يڜڝګئگ�ڰځڡ١ڣ� يڜڥٱًؽ�

Fيڜڕڱ٦ًڰّ�ڐگ�ڠًٝښ�ڈڡڝڗ يڜڡ٫يژ٭�

شغ٦ؕ؟ٹ��٥٣٦ؾدف�غٵؔ؇��٬ؕ٢ٚٹ�٪ا٦ؕٯؕ�؊ٴ�؊ٸ�٪ا�٥؈خص�؊�٬ٺٟر�٨ؔپٚه�٥ٴ؊�٬
٫٦ؔٛه٧؛� ٦ؙؔٓؕشؔ� ؎٦ٷ�ٚصـ*�ٴ٪٭� ٦ؔ؟ثرٺؕ�ٴ؞ثٵٺ٧ٳؕ� ٺ؍٪٭�ؘٟرش؞ٱ�٧ْٷ�؞اؕٴض�
٦رٸ�٦اڃ٦؛�٣٧٫٦ؔ؛�شؔٮٻ٦ؔ�ؙؕٓرؔױ�تٵ�٤ٮ٫ٵزؤ�٦ٟؔٻؕذ٧٫٦ؔ�ؚٳ٫؛�"ٺاؗ�؊�٬ٺ٣ٵ�٬
ؔͯ�٪٭� ٫٦ؔ�7ٳ�٩؊�٬؊٢ٵ�٬ئط؇ ͯؔ ؕͯ�٪٭�ؔپٮؕٮٻ؛*�٦ٻع�٫٦ؔٳ�٩؊�٬؊؞ص�٠؊آص ٦ؔ؟ٗٻٻص�خ٦ؕٻ

؊ٸ� ٦ؔث٫ڃ�7 ٴ؎يڃٜ� ٫٧٦ؿؕشٺّ� ؞ٯٛٻس� ٪٭� ٚٻٳؕ� ٧ٓٛ٦ؔٻ؛� ٴ٫٦ؔؿؕش٢؛� ٦ؔ؟ٗٻٻص� ٧٫ْٻ؛�
٫٧٣٦ؔؕ�؞ؙٓص�ْ٭�شغ٦ؕ؟ٹ�7ٚڃ�ؾٹ؇�؊٢أص�ٞٻ٫؛�٪٭� "ٲسٰ� ٧ٓٛ٦ؔٹ*� ٦ؔ؟ٗٻٻص� ؞ثٟٻٝ�

٧ْ�ͯؔٷ�تٻؚؕ�ؔټخصٺ٭�٪٭�تٵ٦ٯؕ* ٦ؔ�٥٫ٓ٦ؔاؕذ�ٴ٦ؔ؟ٛؕٮٹ�٦ؙٯؕ؇�ؾٹ؇�ٺ؟ص�٠؊آص

Fڠً�ڨگ�ڀڡګ٠ًٔڗ

٦ؙؔرؔٺ؛� ٦ؔر٦�ّٚؔ؟ثٟٻ٫٦ؔ�ٝطٺر�7ٴؘْؕ؟ٟؕذٸ�٦ؔٯاؕب�ٲٵ� ٫ً٦ؔٵب�ڂ�ٺ؟ٵٞٙ�؊ؘرؔ�ٴٲٵ�
٦رٺٱ�ٲر٘* �٥٣٦٪٭� ٫٦ػٻصؚ�٪ػ؟٫صؚ�ٴ٪٫؟ٓ؛�

٦ؘؕػ٫ؕب� ؘصت٧؟ٹ� ؔڂغ؟٫؟ِؕ� ؊ٮٵٸ� �ؕ٫٢ ٪٭�٪ػٻص؞ٹ�7 ٧ؙٟ٫٦ؔ؛� ٫٧٦صت٧؛� ٪؟ث٫ػ؛� ؊ٮؕ�
يؙٻٓٹ* ؘؿ�٥٣ ٦ؘؕ؟ًٵش� ٦ٿترؔؠ�

ڜڡ٭ڰ�٧ڠڣ�يڜڡډڝګڠ٬�ًْ٪ڪي�
https://orange.jo/en/corporate/csr/community-digital-centers
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٪ؕشٸ�ٲٹ�شؔؒرؚ�؊�٤ؕ٫ْ٪؍آص�7ؚ٪ػ؟أ٫صؚ�ٴ٪ثؕ٪ٻ؛�ٴٲٹ�ٮؕؾً؛�ٚٹ�٪ا٦ؔ�٤ؕرِٚؕ�

٪٭�؊ئ٦ؔ�٥ٓر٦ؔ؛*

٧٠٘ڱڥً�ڈڣ�ٔځګ٪�ڠٱڱ٫ٔڗ�يڜڡکڥڱ�Fّڪڠً�يڜ٩ڮ�ـڜکڡڗ�ڸ�٨ً٥ٔ
Fڠٱً٪�ڐگ�يڜڡًٝښ�يڜ٩ڮ�ي٫ٕ٤ٔڧ

؞ؿ٧٣؝�تٻؕ؞ٹ�ؘصؙٖ؟ٹ�٦ٟؔٵٺ؛�ٴ٦ؔر٫ؒؔ؛�ٚٹ�؞ثٟٻ٦ؔ�ٝٓر٦ؔ؛�ٚٹ�ئ٫ٻّ�ئٵؔٮؙٳ�7ؕٴ�٬ؕ٢
ٮؿؕيٹ�٦ؔٯه٦ؕٹ�غ٫؛�آؘؕ؟؛�ٚٹ�يصٺٟٹ�٧ْٷ�٪رٶ�؊٢أص�٪٭��25ْؕͯ٪ؕ*�ٲسؔ�ؔڂ٦؟ط�٨ؔ

ٞؕذٮٹ�٦ؔٷ�ؔخ؟ٻؕش�٪ػؕشٸ�٫٢ثؕ٪ٻ؛�٦ثٟٵٜ�ؔڀٮػ�٬ؕٴ؊آص�٧ْٷ�؎ذؔش؞ٹ�٦ٿ�٤ؕ٫ْ
ٴ؞ٵئٻٱ�ؔغ؟أ٫ؕشؔ؞ٹ�7ذٚٓ؟ٯٹ�ٲس٦ؔ�ٰص،ٺ؛�٦ؔٷ�؞ثٵٺ�٥؊٧ؒؕٓ٦ؔ�٤ؕ٫ْ؛�٪٭�٢ٵٮٳؕ�

؞ٓ؟ؙص٦ؔأٟؕٚ؛� ؎٦ٷ�ؾص٢؛� ٫٦ؕٓ٦ؔٻ؛� ٦ؔ؟اؕشٺ؛� ٦ؔٓڃ٪ؕ� ؞ٓ؟٫ر�٧ْٷ� ؞٧ٟٻرٺ؛� ٚٯرٞٻ؛� ؾص٢؛�
٫٦ؔث٧ٻ؛�ٞٻ٫؛�؊غؕغٻ؛�ٴ؞ػٓٷ�؎٦ٷ�ؘٯؕ؇�٦ٟؔرشؔ�٫٦ؔث٧ٻ؛�٬ؕ٢�7ئرٸ�ؔپ٢ؙص�"؊ٮًٵ�٬
ٮط٤ؔ"�ٴ٦ؔسٸ��٬ؕ٢شؔؒرͯؔ�ٚٹ�ٲس٫٦ؔ�ؔا�٤ؕ٪كرش�؎٦ٳ٢�٨ؙؕٻص�٦ٹ�7ؘؕڀنؕٚ؛�؎٦ٷ�ز�١٦
ٮث٭�ٮٓ؟ؙص�٪٭�٦ؔؿص٢ؕ�٦ؔصؔؒرؚ�ٚٹ�٪ا٦ؔ�٤ؕؿ٫ٵ٦ٻ؛�7خؕق؛�ٚٻ٫ؕ�ٺ؟٫٦ؘؕ�ٝ٧ٓػؕٴؚؔ�
ؘٻ٭�٦ؔاٯػٻ٭�ٴ؎ذشؔؤ�ؔپؾدؕـ�زٴٸ�ؔڀْؕٞ؛�ٚٹ�٦ٟؔٵٶ�٦ؔٓؕ٪٧؛٫٢�7ؕ�؊ٮٯؕ�ؾص٢ؕ؇�
ٴ٪ٯس ٚ؟صؚ يٵٺ٧؛ ٪ّ ٦ؔٓڃ٪؛ ٦ؔ؟اؕشٺ؛ (SEP) ٴٲٹ ٪؍غػ؛ ؔئ؟٫ْؕٻ؛ ٚٹ ٪دٻ٩ ٖطؚ�

٦ڃئؓٻ٭*

؊ترؠ�٪ؿؕشٺٓٹ�ٲٵ�٦ؔ�MVMNTسٸ�ٺا٫ّ�٪ثؙٹ�٦ؔثٻ٦ؔ�ؚؕكثٻͯ؛�ٚٹ�ْ͵�٬ؕ٫ٴٺػٓٷ�
٦؟ٟرٺ�٩آٟؕٚ؛�٦ؔكث؛�٦ؔؿؕ٪٧؛�٢؋غؕظ�٧٦ؿص٢ؕ�ٚٹ�٫٦ؔٯًٟ؛*�ٴٚٹ�٦ؔ�٥َثص٧ْ�ؖٷ�

ٖط�7ؚش٢ط�٪ٯ٫ُ؛�٧ْ�MVMNTٷ�ذ٫٦ؔ�٩ْا؟٫ّ�خڃ�٤ٲس٦ؔ�ؔٵٞ؝�٦ؔٓكٻؗ*

٫َـڰڗ�5ڠً�ڨگ�يڜٹڑًْ�ـڪ�يڸ٫ٰٕئڱٝڱًْ�يڜ٫وڱٱڱّ�يڜٕگ�
Fًٰڨڡٓ�ڐگ�ڤ٠ًٝڗ�ڐگ�ڠًٝښ�ڈڡڝڗ

؛�ؘ؟ٵٚص�٦ؔٓرٺر�٪٭�٦ؔٛصـ�ٴ؞٧ٟٹ�٣٦ؔأٻص� َͯ ؊ٴڂ�7ͯٺاؗ�؊�٬؊ٞٵ�٤؎ٮٯٹ��٢ٯ؝�٪ثُٵ
٪٭�٦ؔر�7٩ْٴٲسؔ�ؘڃ�ؾ�١غْؕرٮٹ�يٵ�٤ؔشت٧؟ٹ�7؊ْ؟ٟر�؊ٮٱ�ٺاؗ�؊�٬ٺثك٦ؔ�٥ٯؕظ�
٧ْٷ�٪أ�٥ٲس٦ؔ�ٰٛصـ�7ٴٮث؟ؕؤ�؎٦ٷ�؞ٵٚٻص�٦ؔٛصـ�ؘٟرش�ؔڀ٪٧٦�٬ؕ٣ا٫ٻ�7ؘّؕڀنؕٚ؛�
؎٦ٷ�ز٦�١٦رٸ�ؾٓٵش�ذ�٩ؒؔٴٞٵٸ�٦ًؘؕٓؕ؇�٫٦ؔػ؟٫ص�ٴ٦ؔك٫ٵذ�ٴ٦ٟؔرش٧ْ�ؚٷ�٦ؔ؟٣ٻٙ�

ؕͯ�ي٦ؙؕ؛�ذ٫ؒؔ؛�ٴ؊تؗ�؞�٩٧ٓؔپؾٻؕ؇�٦ؔارٺرؚ�ٴ؞ًؙٻٟٳؕ* ؘػصْ؛*�؊ٮؕ�؊ٺه

ژڕًو�5ِ٧ژڱڏ�ڰڡڙڥڗ�ٔٵٝڱڇ�ڪٔګٜڱڧ�ڪ٦ڈڟ�يڜڥٱًؽ�يڴ٫٤ڰًْ�ڐگ�
Fڠكٰٱٕڗ�ـڪ�ٸڥًڈٕڗ

؞ٓ؟ؙص�ؾص٢؛�ٚٯرٜ�ڂٮر٪ؕش�٠ؾص٢؛�شؔؒرؚ�ٚٹ�خ٧ٝ�ؘٻؓ؛��٥٫ْذ٫ْؔ؛�٧٦ٯػؕ؇*�تٻء�
؊ٮٯ٦ؔ�ؕٛٯر٦ؔ�ٜٵتٻر�٦ؔسٸ�؊ٮؿ؋�تهؕٮ؛�٦صْؕٺ؛�؊ي�٤ؕٛ٪ٵَٛٹ�٦ؔؿص٢؛*�؊٪ؕ�ٚٹ�

�MVMNTٚٯث٭�٪٧؟ط٪ٵ�٬ؘ؟ٵٚٻص�٪ػؕت؛�؈٪ٯ؛�٧٦ٯػؕ؇�٧٦؟ٵؔق�٥٪ّ�زؔ؞ٳ٭�٧ٓ٦ؔٻؕ�
٦ؔرؔخ٧ٻ؛* ٞٵ؞ٳ٭� ٴ؞ٓطٺط�

ڠڣ�٤ڹښ�٫َٕٝٔڗ�5ڠً�ڨگ�يڜٕڍڱڱ٫يْ�ـڪ�يڜڡ٦ًُ٪يْ�يڜٕڥڅڱڡڱّ�
�� Hيڜٕگ�ٔډٕڕ٧ڰڣ�ـڤکً�ټ٫ڪ٪ڰّ�ڶڤٵًؽ�ڠڙًڢ�ڈڡڛ�ـژ�٫ٙٴڡګڸ

Fًّ�ڜڝڥٱًؽ�ڐگ�يڴ٦ڪي٪�يڜڕڱ٦ًڰ Hڪلڤٹًڐ

ٚٹ�غٵ�٥٫ٓ٦ؔ�ٜٮث؟ؕؤ��؎٦ٷ�ٴئٵذ�٦ؔٯػؕ؇�ٚٹ�ئ٫ٻ٫٦ؔ�ّػ؟ٵٺؕ�7ٴخكٵقͯؕ�
ٚٹ�ؔپذٴؔش�٦ٟؔٻؕذٺ؛�ٴ٫٦ؔٯؕقؗ�ؔڀذؔشٺ؛�7تٻء�؊ٮٱ�ٴؘؿ�٨ْؕ�٥٣؞؟�٥٢�ؗ٧ًؘٻؓ؛�

�٥٫ْ؞ٓرٺڃ�٪د؟٧ٛ؛�7ٴ؞ث؟ؕؤ�٦ؔؿص٢ؕ�؎٦ٷ�٦ؔ؟ٵؔق�٥٪ّ�ٚصٺٟٳ٦ؔ�ؕٯػؕؒٹ�ٴٚٳ�٩
ؔت؟ٻؕئؕ؞ٳ٭�ٴ؞ٵٚٻص�٦ؔر٫٦ؔ�٩ْڃ٦�٩ؒٳ٭٧ٓٚ�7ٷ�غؙٻ٫٦ؔ�٥أ�7٤ؕٞر�؞٣ٵ�٬غْؕؕ��٥٫ٓ٦ؔ
٧٦�ؙؙؕͯٓم�7ؘٻٯ٫ؕ�ٞر�ٺث؟ؕؤ�٦ؙؔٓم�ؔټخص� ٫٦ؔصٮ؛�ٴخٻؕشؔ��٥٫ٓ٦ْؔ٭�ؘٓر�تڃͯ�٪ٯؕغ

؎٦ٷ�ذ�٩ْ؎نؕٚٹ�ٺ؟٧ٓٝ�ؘصْؕٺ؛�ؔپي٤ؕٛ*

Fڪڜڡ٨ًي�Fًڠً�ڨگ�يڸڤ٬ًٝيْ�يڜٕگ�ٔڑ٫٥ٕڰڣ�َک

ڂ�؊ؾٓص�؊٦ؔ�٬ٵٞ؝�٪ٯؕغ٫٦�ؗؿؕش٢؛�ٞكف�٦ؔٯاؕب�ٚٹ�٦ؔ�٥َثط٫ٓ٦ؔ�٬ٻ٧٦�ٝٵنّ�
٦ؔكٓؗ�ٚٹ�٧ٚػًٻ٭�٫٦ؔث؟٧؛�7ٴ٣٦٭�؎زؔ�غ؋٦؟�٩ْ͵٫ؕ�؊ٚ؟دص�ؘٱ�ٚٳ٧ْؒؕ�ًؙّ٦ؘؕ�٩؟ٹ�7

؊ؘٯؕؒٹ�ئؕذ�7٪ؕٺ�7ؕغؕ٪ٹ�ٴضٴئٹ�؊ٺػص*�

ژًڠ٫ـِ�ڠك�5ِ٫٘ڠً�ڨگ�يڜ٫ًٰوڛ�يڜٕگ�ٔځڡ١ڱڣ�َمڰٹًڜکً�ڐگ�
ڠًٝښ�ڈڡڝڗ�يڜڭ�يڜڥٱًؽ�يڜڝګئگ�ًٔٝڪ٬ڢ�يڜ١ګيٜ٭�ڪ٠ڕڕڣ�يڜٕڡڱ٭�

�Fّيڜڕڱ٦ًڰ يڜڡ٫يژ٭� ڐگ�

ڂ�ٺ٣٫ٯٯؕ�؊�٬ٮ�٥٧ٟ٪٭�؊ٲ٫ٻ؛�ٴئٵذ�؊غؕظ�ذ�٩ْؔٚٹ�٫٦ؔٯط�7٤ٴ�٥٫ٓ٦ؔؔئ؟٫ْؕٻ�7ؕͯ
ٚٳٯ�٠ؕٴؔئؙؕ�ْرٺرؚ�؞٧ْ�ّٟٷ�ْؕ؞٦ؔ�ٝٯػؕ؇�ٴڂ�ٺ٣٫٭�؊�٬ٮ؟ٵّٞ�٪ٯٳ٭�؎ذؔش�٥٢�ؚ

ؾٹ؇�٫ؘٛصذٲ٭٦�7س�١٦ٺا٧ْ�ؗٻٳ٭�٦ؔ؟٣ٛٻص�ٚٹ�٦ؔر٦ؔ�٩ْسٸ�ٺث؟ؕئٵ�٬؎٦ٻٱ*

�Fڠً�ڨگ�ڀڡګ٠ًٔڗ

؊ٮؕ�٪٫؟ٯ؛�٦ا٫ٻ٦ؔ�ّٛصـ�٦ؔ؟ٹ�؊؞ٻث؝�٦ٹ�7ٴ؊ٮٵٸ�٪ٵؔق٧؛�٦ًؔٓؕ؇�ؘٟرش�ؔڀ٪�٬ؕ٣
ٴ�٥٫ٓ٦ؔٮثٵ��٩٦ْؕ؊٢أص�ْر٦ؔ؛�ٴ؎ٮػؕٮٻ؛�7ٴؘؿ�٥٣خؕـ�؊ٮٵٸ�؊�٬؊يٵش٧٫ْٹ�

ؕͯ�خڃ�٤ "MVMNT"�ٚٹ�٪ا٦ؔ�٤ؕكث؛�٦ؔؿ٫ٵ٦ٻ؛�ٴ٪ٵؔق٧؛�ذ٫٦ؔ�٩ْا؟٫ّ�خكٵق
ؔپٴٞؕ�٦ؔكؙٓ؛*�7ٴغٻػ؟٫ص�ڂٮر٪ؕش�٠؊ٺهͯؕ�ٚٹ�٦ؔٯ٫ٵ�ٴغٻ٣ٵ�٬ٮ٫ٵزئ٫٦�ؕͯؕ�ٺٓٯٻٱ�

؊�٬ٺ٣ٵ�٬٪٭�٫٦ؔ�٥ؙٞا؟٫ّ�ٴ٪٭�؊ئ٫٦ؔ�٥ا؟�7ّ٫؎�٬ٮؿؕيٹ�٦ؔػٻؕغٹ�ٴ٦ٟؔؕٮٵٮٹ�٪٭�
؊ئ٧ٚ�٥ػًٻ٭�ٺ؟ٵغ�٥٢�ّٺٵ٧ْ�٨ٷ�؊٪٦ؔ�٥؟ثصٺص�٦ؔٯٳؕؒٹ*

www.marynazzal.comڜڡ٭ڰ�٧ڠڣ�يڜڡډڝګڠ٬�ًْڪ٪ڪي�
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ؾدكٻ؛�٪؍آصؚ�ٴشؔؒرؚ�؊�٤ؕ٫ْ٪ؙرْ؛�7٪ػ؟أ٫صؚ�ٴذ٫ْؔ؛��٦أٟؕٚؕ�٫٦ؔ�٥٫ٓ٦ؔ؟ٯٵْ؛�

ٴ٦ؔؿ٫ٵ٦ٻ؛��7ٴ٦ؔؿص٢ؕ�٦ؔ؟ٹ��؞؍٪٭�ؘ؋ٲ٫ٻ؛�ؘٻؓ؛�٫٦ؔ��٥٫ٓ٦ؔ؟ٵؔضٮ؛*
 

ڨڛ�ڰڡڙڥڗ�ـڢ�٫ُ٥ٔڰڥً��ڔڝڱڹ�Hڈڣ�ڤڑٱڗ/�ڠڥڅڡٕڗ�Fڪڠً�يڜ٩ڮ�ـڜکڡڗ�
Fڜڝٵ٫ڪچ�ڐگ�يڜڡٱً٪�ڐگ�يڜڡًٝښ�يڜ٩ڮ�ي٫ٕ٤ٔڧ

؊ٮؕ�ؾصٺ٣؛�؎ذؔشٺ؛�٦ؿص٢؛�"؊٪�٨ؕٚٯ؟ؿصض"�7ٴٲٹ�ؙْؕشؚ�ْ٭�قٯرٴٜ�ؔغ؟أ٫ؕشٸ�٦ر�٩ْ
٦ؔؿص٢ؕ�٦ؔٯؕؾؓ؛�٦ؔكٗٻصؚ�ٴ٫٦ؔ؟ٵغً؛�ٴ٦ؔ؟ٹ�؞ث٦ؔ�ٟٝ؟ٵؔض�٬ؘٻ٭�ئٯٹ�ؔپشؘؕب�

ػصҝْ؛�؊�٤ؕ٫ْ؞رْٷ�"؊ش٬ؕ٢"�7ٴ٦ؔ؟ٹ� ͳ٪رٺص�ͳٴ٫٦ؔػ؍ٴ٦ٻ؛�ؔڂئ؟٫ْؕٻ؛*�ؘؕڂنؕٚ؛�٦ؔٷ�ز�7١٦ٮ
ٞر٪؝�٦ؔر�٩ْپ٢أص�٪٭��350ؾص٢؛�ت؟ٷ�ؔټ٬*�ٲرٚٯؕ�ٲٵ�؞ٓطٺط�ؘٻؓ؛�٦ؔؿص٢ؕ�ٴ؞ٟرٺ�٩

�٣٦ؔأٻص� қٸͲ٫٦ؔػْؕر٦ؔ�ؚ؟ٟٯٻ؛�٦ؔڃض٪؛�ڂغ؟رؔ٪؟ٳؕ�ٴٮ٫ٵٲؕ*�٫٢ؕ�؊ٮٯٹ�؊�٨پشؘٓ؛�؊ي�7٤ؕٛٴ٦ر
٪٭�ؔپتڃ٣٦ؔ�٨ؙٻص٦ؔ�ؚ؟ٹ�؊شٖؗ�ٚٹ�؞ثٟٻٟٳؕ*�

ڐگ�٪ـڰڗ�5ڠً�ڨگ�يڜٹڑًْ�ـڪ�يڸ٫ٰٕئڱٝڱًْ�يڜ٫وڱٱڱّ�يڜٕگ�ًٰڨڡٓ�
Fڐگ�ڤ٠ًٝڗ�ڐگ�ڠًٝښ�ڈڡڝڗ

ٚٹ�ؘرؔٺؕ؞ٹ�٬ؕ٢�7٪ٛٳٵ٨ "٦ؔٯاؕب"�ٺػ؟ثٵز�٧ْٷ�؞٣ٛٻصٸ�ٴ٣٦٭�٫ؘصٴش�٦ؔٵٞ؝�ٞصش�
ؔغ؟ؙر�٤ؔٲس٫٧٣٦ؔ�ٰ؛�٦ؔٷ�"٦ؔٯ٫ٵ"�7ٴ؊ذش٢؝�؊�٬؞ثٟٻ٦ؔ�ٝٯ٫ٵ�ٺث؟ؕؤ�؎٦ٷ�٦ؔكؙص�ٴ٦ؔػٓٹ�
٫٦ؔػ؟٫ص�٧٦؟�٩٧ٓٴ٦ؔ؟ًٵش�ٴ٫٦ؔؿؕش٢؛�ٚٹ�ؾ٣ؙؕ�٪ٳٯٻ؛�٧ْٷ�٪ػ؟ٵٶ�٧ٞؔٻ٫ٹ�ٴ٫٦ْؕٹ�7

ٴ؞٦ؔ�٥ؙٟ؟ٗٻٻص�7ٴ٦ٟؔرش٧ْ�ؚٷ�٦ؔ؟٣ٻٙ*�؊ٺه٦�ؕ؟ثٟٻ٦ؔ�ٝ؟٫ٻط�7ڂ�ؘر�٪٭�٫٦ؔدؕيصؚ�ٴ٦ؔدٵل�
ٚٹ�٫٦ؔاؕڂ�٦ؔكؙٓ؛*

ژڕًو�5ِ٧ژڱڏ�ڰڡڙڥڗ�ٔٵٝڱڇ�ڪٔګٜڱڧ�ڪ٦ڈڟ�يڜڥٱًؽ�يڴ٫٤ڰًْ�ڐگ�
Fڠكٰٱٕڗ�ـڪ�ٸڥًڈٕڗ

٦�ͯؕ؟ٟرٺ�٩ؔڀشؾؕذ� ؞؟ا٧ٷ�شؙٖ؟ٹ�ٚٹ�؎نؕٚ؛�ٞٻ٫؛�٪٭�خڃ٦ؔ�٤ر�7٩ْ؊ٮؕ�٪ػ؟ٓرؚ�ذ٫ؒؔ
ٴ٦ؔر�7�٩ْٴٚٹ�٦ؔٵٞ؝�ٮٛػٱ�؊غٓٷ�ؘؕغ؟٫صؔش�٧٦ثكٵ٧ْ�٤ٻٱ�7ؘْؕ؟ٟؕذٸ�7ٺ٫٣٭�ئط؇�
٢ؙٻص�٪٭�؞٧ٟٹ�ؔڀشؾؕذ�ٚٹ�٦ؔ؟�٥ْؕٛ٪٦ؔ�ّٟؕذؚ�ٴ٫٦ؔٵئٳٻ٭�٦ؔسٺ٭�٦ٳ�٩؞؋آٻص�؎ٺاؘؕٹ�7

ٴ٦ؔسٺ٭�ٺ٣٫ٯٳ�٩؊�٬ٺ٣ٵٮٵؔ�ٮًٟ؛�ؔٮًڃ٧٦�ٜٯ٫ٵ�٫٦ؔٳٯٹ*�٦س�١٦ٮث٭�ٮػٓٷ�ڀٺاؕذ�ٚصـ�
٧٦؟ٵؔق�٥ٚٹ�٪ا؟٫ٓٯ�7ؕٴٮٟٵ�٨ؘ؟ػٳٻ�٥ٴ؞ٯػٻ٫٦ؔ�ؙٝؕذشؔ�٦ؔ؟ٹ�؞صؘى�ؔپٚصؔذ�٫٦ؘؕٵئٳٻ٭�
٫٦ؔٯؕغؙٻ٭�7ٴ؞ؿاٻّ�ؔپْهؕ؇�٧ْٷ�؞ٟرٺ٦ؔ�٩ر�٩ؘْؿ�٥٣٪؟ؙؕذ�7٤تٻء�ٮ؍٪٭�ؘ؋٦ؔ�٬؟ٵئٻٱ�

ٺػٳ�٩ٚٹ�؞ًٵش�٦ؔا٫ٻّ�ٚٹ�شت٧؟ٳ٫٦ؔ�٩ٳٯٻ؛*�

ڠڣ�٤ڹښ�٫َٕٝٔڗ�5ڠً�ڨگ�يڜٕڍڱڱ٫يْ�ـڪ�يڜڡ٦ًُ٪يْ�يڜٕڥڅڱڡڱّ�يڜٕگ�
�ً Hڪلڤٹًڐ�� Hٔډٕڕ٧ڰڣ�ـڤکً�ټ٫ڪ٪ڰّ�ڶڤٵًؽ�ڠڙًڢ�ڈڡڛ�ـژ�٫ٙٴڡګڸ

Fّڜڝڥٱًؽ�ڐگ�يڴ٦ڪي٪�يڜڕڱ٦ًڰ

؊ٴڂͯ�ٴ�٥٢�٥ؙٞؾٹ؇�7ٺاؗ�؊�٬ٮرش�٠؊�٬ٴئٵذ�ٮ�٨ؘُؕٻؓٹ�؊٢أص�ؾ٫ٵ٦ٻ؛�ٴْر٦ؔ؛�غٻػٳ�٩
٫٦�ͯؕٵؔئٳ؛�٦ؔ؟ثرٸ�٫٦ؔ؟٫أ�٥ ؘؿ�٥٣يؙٻٓٹ�ٚٹ�؞ثٟٻٝ�ؔٞ؟كؕذٞٵٸ٫٢�7ؕ�ٺٓ؟ؙص�نصٴشٺ

�٪٭�٦ؔٯػؕ؇�ٚٹ�٫٦ؔٯؕق٦ؔ�ٟؗٻؕذٺ؛�٪٭�خڃ�٤ٮٳاٻ٭:�٪٭�ؔپ٧ْٷ� ͱ٘ ٚٹ�ْر�٨ٴئٵذ�ْرذ�٢ؕ
؎٦ٷ�ؔپغ�٥ٛٴ٪٭�ؔپغ�٥ٛ؎٦ٷ�ؔپ٧ْٷ*�

٧ْٷ�غؙٻ٫٦ؔ�٥أ�7٤ؕٺٓ؟ؙص�ٴئٵذ�ٮػؕ؇�ٚٹ�ؔڀذؔش٧ٓ٦ؔ��ؚٻؕ�ٴٚٹ�٪ا٦ؕع�ؔڀذؔشؚ�؊٪ص�
؊غؕغٻ٦�ؕͯه�٬ؕ٫٪ؿؕش٢؛�٦ؔٯػؕ؇�ٚٹ�٧٫ْٻ؛�ؔ؞دؕز�٦ٟؔصؔشؔ�7٪ّ�٪صؚْؔؕ�؊ٲ٫ٻ؛�ٴئٵذ�

٪٫ؕشغؕ�؞ٵَٻٙ�قثٻث؛�7ٴن٫٦ؔ�٬ؕ٫ػؕٴؚؔ�ٚٹ�ؔپئٵش�ٴ؞ٵٚٻص�ٚصـ�٪؟ػؕٴٺ؛�٧٦؟ٟر�٨
ٴ٦ؔ؟صٞٻ؛*�٪٭�؊تر�ؘصؔ٪اٯ٦ؔ�ؕصؔؒر�7ؘؚصٮؕ٪إ�"ؔٮه٫٧٦�٩ا٧ع"�7ٴ٦ؔ؟ٹ�ؘر؊ٮؕ�ؘ؟ٯٛٻسٰ�٪ٯس�
؊شؘّ�غٯٵؔ�٧ْٷ�٫٦ؔػ؟ٵٶ�ؔڀ٧ٞٻ٫ٹ*�٪٭�خڃ�٤ٲس٦ؔ�ؙؔصٮؕ٪إ�٫ٞٯؕ�ت؟ٷ�ؔټ�٬ؘ؟رشٺؗ�
؊٢أص�٪٭��100ؔ٪ص؊ؚ�ٚٹ�ؔڀذؔش٧ٓ٦ؔ�ؚٻ٫٦�ؕٯثٳ٭�٫٦ؔٓصٚ؛�ٴ٦ؔأٟ؛�٦ؔڃض٪؛�٧٦ٟٻ٫ؘ��٨ؕٳؕ٪ٳ٭�

٦ؔث٦ؕٻ؛�ٴ٫٦ؔػ؟٧ؙٟٻ؛�ٚٹ�٪ا٦ؕع�ؔڀذؔشؚ*�ٺػٓرٮٹ�؊�٬؊ؾٻص�؊�٬؊٢أص�٪٭�%�50٪٭�
ٲ؍ڂ؇�٦ؔٯػؕ؇�٫٦ؙؔرْؕ�ٺ٧٫ٓ٭�٦ؔٻٵ�٨ٚٹ�٪ا٦ؕع�ؔڀذؔشؚ*�

Fڪڜڡ٨ًي�Fًڠً�ڨگ�يڸڤ٬ًٝيْ�يڜٕگ�ٔڑ٫٥ٕڰڣ�َک

؊ٮؕ�٪ثُٵَ؛�ئرͯؔ�پٮٯٹ�؊٦؟ٟٹ�ؘٯػؕ؇�٪٧ٳ٫ؕ�٪٭�٪د؟٫٦ؔ�ٙ٧اؕڂ�ٚٹ�تٻؕ؞ٹ�٦ؔٻٵ٪ٻ؛�7
ؕ�٪٭�خڃ�٤ت٧٫؛�؊ي٧ٟٯؕٲؕ�؞ث؝�ْٯٵ٬ؔ "ٮػؕ؇�ٚٹ�ؔپ٦ؔ�٤ؕ٫ْٓصؘٻ؛"�7 ͯٓ ٴٮث؟�٥ؘٛٯاؕتؕ؞ٳ٭�٪
؞ث؝�ؔغ٩ "�365ؔ٪ص؊ؚ�ْصؘٻ؛�٪٧ٳ٫؛"��تٻء�ٮٟٵ�٨ٺٵ٪ٻͯؕ�ؘ؟ػ٧ٻى�٦ؔهٵ؇�٧ْٷ�ؔ٪ص؊ؚ�ٴؔترؚ�
٪٭�٪د؟٦ؔ�ٙ٧رٴ٦ؔ�٤ٓصؘٻ؛٫٢�7كرش�؎٦ٳ�٨ؕٺٵ٪ٹ�٦ٓرذ�٢ؙٻص�٪٭�٦ؔٯؕظ�ٴ٫٦ر٢�٨ْؕ�ؚؕ٪٥*�
ؔغ؟ًؙٟ؝�٦ؔث٧٫؛�ؘؿ�٥٣٪٧ٛ؝�؊٢أص�٪٭��40٪٧ٻٵ�٬٪ؿؕٲرؚ*�ٴؾ٧٫؝�ٮػؕͯ؇�؞٫ٻط��٬ٚٹ�

٪ا�٤ؕ٪؟ٓرذؚ�٪أ�٥ؔپ�٤ؕ٫ْٴ٦ؔػٻؕغ؛�ٴ٦ؔ؟٧ٓٻ�٩ٴ٫٦ؔٵغٻٟٷ�ٴ٦ؔصٺؕن؛�ٴٖٻصٲؕ*�

ژًڠ٫ـِ�ڠك�5ِ٫٘ڠً�ڨگ�يڜ٫ًٰوڛ�يڜٕگ�ٔځڡ١ڱڣ�َمڰٹًڜکً�يڜڭ�يڜڥٱًؽ�
يڜڝګئگ�ًٔٝڪ٬ْ�يڜ١ګيٜ٭�ڪ٠ڕڕٓ�يڜٕڡڱ٭�ڐگ�يڜڡ٫يژ٭�يڜڕڱ٦ًڰّ�ڐگ�

�Fڠًٝښ�ڈڡڝڗ

آٝ�ؘٯٛػ�١ٴؘٟرش؞٧ْ�١ٷ�؞ٗٻٻص�٦ؔ�7٩٦ؕٓ٦ؙؔرؔٺ؛�؞٣ٵ�٬ٚٹ�ؔ؞دؕز�خًٵؔ�قٗٻصؚ�ٺٵ٪ٻؕ�
ٮثٵ�؞ثٟٻٝ�ؔپٲرؔ٘�٪ّ�ؔپٲ؟�٨ؕ٫ؘكث؟٦ؔ�١اػرٺ؛�ٴ٦ؔٯٛػٻ؛*

�Fڠً�ڨگ�ڀڡګ٠ًٔڗ

ي٫ٵتؕ؞ٹ�؞؟٫أ�٥ٚٹ�٪ٵؔق٧؛�؞ٟرٺ٦ؔ�٩ر�٩ْٴ؞ٵغٻّ�ذؔؒص٦ؔ�ؚ؟؋آٻصؔڀٺاؘؕٹ�ٴ؞ٵ٦ٹ�؊ذٴؔش�
٪د؟٧ٛ؛�ٚٹ�٦ؔ�ًِٟؕ٦ؔدؕـ*

؊ٮؕ�٪؟ث٫ػ؛�٫٧٦طٺر*

www.amamventures.comڜڡ٭ڰ�٧ڠڣ�يڜڡډڝګڠ٬�ًْ٪ڪي�
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ٺُٳص�٦ؔٯؿؕو�٦ؔصٺؕنٹ�٢اط؇�؊غؕغٹ�٪٭�٦ؔثٻ٦ؔ�ؚؕٻٵ٪ٻ؛�٧٦ث٧ْ�ٌؕٛٷ�٦ؔكث؛�ٚٹ�
ؾٳص�ش٪ه�7٬ؕتٻء�ٺ٣٫ٯ٫٦ؔ�١ؿؕش٢؛�ٚٹ�٦ؔٓرٺر�٪٭�ؔپٮؿً؛�٦ؔا٫ْؕٻ؛�٪أ�٥شٺؕن؛�

ش٢ٵ٦ؔ�ؖدٻ�٥ٴ٦ؔص٪ؕٺ؛�؊ٴ�٫٦ؔؿٹ�ٚٹ�٫٦ؔ؟ٯطٲؕ٫٢�7ؕ�ٺ٣٫ٯ٫٦ؔ�١ؿؕش٢؛�ؘ؏ٮؿً؛�
٫٦ؔؿٹ�ٚٹ�٪ث٫ٻ؛�ْا٧ٵ٧٦�٬ؘٗؕؕ�7؊ٴ�ؔخ؟ٻؕش�٪ػؕش�٧ٞٓ؛�ْا٧ٵ�٬؎٦ٷ�"٪ؕش�؎٦ٻؕظ"�7
؊ٴ�٪٭�شغٵ�٬؎٦ٷ�ْا٧ٵ٦�٬ڃغ؟٫؟٫ؘ�ِؕٯَؕص�خڃؘ؛�٧ْٷ�يٵ٦ؔ�٤ًصٺ�7ٝ؞اصؘ؛�ٚصٺرؚ�
؞ٓر��٠ؘ؟ٓطٺط�٦ؔ؟ٵؔق�٥ؔڂئ؟٫ْؕٹ�ٴ٦ؔٓڃٞؕ�ؘٻ٭�ؔپٚصؔذ*�ٮٯكث�١ؘطٺؕشؚ�٪رٺٯ؛�
٦ؙٟؔٓ؛�ٚٹ�ؾٳص�ش٪ه�٬ؕٚٳٵ�٦ؔٵٞ؝�٫٦ؔأ٦ؕٹ�ڂغ؟٣ؿؕ٘�غثصٲؕ�ؔٴ؞صؔآٳ٦ؔ�ؕٗٯٹ�
٪٭�خڃ٦ؔ�٤ٓرٺر�٪٭�ؔپٮؿً؛:��٢ؔ؟ؿ٦ؔ�ٙأٟؕٚ؛�٫٦ؔث٧ٻ؛�ٴ�٩ؘٞطٺؕشؚ�٪؟ث٦ؔ�ؙٟٙٓ؛�

ؔپآصٸ�7؊ٴ�؞اٵ�٤ٚٹ�غٵ٦ؔ�ٜث�7٨ؕ٫؊ٴ�ٞر�ٺ٣ٵ�٬ؔڂٮه٦ؔ�٨ؕ٫ٷ�٦ؙٓ؛�ئٵ٦ٙ�ٚٹ�ٮؕذٸ�
؊ٺڃ�٧٦اٵ٦ٙ�ٲٹ�ؔپٮػ١٦�ؗ*

Î�n©tyº� ��¥gt¥�1 �¼�nq�¥� ��°�

ؾٳص�ش٪ه�٬ؕٲٵ�ؾٳص�٦ؙؔٓؕذؚ�ٴٲٵ�ٚصق؛�٦؟ٓطٺط�ٞٻ٦ؔ�٩؟هؕ٪٭�ٴ٦ًؔٓؕ؇�ٚٹ�
٫٦ؔا؟٫ّ�ؔپشذٮٹ:�ٴٺ؟ػ٦ؘؕ�٩صٴتؕٮٻ؛�ٴ٦ؔ؟؉٦ٙ�ؔڂئ؟٫ْؕٹ�ٴ٦ؔؿٓٵش�٪٦ؔ�ّٟٛصؔ؇*�

ٴٲٯ�٠ؕٚٹ�٧ٞؗ�٪رٺٯ؛�٦ؔ�٬ؕ٫ْ؟ؕشٺدٻ؛�ٺّٟ�٪ػار��١٧٫٦ؙْؔرؔױ�ؔپٴ�7٤تٻء�؞�٨ٟؕ
٧٦ٓؕؒڃ�٫٦ؔث؟ؕئ؛�ٚٹ�غؕت؛�٫٦ؔػار�ٴ٦ؔ؟ٹ�ٺٯ٫ُٳؕ� ٴئؙؕ�ؔڀًٚؕش�٦ؔا٫ْؕٻ؛�
٫٦ؔ؟ًٵْٵ�٬٪٭�٫٦ؔا؟٫٦ؔ�ّ٫ث٧ٹ�٦ٻ؟ؿؕش٢ٵ�؞ٯؕٴ٦ؔ�٤؟٫ص�ٴ٫٦ؔؕ؇�ٚٹ�ؔٮ؟ُؕش�ٮرؔ؇�

؎ٞؕ٪؛�٦ؔكڃؚ*

ٴؘؕڀنؕٚ؛�؎٦ٷ�ز�7١٦ٚٳسؔ�ٲٵ�٦ؔٵٞ؝�٫٦ؔٯؕغ٦ؔ�ؗسٸ�ٺ٣٫ٯ�١ٚٻٱ�؞ارٺر�٦ًؔؕٞ؛�
ٴ؞ٓطٺط�٦ؔصؔت؛�٦ؔٯٛػٻ؛*�ذ�٥٦ٮٛػ�١ٴؔغ؟٫؟٧ؘ�ّثُؕ�٪٭�ؔڂغ؟صخؕ؇�ؘ؟اصؘ؛�ئ٧ػ؛�
ت�٨ؕ٫شؔؒٓ؛�ٚٹ�٦ؔٯؕذٸ�٦ؔكثٹ�٦ٛٯرٜ�ٚٻص٪ٵٮ؝�٬ؕ٫ْ -�٪ڃز٧٦�٠صؔت؛�ٴ٦ؔػ٣ٻٯ؛�

ٴ؎ْؕذ٦ؔ�ؚثٻٵٺ؛�7تٻء�ٺ٣٫ٯ�١ؔڂغ؟٫؟ِؕ�ؘٛٵؔؒر�٪ٯ؟اؕ�٦ؙؔثص�٫٦ؔٻ؝�٦ؔٛؕخصؚ�ٴ٦ؔ؟ٹ�
٦ؔٻٵ٪ٻ؛* غ؟طٺ�٥ْٯ٦ؔ�١هٗٵو�

ƞƨƳƝƩƨ�ƿƶö�ęăŮƮ
ęƄŷƺû�Ųűƣƚƨû�ƞžŵƫ

ēėƺû�ŦƂűƙ��ƤƩƬƨû�ƂŻƈƫ

ŲƷƇėƄƠƩƨ�ƵŰƄƚƨû�ęăŮƯƨû
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٫٧٦؋٢ٵڂ�ٚٹ�ؾٳص�ش٪ه�٬ؕ٪٣ؕٮ؛�خؕق؛�ٚٹ�٦ؔأٟؕٚ؛�ؔپشذٮٻ؛�7ت؟ٷ�؊�٬ؾٵؔشِ�
ٴغى�٧ؙ٦ؔر�؞ٓإ�٦ؘؙؕؕؒٓٻ٭�٦ؔسٺ٭�؞طذ�٬ؔ؊٢ؿ٢ؕٳ�٩ؘؿ؟ٷ�ؔپٮٵِؔ�٪٭�ؔپي٫ٓ؛�٧٦ؔسٺسؚ�
٦ؔ؟٧ٟٻرٺ؛�٪أ�٥ؾٵشؘ؛�٦ؔٓرظ�ٴ٦ؔٛ؟؛�ٴًٞؕٺٙ�ش٪ه٬ؕ*�ٴٚٹ�؊٪٢ؕ٭�؊خصٶ�٦ؘؕٓؕق٫؛�
�٬ؕ٫ْٺ٣٫ٯ�١ؔڂغ؟٫؟ِؕ�ؘ؋ئٵؔ؇�ش٪هؕٮٻ؛�ٚؕخصؚ�ٴ؞اصؘ؛�٪ؕؒرؚ�ؔڀًٚؕش�ٚٹ�ٚٯرٜ�

ٚٻص٪ٵٮ؝��7٬ؕ٫ْٴڂ�؞ٛٵ�ٚصق؛�؞سٴ٦ؔ�ٜث٧ٵٺؕ�٦ؔص٪هؕٮٻ؛�7٪أ٦ؔ�٥ًٟؕٺٙ�ٴ٦ؔٵشؘؕ�
ٴ٣٦ؔٯؕٚ؛�ٴتڃٴ٦ؔ�ؚاؙ٭�7تٻء�غ؟ارٲؕ�ٚٹ�٪ثڃ�٦ؔث٧ٵٺؕ�٦ؔ؟٧ٟٻرٺ؛�٫٦ؔٯ؟ؿصؚ�ٚٹ�
�7٬ؕ٫ْٮٯكث�١ؘ؟اصؘ؛�ت٧ٵٺؕ�"ؔپخٵٺ٭ ضڂيٻ٫ٵ"�ٚٳٵ�ٺكٯّ�؊يؙٜؕ�ت٧ٵٶ�٦ْؕٻ؛�

٦ؔاٵذؚ�٪ػ؟ٵتؚؕ�٪٭�ؾٳص�ش٪ه٫٦ؔ�٬ؙؕؕش٠*

؊٪ؕ�ٚٹ�٪رٺٯ؛�٦ؙٟؔٓ؛�7ٚٻ؟٫ٻط�ؾٳص�ش٪ه�٬ؘؕ؋ئٵؔ؇�غؕت٧ٻ؛�زؔ�يؘّؕ�خؕـ�7تٻء�
ٺ٣٫ٯ�١ؔڂخ؟ٻؕش�٪٭�ؘٻ٭�٦ؔٓرٺر�٪٭��٩ًْؕ٫٦ؔٴ٦ؔٛٯؕذ٦ؔ�ٜ؟ٹ�؞ػ؟هٻٙ�ؘٵٚٻٳؕ�

؎ًٚؕش�ٚؕخص�7ؚؔغ؟٫؟٫٦ؘؕ�ّ؋٢ٵڂ�٦ؔص٪هؕٮٻ؛�ٴئصؖ�؎ترٶ�ؔپي٦ؔ�ؙٜؕ؟٧ٟٻرٺ؛�٪أ٥: 
ٴ٦ًٟؔؕٺٙ� ٫٦ؔٳ٧ؙٻ؛� ٪أ٥:� ٫٦ؔ؟ٯٵْ؛� ٦ؔص٪هؕٮٻ؛� ٦ؔث٧ٵٺؕ� ٴ٢س�١٦ ٴ٦ؔكٻؕذٺ؛� ٫٦ؔٯػٙ�

ٴٲٹ�ت٧ٵٶ�؞٧ٟٻرٺ؛�؞كٯّ�ٚٹ�ش٪ه�٬ؕٴٲٹ�ؙْؕشؚ�ْ٭�ًٚؕؒص�قٗٻصؚ�٪ثؿٵؚ�
٦ؘؕاؙ٭�؊ٴ�٣٫٦ؔػصؔ�ٴ٪ًٗػ؛�ؘؿص٦ؔ�ًٟؖؔص*�ٮٯكث٢�١س٦ؘؕ�١٦؟ٵئٱ�ؾ٫ؕڂͯ�

ٮثٵ�٪رٺٯ؛�ْا٧ٵ�٬ٴ٫٦ؔٓصٴٚ؛�ؘا�٤ؕ٫يؙٻٓ؟ٳ�7ؕتٻء�؞ٯ؟ؿص�٦ؔٓرٺر�٪٭��٩ًْؕ٫٦ؔ
ٴ٫٦ؔث٫ٻؕ�٦ًؙؔٻٓٻ؛�٦ؔ؟ٹ�؞ٟر�٨؊يؙٜؕ�؞٧ٟٻرٺ؛�؊شذٮٻ؛�خڃ٦ؔ�٤ؿٳص�٣٦ؔصٺ�7٩٪أ�٥

٪ث٫ٻ؛�ْا٧ٵ�٬ٴ٢س�١٦ٺ٣٫ٯ�١؊�٬؞ػ؟٫؟ّ�ؘ؟اصؘ؛�شؔؒٓ؛�٫٧٦ًؙح�٦ؔ؟٧ٟٻرٸ�ؔپشذٮٹ�ٚٹ�
٪ٯؕض٦ؔ�٤هٻٵ٘�ٚٹ�ئٯٵؖ�ؔپشذ�٬٪أ�٥٪ث٫ٻ؛�نؕٮؕ ٴ٪دٻ�٩ش٪ؕٮ؛�ٚٹ�ٚٯرٜ�ٚٻٯ�٬ؕ
٦ؙؔٻؓٹ�ٴ٦ؔٓرٺر�٪٭�٫٦ؔٵّؔٞ�ؔپخصٶ�٫٦ؔٯ؟ؿصؚ�٪أ�٥٪ث٫ٻ؛�٦ؔطشٞؕ؇�٫٦ؔؕؒٻ؛�ٴ٪ث٫ٻ؛�

٦ًؙؔٻٓٻ؛* ٫٦ؔٵئؗ�

٦�ͯؕٱ�يؘّؕ�خؕـ�7تٻء�؞٫؟�٩ًْؕ٫٦ؔ�ؑ٧ٴ٫٦ٟؔؕٲٹ�٦ؘؕٓؕؒڃ� ٴٞ؝�٦ؔػثٵش�؊ٺه
ٴؔپقرٞؕ؇�٦ٟهؕ؇�ٴٞ؝�ئ٫ٻ�٥ٚٹ�؊ئٵؔ؇�ئ٫ٻ٧؛�ٴ؞ٯؕٴ�٤ٴئؙؕ�خٛٻٛ؛�٪؟ٯٵْ؛*�؎زؔ�

٦ؙؔصؔ٪إ�٦ؔص٪هؕٮٻ؛�ٚٯٯكث�١ؘؿصؔ؇�؞ؿ٣ٻ٧؛� ٦ؙٟؔؕ؇�ٚٹ�٫٦ؔٯط�٤ٴ٪ؿؕٲرؚ� ٢ٯ؝�؞ٛه�٥
٪٭�٦ؔث٧ٵٺؕ�٦ؔص٪هؕٮٻ؛�٦ؔ؟ٹ�؞ٟر٪ٳؕ�"ت٧ٵٺؕ�٦ؔٯا٫؛"�٪أ٫٦ؔ�٥ٳ٧ؙٻ؛�ٴ؊٧ْ�٨ٹ�

٫٦ؔٯط٤* ٴ٦ًٟؔؕٺ�7ٙ؊ٴ�ٺ٣٫ٯ�١ؔڂغ؟٫؟ِؕ�ؘ؟ثهٻصٲؕ�ٚٹ�
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ƵŭƷűƨû�ĕŮƯƷƟ�đƂƯƟ
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ؾ٧٣؝�ًؘٵ٦؛�٢؋ظ�؈غٻ�2023�ؕٴ٦ؔ؟ٹ�ؔغ؟هؕٚ؟ٳؕ�ًٞص�7٪ػصتͯؕ�٪أٻصͯؔ�پؘصض�
٪ٵؔٲ٢�ؗص٦ؔ�ؚٟر�٨٪٭�ئ٫ٻّ�؊ٮثؕ؇�ٞؕشؚ�؈غٻ�7ؕٴ؞٫ٻط�٦ًؙؔٵ٦؛�٫٦ؘؕٯؕٚػ؛�٦ؔؿرٺرؚ�

ٴ٦ثُؕ�٦ؙؔصْؔ؛�7ٴ٫٦ؔ�٬ؕ٢ٯ؟د٦ؔ�ؗٵيٯٹ�ؔپشذٮٹ�٪٭�ؘٻ٭�٦ؔٛص٦ؔ�ٜ؟ٹ�؞؋٦ٟ؝�ٴتؕض�
٧ْٷ�ؔٮ؟ؙٰؕ�٪ثؙٹ�٧٦ؙؔٓ؛�تٵ�٩٦ؕٓ٦ؔ�٤ؘٛه�٥ؔپذؔ؇�٦ؔصّؔؒ�ٴ٦ؔسٸ�ؔ٪؟ؕض�٫٦ؘؕصٴٮ؛�

ٴ٫٦ؔٳؕشؚ* ٴؔڀقصؔش�

ٚٹ�٫٦ؙؔؕش٦ؔ�ؚؔٯٳؕؒٻ؛�ٴ٦ؔ؟ٹ�٢ؕٮ؝�ٮ؟ٻا؟ٳ٦ؔ�ؕدػؕشؚ�؊٪�٨ؕ"٦ؔٓٯؘؕٹ"�٦ًٟؔصٸ�ؘأڃآ؛�
؊ٲرؔ٘�٪٭�ش٢ڃ�٦ؔاطؔ؇�٪�٥ؘٟؕٲر٘�ٴتٻر�٧٦ٯؿؕ٪ٷ�7ٚؕض�٫٦ؔٯ؟د٦ؔ�ًٟؗصٸ�

�ͯؔ ٴتك٧ْ�٥ٷ�٫٧٦�ٟؗ٧٦ؔص٦ؔ�ؚأؕٮٻ؛٦ؘؕ�7ص�٩ٖ٪٭�؊�٬٪ٯ؟د٦ؔ�ؗٯؿؕ٪ٷ�ٞر�٨؊ذؔͯ؇�٪٫ٻط
ؕͯ�ٚٹ�٦ؔؿٵو�٦ؔأؕٮٹ�٪٭�٫٦ؙؔؕش�7ؚؔٴٴؔئٱ�ڂؙْٹ� �٬ؕ٢�ͯؕئ٧ٻ ٦ْؕ�ͯؕٻ ؔͯ�زٲٯٻ ٴ؞ص٢ٻط

٦ؔ؟٣؟ٻ٣ٹ� ٦ؔٯٳؕؒٻ؛�؞ثرٺؕ�٢ؙٻصؚ�تٻء�٦ؔ�٬ؕ٢ٯٳإ� ٫٦ؔٯ؟د٦ؔ�ًٟؗصٸ�ٚٹ�٫٦ؙؔؕشؚؔ�
٫٧٦ٯ؟دؗ�ؔپشذٮٹ�ؘٟٻؕذ٫٦ؔ�ؚرشؖ�تػٻ٭�٫ْٵ؞ٱ�ٺص٢ط�٧ْٷ�٦ؔرِٚؕ�٪ّ�ْر�٨؎�٤ٖؕٛ

٫٧٦ٯ؟دؗ�ؔپشذٮٹ�ٴٞرش؞ٳ٧ْ�٩ٷ�٦ؔػٻًصؚ� ٦ؔٳاٵ٪ٻ؛� ٦ٟؔٵؚ� ٦ؔٳاٵ٪ٻ؛�٣ٚؕٮ؝� ٦ؔ؟ثٵڂ�
ٚٹ�ؔپ٪٢ؕ٭�٦ؔثؕغ٫؛�ٴؔنث؛*�

_¨n�¬¦¥ �o³°¨ �Î¥n�t|� �.nq¢t��
؞�٩؞٣صٺ٫٦ؔ�٩ٯ؟د٦ؔ�ؗٵيٯٹ�ؔپشذٮٹ�"٦ؔٯؿؕ٪ٷ"�ؘث�٥ٛؔغ؟�٤ؙٟؕ٪ٳٻ٦�ؗځٮاؕض�

٦ؔ؟ؕشٺدٹ�٦ؔسٸ�تٟٟٵٰ�ؘٵقٵ٦ٳ٦ؔ�٩ٷ�٦ؔٯٳؕؒٹ�ٴ٫٦ؔٯؕٚػ؛�٧ْٷ�٢�ٟؗ٦؋ظ�؈غٻ��7ؕ
ؔͯ�٪٭�٪ًؕش�٣٧٫٦ؔ؛�٧ْٻؕ؇�٦ؔرٴ٦ٹ� ؕͯ�ؘر؇ ؕͯ�ند٫ ؔͯ�ئ٫ؕٲٻصٺ تٻء�ؾٳر�٫٦ؔصؔغ�٩تهٵش
ؘٵقٵ�٤يؕؒص٣٧٫٦ؔ�ؚٻ؛�ؔپشذٮٻ؛�ٴ٦ؔ؟ٹ�٢ؕٮ؝�؞�٥ٟئ٫ٻّ�؊ْهؕ؇�ٚصٺ٦ؔ�ٝٯؿؕ٪ٷ�ٴ�٬ؕ٢

ٚٹ�ؔغ؟٦ؙٟؕٳ�٩غ٫ٵ�ؔپ٪ٻص�٧ْٹ�ؘ٭�٦ؔثػٻ٭�شؒٻع�ؔڂ؞ثؕذ�ؔپشذٮٹ�٣٦ص٦ؔ�ؚٟر�٨
ؘؕڂنؕٚ؛�٦ؔٷ�ؔغ؟�٤ؙٟؕؾؙٓٹ�٢ؙٻص�ش٦ؔ�ٝٚؔٛصٺ٧ْ�ٝٷ�يٵ٦ؔ�٤ًصٺ٦ؔ�ٝٷ�غ؟ؕذ��٬ؕ٫ْ
٦ؔرٴ٦ٹ�ٴغى�ٲ؟ؕٚؕ�ؔټڂ٘�٪٭�٦ؔا٫ؕٲٻص�7ٴ؞�٩ؔغ؟٦ؔ�٤ؙٟؕڃؙْٻ٭�ؘؿٓؕشؔ�ٴ؊ْڃ�٨

 ؔت؟ٛؕڂͯ�ؘ؏ٮاؕضؔ؞ٳ�٩ٴ؞ػ٧ٻى�٦ؔهٵ؇�٧ْٷ�ذٴشٲ٢�٩؋�٤ًؘؕٴيٯٻٻ٭*�

٧ْ�ͯؔٷ� �7ͯؕٴ٪�٬ؕ٢�ؕٲسؔ�ؔڂت؟�٤ؕٛ؎ڂ�ؾؕٲر ؕͯ�ٴيٯٻ ؞ؿ٢�٥٣ص٦ؔ�ؚٟر٦�٨ٿشذٮٻٻ٭�ترآ
٦ؔٛدص�ٴؔڂش؞ؙؕو�٫ٓ٦ؔٻٝ�ؘٻ٭�٦ؔصٺؕن؛�ٴ٦ؔٵتر٦ؔ�ؚٵيٯٻ؛��ٚٹ�ؔپشذ٬*

ūįĳǜē�ŹťŐ�ŮżŐ
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�§¥n�©¥��_¥��Í�n�¸np���¼ n�}¥���¨�~² nt¥��n°³����n¢t²�Í¬²�¨�Î¯��_�¬s�º�Í¦|�p�-��s�Í�l� �Í¬²�¨�.±q¬���

�Ît¥��Í�l��¥��ªZn¨¶���ª¨��²��¥��§�s1��/n��¥��,n��¥�£¥�Z1�,±�t¦¥�3np�ny�3��Z�¨�.±q¬�����qt�s�Í³|n³�¥�
�Í¬²�©¥���¯�Î��Í�n��=ô��n�¡�Í³�³Z�£³¥���n°t� n©¨�£¬[©²�Ît¥��¼�²��¥��Í��«¶�1�n°³��Í¨n¡¸��£¬[©²

�¼n³}¥np�Í�pn¬¥�

�¼ n²�¥�� }t�s�ªZn¨�

؞ه�٩؎غًٯؙٵ٦ؔ�٤ٓرٺر�٪٭�٦ؔ�٩٦ؕٓ٫٦ؔػٻؕتٻ؛�٦ؔصؔؒٓ؛�٦ؔ؟ٹ�؞ػ؟ث٦ؔ�ٝطٺؕشؚ�ٴ٦ؔ؟ٹ�؞٣ٓع�
؞ؕشٺدٳ٦ؔ�ؕٗٯٹ�ٴٮس٢ص�٪ٯٳؕ: "؈ٺؕ�قٵٚٻؕ"�ٴٲٹ�ؘؕپق٢�٥ٯٻػ؛�؞؟٫ٻط�٫ؘٓؕش؞ٳ٦ؔ�ؕؿصٞٻ؛�
٦ؔصٴ٪ؕٮٻ؛�(٦ؙؔٻطٮًٻ؛)�٦ؔصؔؒٓ؛*�٢س٫٦ؔ�١٦ػار�ؔپضشٜ�ٴ٦ؔسٸ�ٺ٫؟ؕض�ؘا�٤ؕ٫ؙؙٞٱ�ٴؘڃيٱ�

ؔپضش�7ٜ؊٪ؕ�؎ز٢�ؔٯ؝�؞ٓؿ٦ؔ�ٝ؟ؕشٺح�ؘ؟ٛؕقٻ٧ٱ�ٚ؟ٵئٱ�٦ؔٷ�"ٞكص�؞ٵ٣ؘؘؕٹ"�ٴ٦ؔسٸ�ٺٓ؟ؙص�
٢ٯطͯؔ�ٺثٵٸ�٪ا٫ٵْ؛�٪٭�٦ؔٗص٣٧٫٦ؔ�٘ٻ؛�ٴ٦ؔثر٦ؔ�ٝؒؔػؕتصؚ*

ÎZ�t¥��/n��¥��¼�¥

؞ؿ؟ٳص�ؔغًٯؙٵ٫ًْؕ٫ؘ�٤ٳؕ�ٴ؞ٯٵِ�؊يؙؕٞٳ�7ؕٚٻ٣٫ٯ�١؞ٯؕٴ٦ؔ�٤ًٛٵش�٦ؔ؟ص٢ٹ�٫٫٦ؔٻط٧ْٷ�
ن٦ؔ�ؙ٘ؕٛٵغٛٵش�ٴ؞سٴ٦ؔ�ٜٟٳٵ٦ؔ�ؚ؟ص٢ٻ؛�٦ؔٗٯٻ؛�٪ّ�ًٞٓ؛�"٢ؕ؞٫ٻص"�٦ؘؕٛػ؟٦ؔ�ٝؿٳٹ�
ٴٲٹ�ت٧ٵٶ�؞٧ٟٻرٺ؛�؞؟؋٦ٙ�٪٭�يؙٟؕ�٪٭�٦ؔٓاٻٯ؛�٦ؔصٞٻٟ؛�ٴ٦ؔٛػ؟ٝ�ٴ٦ٟؔؿرؚ*�؊٪ؕ�
ْٯر�٦ُؔٳٻصؚ�؊ٴ�٫٦ؔػؕ؇�7ٺ٣٫ٯ�١؞اصؘ؛�ٴئؙ؛�٪٫ٻطؚ�ٴ٪ؙ؟٣صؚ�٪ػ؟ٵتؚؕ�٪٭�٦ًؙؔٻٓ؛�
ٴ٦ؙؔػؕي؛�ؘ؟اصؘ؛�٪�٩ًْؕ٪أ�٥"ٚٵٔ"�ٴ"ؘٻ؟ٹ"�ٴ"ٮٻٵ٦ٵ٤ؕ٢"�7ٴ٦ؔثؕق٧؛�٧ْٷ�ْڃ٪؛�
٦ؔ؟٫ٻط�٪٭�٪ٻؿڃ٬*�ٴ٢س�١٦٪�٩ًٓ"؊ڂٮؿؕ"�٦ؔؿٳٻص�ٴ٪�٩ًٓ"ٮٻ٣ٵ٤"�٦ؔس�٬ؔٺٟر٪�٬ؕ

ؔͯ�٪٭�ؔڂي٫٦ؔ�ؙؙٜؕ؟٣ص٦ؔ�ؚصؔؒٓ؛*� ْرذ

,±�t¥�

ؔغ؟ٓر�٧٦؟ػٵٜ�ؘڃ�ترٴذ! تٻء�؞ٯ؟ؿص�ؔپغٵ٦ؔ�ٜؔؿؙٓٻ؛�ٴ٦ؙؔؕضؔشؔ�٦ؔصؔؒٓ؛�ٚٹ��٥٢
٪�٬ؕ٣ٚٹ�ؔغًٯؙٵ�7٤؞ٵئٱ�٦ؔٷ" Kapalı Çarşı"�٦ؙؔؕضؔش�٣٦ؙؔٻص�7ٴٲٵ�ؙْؕشؚ�ْ٭�٪؟ؕٲ؛�

ؾؕغٓ؛�؞٫؟٦ؘؕ�ؑ٧ػٻؕب�ٴ؞ه�٩؊٢أص�٪٭�؊شؘٓ؛�؈ڂ٘�٪؟اص�ٺؙٻٓٵ٦ؔ�٬ػاؕذ�ٴ٦ؔدط٘�
ٴ٦ؔ؟ٵ�٥ؘؔٴٖٻصٲؕ*�ٴٲٯ٦ؔ�٠ؙؕؕضؔشؔ�٫٦ؔ؟دكك؛�٦ؘؕ؟ٵ�٥ؘؔتٻء�؞؟ٯٵ٦ؔ�ِدٻؕشؔ�7ٴ٦؟اصؘ؛�
؊٢أص�ترؔآ؛�ڂ�ؘر�٪٭�ضٺؕشؚ�ؾؕشِ�ؔڂغ؟ٟڃ�٤"Grande Rue de Pera"�٦ؔسٸ�ٺٓر�

٪٭�؊ؾٳص�؊غٵٜؔ�ؔغًٯؙٵ٫٧٦�٤ڃؘع�٫٦ؔث٧ٻ؛�ٴ٦ؔثص٦ؔ�٘ٻرٴٺ؛*��ؔز٢�ؔٯ؝�؞ٛه٫٦ؔ�٥ص٢ؔط�
٦ؔ؟اؕشٺ؛�٧ٓٚٻ٦ؔ�١؟ٵئٱ�٦طٺؕشؚ�"ؔغ؟ٻٯٻٱ�ؘؕش٠"�7؊٪ؕ�؎ز٢�ؔٯ؝�؞ؙثء�ْ٭�٦ؔصٚؕٲٻ؛�ٚ؟ٵئٱ�

؎٦ٷ�"ٮٻؿؕٮ؟ؕؾٹ".

.±q¬����Î��¼�²���� nzs

٦؟اصؘ؛�ٚصٺرؚ�٪٭�ٮٵْٳ�7ؕٺ٣٫ٯ�١؊�٬؞ٯ٧ًٝ�ٚٹ�شت٧؛�ؘثصٺ؛�ؙْص�٪هٻ٦ؔ�ؙٝٵغٛٵ�7؊ٴ�
ؔٮه�٩؎٦ٷ��ذٴشؔ�٦ًؔٳٹ�٦؟�٩٧ٓ؊٦س�٦ؔٵقٛؕ�٦ؔ؟ص٢ٻ؛�٪أ٦ؔ�٥ؙٵش�٠ٴ٦ؔ�ؙؖؕ٣٦ؔ؟ص٢ٹ�7ٴڂ�

؞ٛٵ�ضٺؕشؚ�ت�٨ؕ٫"٦ؔػ٫ؙص٦ٻ؟ؕؼ"�٦؟اصؘ؛�٦ؔث٦ؔ�٨ؕ٫؟ص٢ٹ�٦ؔ؟٧ٟٻرٸ*

ąƳƠƇƳűƨû�ơƷƑƫ�ƵƟ�ŲƩŽą

đąĆƺû�ƂŻƈƬƨû

�ēŮƥƳƨƳƷƮ��ƪƚƔƫ

ƵŰŮƦŰƳŴ�ƄƎƢ
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�Hًيڜڭ�٫َڪژٱڛ ٔٱڱ�٫يڜڡڝڙڱّ�يڴ٪٦ڤڱ�3�ّ٪٠ڹْ�ـُٰګڈڱ

¤�Z1�p
٪٭�٦ؔٛدؕ٪؛�٦ؔٷ�٦ؔ؟ٯٵ�7ؘِصٴ٢ػ�٥ٲٹ�٦ؔٵئٳ؛�٫٦ؔأ٦ؕٻ؛

¤�Z1�p�Î�� l��}¥�

؞ؿ؟ٳص ؘصٴ٢ػ٥ ٫ؘػؕتؕ؞ٳؕ ٦ؔدهصؔ؇ ٦ؔؿؕغٓ؛7 ؎ز ؊٬ ٲٯ٠ؕ ٦ؔٓرٺر ٪٭ ٦ؔثرؔؒٝ ٦ؔ؟ٹ 
؞ػ؟ثٝ ؔڂ٢؟ؿؕ٘ ٴ٦ؔ؟ٹ ؞ٵٚص ؘٻؓ؛ ٲؕذؒ؛ ٧٦ػ٬ؕ٣ ٴ٦ؔطٴؔش ٧ْٷ تر غٵؔ؇ ٦ڃغ؟٫؟ِؕ 

ٚٹ ٚك٥ ٦ؔصؘٻّ: ترٺٟ؛ " Bois de la Cambre" ٲٹ ٴؔت؛ ٲؕذؒ؛ ؞٫؟ؕض ٫ؘػؕتؕ 
خهصؔ؇ ٴؔغٓ؛ ٴ ؘثٻصؚ ئ٫ٻ٧؛7 ٴ؞؟ه٫٭ ٪ػؕشؔ ٪أ٦ؕٻ؛ ٫٧٦ؿٹ ٴ٦ڃغ؟صخؕ؇ 

ٴ٦ؔ؟؋٪٥. ترٺٟ؛ "ؘؕش٠ ذٸ غٻ٣ٵٮ؟ٯٻص" ق٫٫؝ ٪٩ُٓ ٪ؙؕٮٻٳؕ ٦؟٣ٵ٬ ٧ْٷ ؾ٥٣ ؊ٞٵؔظ 
ٴ؞٫؟ؕض ؘثرٟؔؒٳؕ ٫٦ؔأ٦ؕٻ؛ ٦ؔ؟ٹ ٺ٨ٟؕ ٚٻٳؕ ٦ؕٓٛ٦ؔٻؕ ٴ٫٦ؔٓؕشل. ترٺٟ؛ "ؘؕش٠ ٦ٻٵؘٵ٦ر" 
٫٦ؔاؕٴشؚ ٧٦ؙص٬ؕ٫٦ ؔپٴشٴؘٹ7 ٪٬ؕ٣ شّؔؒ ٧٦؟ٯطٰ ؘٳرٴ؇ خؕق؛ ٚٹ ٚك٥ ٦ؔصؘٻ7ّ ٴ؞ه٩ 

٦ؔٓرٺر ٪٭ ٦ؔٯؙؕ؞ؕ ٦ؔصؔؒٓ؛ ٴ٫٦ؔػؕتؕ ٦ؔدهصؔ؇ ٴ٦ؙؔثٻصؔ. 

¼�²�¦¥� �Ísº±Z±�¥�

  " Pierre Marcolini " ٭�؊ؾٳص ٪ثڃ ٦ؔؿٵ٢ٵڂ؞ٱ ٚٹ ؘصٴ٢ػ٥ ؘٻٻص ٪ؕش٢ٵ٦ٻٯٹ٪
ٴ٫٦ؔٓصٴ٘ ٦ؘؕٯ٣ٳؕ ٦ؔٛؕخصؚ ٴ٫٦ؙؔ؟٣صؚ ٦ؔ؟ٹ ٺ؟٩ قٯٓٳؕ ؘؕغ؟در٨ؔ ؊ئٵذ ؊ٮٵِؔ تؙٵؖ 

٢ؕ٣٦ؔؕٴ. ٫٢ؕ ٺ٣٫ٯ١ ضٺؕشؚ " Neuhaus" ٪ؙ؟٣ص  ؾٵ٢ٵڂ؞ٱ "٦ؙؔص٦ؔٻ٭"  ٣٫٦ؘؕػصؔ 
ٴ٫٦ؔؿٳٵشؚ ٫ًؘٓٳؕ ٦ؔٗٯٹ7 ؘؕڀنؕٚ؛ ٦ؔٷ ٪ا٫ٵْ؛ ٴؔغٓ؛ ٪٭ ؊ٮٵِؔ ٦ؔؿٵ٢ٵڂ؞ٱ 

٦ؔ؟٧ٟٻرٺ؛ ٴ٫٦ؔٓؕقصؚ. ڂ ؞ٛٵ ٦ؔٛصق؛ ؘ؟اصؘ؛ ؾٵ٢ٵڂ؞ٱ " Wittamer" ٦ؔ؟ٹ ؞ثُٷ 
ؘْؕاؕؖ ٧ؒؕٓ٦ؔ؛ ٣٧٫٦ؔٻ؛ ٚٹ ٧ؘاٻ٣ؕ ٴ؞؟طٺ٭ ٴؔئٳؕ ٪ثڃ؞ٳؕ ؘؿٳؕذؔ ٪٣٧ٻ؛7 ٢س١٦ 

ؔͯ ٪٭ ٦ؔؿٵ٢ٵڂ؞ٱ  ؕͯ ٚصٺر ٮٯكث١ ؘطٺؕشؚ " Laurent Gerbaud" ٴ؞اصؘ؛ ٪طٺا
٦ؘؕٛٵ٢ؔ؛ ٫٦ؔاٛٛ؛ ٦؟٣؟٥٫ شت٧؟١.

¤�Z1�p�Î��Î¦}¥��¤©y��,±�s

٪٭�ؔٚه٥ ؔپ٪٢ؕ٭ ٦ؔػٻؕتٻ؛ ٚٹ ؘصٴ٢ػ٥ ٴ٦ؔ؟ٹ ٺاؗ ٧ْٷ ٫٦ؔػؕٚصٺ٭ ضٺؕش؞ٳؕ 
٦ؿصؔ؇ ٫٦ؔاٵٲصؔ ٴ٦ؔث٧ٹ ٲٹ غؕت؛ ” du Grand Sablon“ ٦ؔؿٳٻص7ؚ ٴ٦ؔ؟ٹ 
 De " ؞ه٩ ٦ؔٓرٺر ٪٭ ٫٦ؔ؟ؕئص ٦ؙٻّ ٫٦ؔاٵٲصؔ ٦ؔصؔٞٻ؛ ٴًّٞ ٦ؔث٧ٹ ٦ؔثصٚٻ؛ ٪أ٥

Greef and Wolfers "7 ٺ٣٫ٯ١ ؊ٺهؕ ضٺؕشؚ ٫٦ؔٓؕشل ٣٧٫٦ؔٻ؛ ٫٦ؔص٪ٵٞ؛ ٚٹ "غؕٮ؝ 
 Leysen "ٴ " Boghossian " ٲٵؘٻص"7 تٻء غ؟ار ٪ثڃ٤ ٫٦ؔاٵٲصؔ ٦ؔٛؕخصؚ ٪أ٥

Joailliers" ٫٦ؔؿٳٵشٺ٭ ٦ؘؙؕصْؔ؛ ٴ٦ؔثصٚٻ؛ ٴ٦ؔ؟كؕ٪ٻ٩ ٦ؔٛصٺر7ؚ ٴ؞؟ٯٵِ ٦ؔدٻؕشؔ 
."du Grand Sablon " ٴ٦ًّٟؔ ٦ؔ؟س٢ؕشٺ؛ ٚٹ ٫٦ؔٓصل

�ƄƷŰƳƱ�ųƮŮƇ��ĊąŮƚƫ

Neuhaus
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Hemslöjd
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٪رٺٯ؛�٪ٓؕقصؚ�ؘٯ٣ٳ؛�ٚصٺرؚتٻء�ٺ٧؟ٟٹ�غثص�٦ؔ�٩٦ؕٓ٦ٟؔرٺ�٩٪٫٦ؔ�٩٦ؕٓ٦ؔ�ّٓؕقص�
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؞؟٫ٻط�غ؟ٵ٢ٳٵ�٩٦ؘا٫٦ؔ�٤ؕ٫ؙؕٮٹ�ٴ٦ؔٳٯرغ؛�٫ٓ٫٦ؔؕشٺ؛�ٴٺٓر�٪ؙٯٷ�٧ؙ٦ؔرٺ؛�ٚٹ�غ؟ٵ٢ٳٵ�٩٦
٪٭�؊ؘصض�٫٦ؙؔؕٮٹ�٦ؔا٫ٻ٧؛�٦ؔ؟ٹ�؞٣ٓع�ٚدؕ٪؛�٦ؔ؟ك٫ٻ٫ٓ٫٦ؔ�٩ؕشٸ�ٴ٦ؔ؟ؕشٺح�٦ؔٓصٺ�7ٝتٻء�
ٺ٫٦ؔ�ؙٟٙٯٷ�ؾؕ٪دؕ�ؘٵؔئٳ؟ٱ�٦ؔث٫صؔ؇�٫٦ؔكٯٵْ؛�٪٭�٦ًؔٵؖ�ؔپت٫ص�ٴؘصئٱ�٫٦ؔٳٻ٦ؔ�ؗسٸ�

ٺ٣ٓع�شٴب�٦ؔصٴ٪ؕٮػٻ؛�ؔڂغ٣ٯرٮؕٚٻ؛*�؞ٵئٱ�؎٦ٷ�٦ٟؔكص�٣٧٫٦ؔٹ�٦؟اصؘ؛�٪٣٧ٻ؛�شؔؒٓ؛�
ٚ؟ك٫ٻ٫ٱ�ؔپٮٻٝ�ٴ٦ؔ�ٝٚٯ٫ى�٦ؙؔؕشٴ٢ٹ�ٺٓر�٪طٺاͯؕ�ؘٻ٭�٦ؔٳٯرغ؛�٫ٓ٫٦ؔؕشٺ؛�٦ؔصٴ٪ؕٮٻ؛�

ٳ؟٦ؘؕ�ؕ٫ͯٛٯٵ�٬ٺ٣٫ٯ�١ضٺؕشؚ�٪؟ث٦ؔ�ٙٛ٭� ͳ٪ٴٲٯرغ؛�ْكص�٦ؔٯٳه؛�ؔپٴشٴؘٻ؛*�؊٪ؕ�؎ز٢�ؔٯ؝�
٦ؔثرٺء�٫٦ؔٓصٴ٘�٪ث٧ٻؕ ؘؕغ٩ "٪ٵذٺصٮؕ ٪ٵغٻ؝" ٴ٦ؔسٸ ٺه٩ ٪ا٫ٵْؕ ٚٯٻ؛ ٪ٓؕقصؚ 
ؕͯ ٦؟؋٪٥Ҝ ؘٓم  ؕͯ ٢ؕٚٻ زؔ خًٵو ؊ٮٻٟ؛ ٴ؞كؕ٪ٻ٩ ؘػٻً؛ ٦ْؕٻ؛ ٫٦ؔػ؟ٵٶ. ؔ٪ٯة ٮٛػ١ ٴٞ؟

ؔپؘٯٻ؛ ٫٦ؔ؟٫ٻطؚ ؘ؟ك٫ٻ٫ٳؕ ٦ؔٓكصٸ ٴ٫٦ؔٵئٵذؚ ٚٹ غؕت؛ "غٻصئ٧ع ؞ٵشؤ".

Íy� �¥��_¦���t©¨�r¡1

؎ز٢�ؔٯ؝�؞صٖؗ�ؘؕغ؟٣ؿ٫٦ؔ�٘ؕرٺٯ؛�ؘؿ�٥٣؊ٚه�٥ٴؔڂغ؟٫؟ِؕ�ؘٵٞ؝�شّؔؒ�٪ّ�
٪ٯَؕص�خڃؘ؛�ٴ؊٪٢ؕ٭�؞ؕشٺدٻ؛�ٚؕخ؟ص�ؔترٶ�ٲسٰ ٫٦ؔػؕشؔ ٧ْٷ ٦ؔرشؔئ؛: ٪ػؕش 

"Djurgården"" ٴٺٓ؟ؙص ٪٭ ؊ئ٥٫ ٴ؊ٚه٥ ٫٦ؔػؕشؔ ڂغ؟٣ؿؕ٘ ئ٤ؕ٫ ٦ًؙؔٻٓ؛ تٻء 
 "Norra Djurgården " ٺ٫؟ر ؙْص ٦ؔثرؔؒٝ ٦ؔدهصؔ؇ ٦ؔا٫ٻ٧؛ ٴ٫٫٦ؔصؔ ٫٦ؔؕؒٻ؛. ٪ػؕش

زٴ ؔڂيڃڂ ٦ؔصؔؒٓ؛ ٧ْٷ ٦ؔٵؔئٳؕ ٦ؙؔثصٺ؛ "Sörmlandsleden Trail" تٻء 
 urban " ؚ٦ؔ؟هؕشٺع ٫٦ؔ؟ٯٵْ؛ ٫٦ثؙٹ ش٢ٵؖ ٦ؔرشؔئؕ ٦ؔا٧ؙٻ؛. ٪ػؕش ئطٺص

Kungsholmen تٻء ٺ٨ٟؕ غؙٜؕ تٵ٤ ٦ؔاطٺصؚ ٦ٻ٣ؿٙ ْ٭ ٪ٯَؕص ٫٦ؔرٺٯ؛ ٴ٦ؔٵؔئٳؕ 
٦ؙؔثصٺ؛7 ٴٲٵ ٺٯؕغؗ�٪د؟٧ٙ�٪ٳؕشؔ�ش٢ؙؔٹ�٦ؔرشؔئؕ�ٴٺ٧ؙٹ�ؔت؟ٻؕئؕ؞ٳ٩*�

¼�²���Í² nZ�s�n²��¯

 "Svenskt Tenn " ڂٞ؟ٯؕ؇ ًّٞ ذٺ٣ٵش ذؔخ٧ٻ؛ ٚؕخصؚ ٫٧٦ٯط٤ ٩ٞ ؘطٺؕشؚ ٪؟اص
تٻء ٺ٣٫ٯ١ ؾصؔ؇ ًّٞ شؔؒٓ؛ ٪أ٥ ٪ٯػٵئؕ "ئٵضٺٙ ٚصؔٮ١" ٫٦ؔؿٳٵشؚ ؘ؋٦ٵؔٮٳؕ 

٦ؔصؔؒٓ؛ ٴ٦ؔسٴٜ ٦ؔٛٯٹ ٦ؔصٚٻّ. ٫٦ثؙٹ ٦ؔثص٘ ٦ؔٻرٴٺ؛ ٦ؔػٵٺرٺ؛7 ؞ٵئٱ ؎٦ٷ "NK" ٚٹ 
غ؟ٵ٢ٳٵ٩٦"7ٴؔخ؟ؕش ٪ؕ ؘٻ٭ ٪ا٫ٵْ؛ ٚصٺرؚ ٪٭ ٪ٯ؟اؕ ٣٦ؔصٺػ؟٤ؕ ٴؔپٴؔٮٹ ٦ؔطئؕئٻ؛ 
٦ْؕٻ؛ ٦ؔاٵذؚ ٪٭ ْڃ٪ؕ ؞اؕشٺ؛ ٪أ٥ " ؊ٴشٚٵشظ"ٴ "٢ٵغ؟ؕ ؘٵذؔ"7 ؊٪ؕ ؔزؔ ؊شذ ًّٞ 

ٚؕخصؚ ٴ؊ٮٻٟ؛ ٚ؟ٵئٱ ؎٦ٷ " Hemslojd" ٧٦ٳرؔٺؕ ٦ؔسٸ ٺٓصل ٦ؔدٻٵ٤ ٦ؔدؿؙٻ؛ ٫٦ؔكٯٵْ؛ 
ٺرٴٺͯؕ ٴؔپٴؔٮٹ�٦ؔطئؕئٻ؛�٫٦ؔكٯٵْ؛�ؘرٞ؛�٦ْؕٻ؛�7؊٪ؕ�؎ز٢�ؔٯ؝�؞ٛه�٥ؔپي٫ٓ؛�ٚڃ�ؘر�٪٭�
ضٺؕشؚ "Ostermalms Saluhall " ٫٦ؔ�٬ؕ٣٫٦ؔأ٦ؕٹ�٦ٓؿ�٨ًؕٓ٦ؔ�ٜؕٴ٦ؔسٸ�ٺٟر�٨؞ؿ٣ٻ٧؛�

ٴؔغٓ؛ ٴ٪ٯٳؕ غ١٫ ٦ؔػ٫٧ٵ٬ ٦ؔػٵٺرٸ ٧٫٫٦ؔة.

NK�ƄŻŵƫ
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؞رْٵ�٠ؘؕشٺع�٦ؔٷ�ئٵڂ�غؕتصؚ�ؙْص�ؾٵؔشْٳ٦ؔ�ؕؿٳٻص٦ؔ�ؚ؟ٹ�؞اػر�غثص�ٴ؞ؕشٺح�
٫٦ؔرٺٯ؛�٦ؔٓصٺٝ*

ؾؕشِ�"٦ؔؿؕٮط٦طٺٱ"�ٚٹ�ؘؕشٺع:�ٺ؟كرش�؊ئ�٥٫ؾٵؔش�٩٦ؕٓ٦ؔ�ِٴ٦ؔسٸ��٬ؕ٢ٚٻ٫ؕ�٪هٷ�
٪٣ؕٮͯؕ�٪ٵتؿ�7ؕͯٴ؞ٯ؟ؿص�ٚٻٱ�؊ٚد�٩ًْؕ٫٦ؔ�٩ٴ٫٦ٟؔؕٲٹ�ٴ٪؟ؕئص�پشٞٷ�٫٦ؔؕش٢ؕ�٫٦ؕٓ٦ؔٻ؛�7

ؔغ؟٫؟ّ�ؘاٵ٦؛�شؔؒٓ؛�ٴ٪ٳٻؙ؛�٫ؘؿؕٲر٦ؔ�٩٦ؕٓ٫٦ؔ�ؚ؟ؕشٺدٻ؛�ٚٻٱ�ٴ؊ٲ٫ٳؕ�ٞٵظ�٦ؔٯكص�
٦ؔؿٳٻص*�ؾؕشِ�"٪ٵٮ؟ٵشئٵٺ٥"�ٺا٫ّ�ؘٻ٭�؊ق٦ؕ؛�٦ؔثٻ٦ؔ�ؙؚؕؕشٺػٻ؛�ٴؔئٵؔ؇ٲ٦ؔ�ؕكؕخؙ؛�7
ٚٛٹ�تٹ�٪ؕشٺ؛�ٺ٣٫ٯ�١ؔڂغ؟٫؟٫ؘ�ِؕؿؕٲرؚ�٪طٺإ�٪٭�٦ؔ؟ك٫ٻ٫ٓ٦ؔ�٩صؔٮٹ�٦ٟؔرٺ�٩ٴشٴٮٝ�

٦ؔ؟ك٫ٻ٫٦ؔ�٩ٓؕقص�7ٴٺ٣٫ٯ�١؊ٺهؕ�٪ؿؕٲر٫٦ؔ�ؚٓؕشل�٦ؔٛٯٻ؛�ؔپٮٻٟ؛*�ٚٹ�ؘؕشٺع�7
ٺ٣ؿ�٥٢�ٙؾؕشِ�ْ٭�ئؕٮؗ�٪٫ٻط�٪٭�٦ؔأٟؕٚ؛�٦ؙؔؕشٺػٻ؛*�
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٣٦ؔصٴؔغٵ�٬ٲٵ�٪٭�؊ؾٳص�ؔپي٫ٓ؛�٧٦ؔسٺسؚ�ٚٹ�ؘؕشٺع�7ٴ؞ٯ؟ؿص�؊٪٢ؕ٭�ؘٻٓٱ�ٚٹ�٪د؟٧ٙ�
ؾٵؔشِ�ؘؕشٺع٦�7؟اصؘ؛�؊ٚه٢�٥صٴؔغٵ�٬ٚٹ�٫٦ؔرٺٯ؛�؞ٵئٱ�؎٦ٷ�ٴؔترؚ�٪٭�٪دؘؕطٲؕ�

٦ؔٛؕخص٦ؔ�ؚؿٳٻصؚ�٪أ�٥"Du Pain et des Idées "�٫٦ؔٓصٴ٘�ؘثصٚٻ؟ٱ�ٚٹ��٥٫ْ
٣٦ؔصٴؔغٵ٦ؔ�٬؟٧ٟٻرٸ�٦ؔٳؽ�7ٴ؊ٺهؕ�ٚٹ�"Blé Sucre"�٦ؔسٸ�ٺٟر٢�٨صٴؔغٵ�٬زٴ�ٞٵ�٨ؔ

شّؔؒ�ٴي�٩ٓٮ٦�٩ْؕسٺس٢�7س�١٦ٺ٣٫ٯ�١ضٺؕشؚ�"Pierre Herme"�ٚٳٵ�؊ؾٳص�٪٭�؊ْؕذ�
ؘؔ؟٣ؕش�٣٦ؔصٴؔغٵ٣٦ؔ�٬ڃغٻ٣ٹ�ؘٯ٣ٳؕ�؎ؘرْؔٻ؛�ٚصٺرؚ�ٴٖٯٻ؛�7ٴ٪دؙط "ؘٵڂٮاٻصٸ" 

٫٦ؔؿٳٵش�ؘ؟ٟرٺ�٩شٞؕؒٝ�ٴت٧ٵٺؕ�ًؘؙٟؕ�زٲؙٻ؛�؞٫أ�٥ؘصْؔ؛�٦ؔدؙط�٦ؔٛصٮػٹ*�
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ؔغ؟٫؟ّ�ؘ؏ٞؕ٪؛�ٚؕخصؚ�ٚٹ�ٚٯرٜ�"شٺ؟ط�٢ؕش٦؟ٵ٬"�ؘؕشٺع�ٴ؞سٴٜ�؊ؾٳٷ�ؔپيؙٜؕ�ٚٹ�
٪٫ًْؕٱ�٦ؔصؔٞٻ؛�ٴ٦ؔٛد٫؛�٦ؔثؕؒط٧ْ�ؚٷ�؞كٯٻٙ�ٮا٫؛�٪ٻؿڃ�7٬ٴؔز٢�ؔٯ؝�؞ؙثء�ْ٭�

ٚٯؕذٜ�ؘ؟كؕ٪ٻ�٩ْكصٺ؛�ڀٞؕ٪؛�غؕتصؚ�ٴؘ؋غٓؕش�٪ٟٓٵ٦؛�ٚ؏٬ "٪ؕ٪ؕ�ؾٻ٧؟ص"�ٲٵ�خٻؕش�٠
٫٦ؔأ٦ؕٹ�7ٴ؎ز٢�ؔٯ؝�؞ٛه�٥؎ٞؕ٪؛�٪صٺث؛�؞ا٫ّ�٪ؕ�ؘٻ٭�ؔڂغ؟رؔ٪؛�ٴ�٦ؔصٞٹ�ٚ؏�٬ٚٯرٜ�

"ئؕٚؕشٮٹ"�٦ٟؔصٺؗ�٪٭�ؘصؤ�؎ٺ�٥ٛٲٵ�٪٭�؊ٚه�٥ؔپ٪٢ؕ٭�٦ؔكرٺٟ؛�٧٦ؙٻؓ؛*�
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"٪ؕٮؿػ؟ص"�ٲٹ�ٴئٳ؛�ْكصٺ؛�٧٦ػٻؕب�زؔ�ي٢�ؘّؕڃغٻ٣ٹ�ٚٳٹ�٪٧ٻؓ؛�٦ؔ�٩٦ؕٓ٫٦ؘؕصؔؒٓ؛�7
ٴٖٯٻ؛�٦ؘؕ؟ؕشٺح�ٴ٦ؔأٟؕٚ؛*�؞ٓ؟ؙص�ضٺؕشؚ�٪٣؟ؙ؛��"ئٵ�٬شؔٺ٧ٯرض"�؞اصؘ؛�ٚصٺر٦�ؚځٮ٫ٗؕظ�ٚٹ�
٦ؔ؟ؕشٺح�7ٴ؎ز٢�ؔٯ؝�٪٭�٪ثؙٹ�٦ؔٛ٭�؞ٵئٱ�٦ؔٷ�٪ٓصل�"ٴٺ؟ٵٴشؠ"�٧٦ٛٯٵ�٬ٴؔغ؟٫؟٦ؘؕ�ّٛ٭�
٦ؔ�ͯؕ؟ٵئٱ�؎٦ٷ�٦ؔثٹ�٦ؔؿ٦ؕ٫ٹ�٫٦ؿؕٲر٦ؔ�ؚٛ٭�٦ؔثهؕشٸ�٦ؔارؔشٸ� ٫٦ؔٓؕقص�7ٺ٣٫ٯ�١؊ٺه
ٴ٦ؔٓرٺر�٪٭�٫٦ؔ؟ؕئص�٦ٟؔرٺ٫؛�٦ؔ؟ٹ�؞ؙٻ٦ؔ�ًّٟ٦ؔ�ّٛصٺرؚ*�ٮٯكث�١؊ٺهؕ�ؘطٺؕش٢�ؚؕ؞رشؔؒٻ؛�

٪ؕٮؿػ؟ص٫٦ؙؔٯٻ؛�٪٭�٦ؔٓكٵش�٦ؔٵغًٷ�7ٴ٢س�١٦٪صٚ؋�"غ٦ؕٛٵشذ"�7ٴ٪ڃ٢�ْؗص٦ؔ�ؚٟر�٨
٦ؔؿٳٻصؚ�٪أ�٥"؊ٴ٦ر�؞صؔٚٵشذ"�٫٦ؔٓصٴ٘�؊ٺهͯؕ�ؘؕغ�٩"٪ػصب�ؔپتڃ٨"�7ٴ٪٧ٓؗ�ؔڂ؞ثؕذ*

/n��¥��Íp�zs��±�s�º

٦؟؟سٴ٫٦ؔ�ٜ؋٢ٵڂ�ؔڀٮا٧ٻطٺ؛�ٚٹ�٪ؕٮؿػ؟ص�7ؘؔر؊�ؘٵئؙ؛�غدٻ؛�٪٭�ًٚٻص٧٦ؔ�ؚث�٩٪ّ�
يؙٟ؛�٪٭�٦ًؙؔؕي٫٦ؔ�ؕٳصٴغ؛�٪٭�٪٩ًٓ "ؘؕٺ٫ٻٯٻػ؟ص"�7؊ٴ�٦ؔػ�١٫ٴ٦ًؙؔؕيع�٣٦ؔڃغٻ٣ٹ�
ٚٹ�"ؾؘؕڃ�؞ٯرٴشٸ"�7ٺ٣٫ٯ٢�١س٦ؔ�١٦؟٧سز�٦ؘؕٓرٺر�٪٭�٦ؔٯ٣ٳؕ�٦ؔصؔؒٓ؛�ٚٹ��ْٞؕ؛�ي�٨ؕٓ
"Mackie Mayor"�٦ؔ؟ٹ�؞ّٟ�ذؔخ�٥٪ؙٯٷ�٦ؔػٵ٦ؔ�ٜٛٻ٣؟ٵشٸ�٦ڃغ؟٫؟٦ؘؕٓٛ�ِؕٻؕ�

�٨ًؕٓ٦ؔٚٹ ؾؕشِ "GRUB"7 ٮٯكث١ ؘطٺؕشؚ ٧ؘرؚ "Altrincham Market" ٚٳٹ 
ؔټ٬ ٪ٵّٞ ٦ٓؿ�٨ًؕٓ٦ؔ�ٜؕٴ٦؟اصؘ؛�٦ؔث٧ٵٺؕ�٦ؔ؟٧ٟٻرٺ؛�ؔپقٻ٧؛*

�Hًيڜڭ�ڠًڤٵڱٱ�٫ٕ ٔٱڱ�٫يڜڡڝڙڱّ�يڴ٪٦ڤڱ3�ّ ٪٠ڹْ�يُٰګڈڱ

�t��«n �̈ �n�s�0��¤q¡�

٦ؘؕٛٯٵ�٬ ٴ٫٫٦ؔ؟٧ؑ� ٦ؘؕثٻؚؕ� ٦ؔٯؘؕم� يڜٵڡًڜگ� يڜ٫َڇ� ٦ؔٷ� ؞ٵئٱ�  •
٫٦ؔ؟ٯٵْ؛* ٴ٫٦ؔثڃ�

•��٩ؘٞطٺؕشؚ�ڠډ٫ٺ�"ڪڰٕګڪ٪ٖ" ڜڝڑڣ�ٴ؊ٮ٫ٗع�ٚٹ�٦ؔ�٩٦ْؕٛ٭�٫٦ؔٓؕقص*
•�ؔغ؟٫؟٫٦ؘؕ�ّؿٳر�٫٦ؔٵغٻٟٹ�ٚٹ�٪ؕٮؿػ؟ص�ْٯر�ضٺؕشؚ�؊٪٢ؕ٭�٪أ�٥"ًَڤ�٧

ـڪڢ�٨ي�ڪڪښ".
•�٠٫َ�٩ٞڝّ�يڜڕڥًِ:�ؔغ؟صج�ٚٹ�شت٧؛�٦ؘٟؕؕشؖ�ٴؾؕٲر�٫٦ؔٯَؕص�٦ؔدڃؘ؛�٧ْٷ�يٵ�٤

���ٞٯٵؔ�٪ؕٮؿػ؟ص�٦ؔ؟ؕشٺدٻ؛*

�ÿąėƳŵƶė��ĊƄƚƫ

ăŮžŴƾû�ůƚƩƫ

GRUB�ƪƚƔƫ

ƵƦƩƬƨû�ƉŵƯƶƄƜ�ƂƍƄƫ

ƄŵƈƋƮŮƫ�ŲƷŬûąƂŴŮƥ ٔٱڱ�٫يڜڡڝڙڱّ�يڴ٪٦ڤڱّ�٪٠ڹْ�ڰګڠڱّ�يڜڭ�ڜڥ٧ڢ* ųƥąŮƫ�ėąƳŰ

ƄŵƈƯƬŵƇė�ŲƈƷƯƥ

ĔŮƲƝƯƥŮŰ�ƄƎƢ

0�¬¥�§¥n�¨�§¯�

٪٭�؊ؘصض�٦ؔ�٩٦ؕٓ٫٦ؔػٻؕتٻ؛�٦ؔ؟ٹ�؞ا�١٧ٓ؞ٯ٫ٗع�ٚٹ�؞صؔؠ�٦ٯر٦ؔ�٬ٗٯٹ:�ؘصؤ�٦ٯر�٬
ٴٞكص�٢ؘؕٯٗٳ�٨ؕٴ٢ٯٻػ؛�ٴغ؟٫ٯػ؟ص�7ٴ٢س٫٦ؔ�١٦؟ث٦ؔ�ؙٙصٺًؕٮٹ�ٚٳٵ�٪٭�؊٢ؙص�ٴ؊ٲ�٩
٫٦ؔ؟ؕتٙ�ٚٹ��7٩٦ؕٓ٦ؔ؞ٵئٱ�٦ؔٷ�ؾٵؔشِ�"٢ٵٚٯ؝�ئؕشذ٬"�٦ؔ؟ؕشٺدٻ؛�ٴؔغ؟٫؟ّ�ؘاٵ٦؛�

 London"�ؚ٧ْٷ�ؔپٞر�7٨ؔ؊٪ؕ�؎زؔ�؊شذ�؞اصؘ؛�؞؋خس�٠ٚٵٜ�غ٫ؕ؇�٦ٯر�٩ٞ�٬ؘطٺؕش
Eye"�؊ٴ�٪ٯك؛�٪صؙؔٞ؛ "ؾؕشذ"�٫٦ؿؕٲرؚ�؊ئ٫٦ؔ�٥٫ٯَؕص�٦ؙؔؕٮٵشؔ٪ٻ؛*�

Í�±¬t¨�,nq��1��n°[«

٪٭�؊ؾٳص�٫٦ًؘؔؕح�٫٦ؕٓ٦ؔٻ؛٫٦ؔ�7ًؙح�ؔڀٮا٧ٻطٸ�7تٻء�؞؟ٯٵِ�؊يؙؕٞٱ�ٴ٪٭�؊٢أصٲؕ�
ؾٳص٦ؔ�7ؚػ�١٫٪٦ؔ�ًؙّؕيؕ�ٴٺٓص٘�ؖ�"Fish & Chips"�7ؔغ؟٫؟٫ؘ�ّسؔٞٱ�٦ؔصّؔؒ�

ٚٹ�٪�٩ًٓ"The Golden Hind"�7؊٪ؕ�؎زؔ�؊شذ�؞اصؘ؛�يؙٝ�ؔٮا٧ٻطٸ�؊قٻ�٥؈خص�
ٚٻ٣٫ٯ�١؞ٯؕٴ�٤ًٚٻص٦ؔ�ؚصْؔٹ "Shepherd's pie"*٢س�١٦ٮٯكث�١ؘطٺؕشؚ�غٵٜ�"ؘٵشٴ" 
ٴٲٵ�غٵٜ�ؾؙٓٹ�ٺؙٻ٦ؔ�ّٓرٺر�٪٭�٫٦ؔ؋٢ٵڂ�ٴ٦ؔٯ٣ٳؕ�٫٫٦ؔٻط٦ؔ�ؚ؟٧ٟٻرٺ؛�٪٭�٪د؟٧ٙ�
٦ؔأٟؕٚؕ�7ٮٯكث�١؊ٺهؕ�ؘ؟اصؘ؛�٫٦ؔ؋٢ٵڂ�٦ؔٳٯرٺ؛�ٚٹ�"Dishoom"�7؊ٴ�ؔغ؟٫؟ّ�

ؘا٧ػ؛�٪ػؕؒٻ؛�ٲؕذؒ؛�٦ؿص٦ؔ�ؖؿؕٸ�ؔڀٮا٧ٻطٸ�ٚٹ�ٚٯرٜ�شٺ؟ط�٢ؕش٦؟ٵ٬*�

0�¬¥� �n�s�0��¤q¡

•�؞ٵئٱ�؎٦ٷ�٪ٟص�ڠ٫ٸ�٧ڌ٫ڰڥٕٳ�يڜڡڝڙگ٦�7ص،ٺ؛�خى�٦ًؔٵ٦ؔ�٤صؒٻػٹ�٦ؔسٸ�
���ٺٟػ٣٦ؔ�٩صؚ�ؔپشنٻ؛�٦ؔٷ�ٞػ٫ٻ٭*

٦ؿٳٻص* ٹ�ڠٱ٫ٞ�"ڪڰٱٓ�لڤ٧"ؔ� صل�؊ٴ�٪ػصتٻ؛�٪ٵغٻٟٻ؛ٚ� ثهٵشْ� غ؟٫؟ؘّ� �ؔ•
•�؞٫؟ّ�ؘٯطٲ؛�ٲؕذؒ؛�٫٦ؿؕٲرؚ�٪٫٦ؔ�٩٦ؕٓرٺٯ؛�٧ْٷ�يٵ�٤ڤک�٫يڜًٕڰڡ٭.

•�؞اٵ�٤ٚٹ�ٰګڒ�"ژًڠ٧ڢ"�ٚٹ�٦ؔثٹ�٦ؙؔٵٲٻ٫ٹ�7تٻء�؞؟ٵؔئر�٦ؔٓرٺر�٪٭�
���ؔپ٢ؿ�٠ؕٴ٫٦ؔث٦ؔ�٤ؕ؟اؕشٺ؛*

 Tate"�ٙؔغ؟٣ؿٙ�يڜڡ٠ًٕڏ�ٚٹ�ئٵ٦؛�؞ؕشٺدٻ؛�ٴآٟؕٚٻ؛�٪أ٥:�٪؟ث�•
   Modern"�ٴ٪؟ث٦ؔ�ٙ؟ؕشٺح�٦ًؙؔٻٓٹ�ٴ٪؟ثٙ�ٚٻ٣؟ٵشٺؕ�ٴ؊٦ؙص*�
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Ĕ ƻőŨ�ŞťĩŬ�ĔŭŐįĔ ƻőŨ�ŞťĩŬ�ĔŭŐį

؊خؙؕش�٪أٻص٦�ؚٓؿ٦ؔ�ٜؕػٛص!��؞ͳٵغ٣٧٫٦ؔ�ّٻ؛�ؔپشذٮٻ؛�ؾ٣ؙ؛�خًٵيٳؕ�ؘؿ�٥٣؊٢ؙص�٪ّ�؎نؕٚ؛�آڃؠ�ٴئٳؕ�ئرٺرؚ�؎٦ٷ�خؕشي؛�٪ػؕشٲؕ ٴٲٹ: ٪ؕٮؿػ؟ص7 ٦ٯر٬ غ؟ؕٮػ؟ٻر7 
٦ؔػٓٵذٺ؛. ٚٹ   ͳ٦ؔٓڃ ٴ٪رٺٯ؛ 

ٴٺ؋؞ٹ ز١٦ ٦ؘؕ؟طؔ٪٭ ٪ّ ؔغ؟صؔ؞ٻاٻ؛ ٦ؔؿص٢؛ ٦؟ثرٺء ؔغًٵ٤ ٦ًؔؕؒصؔ ٴ٦ؔ؟ٹ ؘر؊ ؘ؏ذخ٤ؕ يؕؒص؞ٻ٭ ئرٺر؞ٻ٭ ترٺأ؟ٻ٭ ٪٭ ٮٵِ�؎٪ؙصؔٺص E195-E2 ٦ؔ؟اؕشٺ؛�زؔ�٦ؔ؟ك٫ٻ�٩
ؔͯ�؎٦ٷ�٧ْؒؕ؛�٣٧٫٦ؔٻ؛�ؔپشذٮٻ؛* ٦ؔارٺر�7ٴٲٹ�ؔپٴ٦ٷ�٪٭�ٮٵْٳؕ�ٚٹ�٦ؔؿصٜ�ؔپٴغى�7ٴ٦ؔ؟ٹ�ؔٮه٫؝�٪؍خص

ٲ�٥؊ٮ؝�٪ػ؟ٓر�٦ڃغ؟٣ؿؕ٘+�٪ؿٳر�٪ؕٮؿػ؟ص�٦ؔٯؘؕم�٦ؘؕثٻؚؕ�ٴ؊ئٵؔ؇�٦ٯر�٬غ؟ؕٮػ؟ٻر�٦ؔصؔؒٓ؛�ٚٹ�ؔٮ؟ُؕش٠! غٵؔ؇ ٢ٯ؝ ٪٭ ٪ثؙٹ ٫٦ؔٗؕ٪صؔ ٦ؔٓكصٺ؛ ؊ٴ ٦ؔ؟ٵئٳؕ 
٦ؔأٟؕٚٻ؛7 ٚ؏٬ ٲسٰ ٦ؔٯٟؕو ٦ؔػؕخٯ؛ ؞ٓر ؘ؟اؕشؖ ڂ ؞ͳٯػٷ.

ڃ7 تٻء ؞ٳ٫ع ٩٦ؕٓ٫٦ؔ ٦ٟؔرٺ٫؛ ؘث٣ؕٺؕ ٪ؕ ٥ؙٞ 200 ؊٦ٙ ٨ْؕ.  تٻء غ؟٣؟ؿٙ ٣٦ؔٯٵض ٖٻص ٣٫٦ؔ؟ؿٛ؛  ͳٓ ٺ٣٫ٯ١ ؔټ٬ ؊ٺهͯؕ ٦ؔؿصٴِ ٚٹ شت٧؛ ؎٦ٷ ٧ٞؗ ٦ؔ؟ؕشٺح ٚٹ ٪رٺٯ؛ ٦ؔ
٦ؔػٓٵذٺ؛. ٦ؔٓصؘٻ؛  ٣٧٫٫٧٦؛  ٦ؔٓصٺٝ  ٫٧٦ؕنٹ 

٣٦٭ ٲسؔ ٦ٻع ٥٢ ؾٹ؇!  ٫ّٚ ٴقٵ٤ يؕؒصؔ  7E195-E2 ٚػ؟ؿٳر ٪ػ؟ٵٶ ئرٺر ٧٢ٻͯؕ ٪٭ ٦ؔصؔت؛ ٴؔپٮؕٞ؛ ٧ْٷ ٪؟٭ ٲسٰ ٦ًؔؕؒصؔ ٦ؔثرٺأ؛ ٴ٫٦ؔ؟ًٵشؚ ٪٧ٻؓ؛ ؘ؋ترؠ ٦ؔ؟ٟٯٻؕ 
ٴ٫٦ؔٻطؔ ٦ؔكرٺٟ؛ ٧٦ؙٻؓ؛ ؘؕڀنؕٚ؛ ٦ؔٷ خر٪؛ ؔڂٮ؟صٮ؝7 ٪٫ؕ غٻا٥ٓ شت٧؟١ ؊٢أص شؔت؛ ٴشٚؕٲٻ؛ ٴ؞صٚٻٱ.

؎ز٫٦�7٬ؕزؔ�ؔڂٮ؟ُؕش+�ؘؔر؊�٦ؘؕ؟دًٻى�٫٦ٗؕ٪ص؞٦ؔ�١ٟؕذ٪؛�٪٣٧٫٦ؔ�ّٻ؛�ؔپشذٮٻ؛�ٴؔغ؟ٓر�٧٦؟ث٧ٻٝ�؎٦ٷ�؈ٜٚؕ�ئرٺرؚ�ؘ؋ٮؕٞ؛�ٴشؔت؛�
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ٺͳػٓرٮٹ�؊�٬؊ؙْص��٩٣٦ؘ؏غ٫ٹ�ٴ٦ؘؕٯٻؘؕ؛�ْ٭�ئ٫ٻ٦ؔ�ّط٪ٻڃ�ٴ٦ؔط٪ڃ؇�
ٚٹ�٣٧٫٦ؔٻ؛�ؔپشذٮٻ؛�ْ٭�؞ٟرٺصٮ٦�ٕ٦ؙؕ٦ؔ�ؕأٟ؟�٩٣ٚٹ�ؾص٢؟ٯؕ�ٴخر٪ؕ؞ٳ�7ؕ
ٴؔخ؟ٻؕش٦ؔ�٩٢ػٛص�٧ْٷ�٪؟٭�يؕؒصؔ؞ٳؕ�؎٦ٷ�٪د؟٧ٙ�ٴئٳؕ؞ٳ٫٦ؔ�ؕٵضْ؛�

٧ْٷ�ؾ٣ؙ؟ٳ٦ؔ�ؕاٵٺ؛�تٵ٩٦ؕٓ٦ؔ�٤*

�٦ؔدؕ٪ع�ٴ٦ؔٓؿصٴ�٬٪٭�ؾٳص�٢ؕٮٵ٦ؔ�٬أؕٮٹ��2024ٺٵ�٨٪٫ٻط�ؘ؟ؕشٺح�
٣٧٫٦ؔٻ؛�ؔپشذٮٻ؛�7ٟٚر�ن٫؝�٦ؔؿص٢؛�؊ٴ�٤يؕؒص؞ٻ٭�ترٺأ؟ٻ٭�٪٭�

يصؔض�ؔ٪ؙصؔٺص��E195-E2؎٦ٷ�؊غًٵ٦ٳؕ�٪٧ٓٯ؛ͯ�ؘس�١٦ؔٮًڃٜ�٪ؿصٴِ�
؞ثرٺء�ؔپغًٵ٣٦ؘؕ�٤ؕ٪�٥ٴتؙٟ؛�ئرٺرؚ�٪٭�٦ؔثرؔآ؛�ٴ٦ؔصٺؕذؚ�ٚٹ�
ٓرؔ؇�ؘٳس٦ؔ�ٰدًٵ٫٦ؔ�ؚ؟٫ٻطؚ� ͳغ� ͳ�٩٦ْؕقٯْؕ؛�٦ؔٯ٦ؔ�٥ٟاٵٸ*�ٮث٭

ٴ٦ؔ؟ؕشٺدٻ؛�ٚٹ�٫ْص�٣٧٫٦ؔٻ؛�ؔپشذٮٻ؛�ٴ٦ؔ؟ٹ�ئؕ؇�٫ؘؙؕش٢؛�٪٭�غ٫ٵ�
ؔپ٪ٻص�ٚٻك�٥ؘ٭�٦ؔثػٻ٭�٦ؔ�٩ُٓ٫٦ؔسٸ�ؾصٚٯؕ�ؘصْؕٺ؛�ت�٥ٛؔغ؟�٤ؙٟؕ

٦ًؔؕؒص؞ٻ٭�٦ؔسٸ�؊ٞٻ٫ؘ�٩ًؕش�٣٧٫٦ؔ؛�٧ْٻؕ؇�٦ؔرٴ٦ٹ*

؞Ͳٓ؟ؙص�٣٧٫٦ؔٻ؛�ؔپشذٮٻ؛�٧٫ْٻ؛�؞ثرٺء�ؔپغًٵ�٤ٴؔغ؟ؙر٦ؔ�٤ًؔؕؒصؔ�
ٞكٻصؚ�ٴ٪؟ٵغً؛�ٴؘٓٻر٫٦ؔ�ؚرٶ�ٴ٦ؔٵقٵ٦ؔ�٤ٷ��41يؕؒصؚ�٪ّ�ٮٳؕٺ؛�
ؕͯ�غ؟ٓٵذ�ٚؕؒر؞ٱ�٧ْٷ�٦ؔؿص٢؛�ٴخر٪ؕ؞ٳؕ� ؔͯ�٪ارٺ �2028�٨ؕٓ٦ؔؔغ؟أ٫ؕش
ٴ؎ذخ�٤ؕئٻ�٥ئرٺر�٪٭�٦ًؔؕؒصؔ�٦ؔسٸ�غٻͳػؕٲ�٩ٚٹ�؞ثػٻ٭�٢ٛؕ؇ؚ�

ؔغ؟ٳڃ٦ؔ�٠ٵٞٵذ�ٴخٛم�؞٦ؕ٣ٻ٦ؔ�ٙ؟ؿٗٻ�٥ٴ؞ثػٻ٭�شن٫٦ؔ�ؕػؕٚصٺ٭�
ٴ؞ٵتٻر�٫٦ؔٯ؟إ�٫٦ٟؔر٦�٨ٳ�٩ٴ؞٧ؙٻ؛�٧ْ�ؗ٧ً٦ؔٷ�٦ؔػٛص�ٴضٺؕذؚ�ْرذ�

٦ؔصتڃ�ؔپغؙٵْٻ؛�٦طٺؕذؚ�ؔڂ؞ك�٤ؙْؕص�ؾ٣ؙ؛�٦ؔدًٵو�ٴضٺؕذؚ�ٞرشؚ�
٦ؔؿص٢؛�٦ؔ؟ٯؕٚػٻ؛�ٚٹ�نٵ؇�ٞٻ�٨ؕ٪٦ؔ�٩ُٓؿص٢ؕ�٫٦ؔٯؕٚػ؛�ٚٹ�

٫٦ؔٯًٟ؛�ؘ؟ثرٺء�؊غًٵ٦ٳؕ*

٦ًؔؕؒص؞٦ؔ�٬ؕارٺر؞�٬ؕ٪٭�؊ق�8�٥يؕؒصؔ�ؔ٪ؙصؔٺص�٪٭�٦ؔاٻ٦ؔ�٥أؕٮٹ�
�؞؟٫ٻط�٦ًؔؕؒصؚ�ؘدر٪ؕ� ͳٴ٦ؔسٸ�غٻ؟؟ؘّؕ�ذخٵ٦ٳ٫ؕ�؎٦ٷ�ؔپغًٵ�7٤تٻء
ٚٯٻ؛�٦ْؕٻ؛�ٴؔٞ؟كؕذٺ؛�٦ؔ؟ؿٗٻ�٥ٴقرٺٟ؛�٧٦ؙٻؓ؛�7زؔ�قٻؕٮ؛�٪ٯدٛه؛�
٦ؔ؟٦ؕ٣ٻٙ�ٴتا�٩٪أ٦ؕٹ�٦در٪؛�٦ؔصتڃ�٦ٟؔكٻصؚ�ٴؔڀ٧ٞٻ٫ٻ؛�7ٴ؞ٟٯٻ؛�

ٟٚؕؒ؛�٦ؔاٵذؚ�٪٭�تٻء�٦ؔ؟ك٫ٻ٫٢�7٩ؕ�؞٣٫ͳ٭�٫٦ؔػؕٚصٺ٭�٪٭�ؔغ؟در�٨ؔ
خر٪ؕ�ؔڀٮ؟صٮ؝���Wi-Fiخڃ٦ؔ�٤صت٧؛�ٴ٦ؔسٸ�غٻ؟ٻة�٧٦ص٢ؕؖ�ٞهؕ؇�

؊ٴٞؕ�٪صٺث؛�ٴ٪ٛٻرؚ�؊آٯؕ؇�٦ؔػٛص�٧ْٷ�٦ؔصتڃ�7غٻ٫ؕ�شئ�٤ؕ
ؔپ�٤ؕ٫ْٴ٧ً٦ؙؔ؛�ٴ٦ؔػٻؕب�ٴ٦ؔ؟ٹ�؞ٯػا�٩٪ّ�ي٫ٵتؕ�٣٧٫٦ؔٻ؛�

ؔپشذٮٻ؛�ٚٹ�ٲس٫٦ؔ�ٰصت٧؛�ٴ؞ٵئٱ�٦ؔؿص٢؛�ٮثٵ�ئ�٬ؕ٫ْ�٥ٓ٪ثً؛�
شؒٻػٻ؛�7ٴ؞٣٫ٻٯٳؕ�٪٭�ضٺؕذؚ�ٴ؞ٻص٦ؔ�ؚ؟ؿٗٻ�٥؎٦ٷ�٢ؕٚ؛�٦ؔٵئٳؕ�ٚٹ�

٫٦ؔٯًٟ؛*�٫٢ؕ�ٺؿ�٥٫٪ؿصٴِ�؞ثرٺء�ؔپغًٵ�٤ؔذخ�٤ؕيؕؒصؔ�ترٺأ؛�٪٭�
يصؔض�ؔٺصؘؕـ�٦�A320neoدر٪؛�٦ؔدًٵو�٪؟ٵغً؛�٫٦ؔرٶ�ٴيؕؒصؔ�

ؘٵٺٯٕ�ذشٺ٫ڃٺٯص�9-٧٦��787دًٵو�ؘٓٻر٫٦ؔ�ؚرٶ*
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؊٪٦ؘؕ�ؕٯػؙ؛�٧٦ؿٓؕش�٦ؔٳٵٺ؛�٦ؙؔكصٺ؛�٦�Liveryًؕؒصؔ�ؔپغًٵ�٤ٟٚر�
�٦ٻ٣ٵ�٬؊٢أص�ْكصٺ؛�٪٭�ذٴ�٬؞ٗٻٻص�٦ؔٓٯؕقص� ͳ؝�٦ؔؿص٢؛�ؘ؟ثرٺأٱ٪ؕٞ
٦ؔصؒٻػٻ؛�٦ٳٵٺ؟ٯ٫٦ؔ�ؕصؒٻ؛�ٴ٦ؔ؟ٹ�ؘٛدص�ٮٓصنٳ٧ْ�ؕٷ�يؕؒصؔ؞ٯؕ�٪٭�
�غٻ٦ؔ�٩٫ٓͳ؟ك٫ٻ٦ؔ�٩ارٺر� ͳؔپشذ�٬؎٦ٷ�٪د؟�7٩٦ؕٓ٦ؔ�ؘِٟؕ�ٙ٧تٻء
؞رشٺاٻ٧ْ�ؕͯٷ�ؘؕٞٹ�يؕؒصؔ�ؔپغًٵ�7٤ٴ٫٢ؕ�؞ٓصٚٵ�٬ٚ؏٣٧٫٦ؔ�٬ٻ؛�

�ذ؊ؘ؝�٦ؔؿص٢؛�٧ْٷ� ͳؔپشذٮٻ؛�؞�٥٫ٓ٪٭�ٴتٹ�شغ٦ؕ؟ٳ٦ؔ�ؕٵيٯٻ؛�7تٻء
؞ػ٫ٻ؛�يؕؒصؔ؞ٳؕ�ؘ؋غ٫ؕ؇�٫٦ؔر�٬ؔپشذٮٻ؛�ٴ٦ؔسٸ�ٺ؋؞ٹ�ٚٹ�؎يؕش�
شغ٦ؕ؟ٳ٦�ؕ؟صٴٺإ�ؔپشذ�٬غٻؕتٻͯؕ�ٴآٟؕٚٻͯؕ�ٴتهؕشٺͯؕ�ٚٹ�٦ؔدؕشؤ�

٦ًؕٚؕؒص؞ٻ٭�٦ؔارٺر؞ٻ٭�؞ث�٥٫ؔغ�٩٪رٺٯ؟ٹ�٦ؔص٪أؕ�ٴ٪٬ؕٓ*

٪ػؕٚصٺٯ٣٦ؔ�ؕص�7٨ڂ�ؾ�١؊ٮ�٩٣؞رش٢ٵ�٬يؙٻٓ؛�٫٦ؔصت٧؛�٦ؔارٺرؚ�
٦ؔ؟ٹ�؞ٓٻؿٳؕ�ؾص٢؟ٯ��7ؕٴغٓٻٳ٫٦ؔ�ؕػ؟٫ص�٦ڃقًٛؕ٘�؎٦ٷ�ئؕٮؗ�

٦ؕ٫ٓ٦ٟؔ؛�ٚٹ�قٯْؕ؛�٦ؔٯ٦ؔ�٥ٟاٵٸ�7ٴ؎ز٢�ؔٯ͵ؕ�٪ٓٯٻٻ٭�٫ؘٵؔئٳ؛�
٦ؔ؟ثرٺؕ�ٴ٦ؔ؟دٛٻٙ�٪٭�؊آؕشٲ٦ؔ�ؕػ٧ؙٻ؛�ٚ؏ٮٯؕ�٪ٓٯٻٵ�٬؊٢أص�٦ؘٟؕٛط�
ؕͯ�ٚٹ�يصٺ٦ؔ�ٝ؟ثرٺء�ٴ٦ؔ؟ًٵٺص� ٚٵٞٳؕ�ٴ؞اؕٴضٲ��7ؕٴ٫٦ؔهٹ�ٞر٪
٫٦ؔثٛٵٚ؛�٦ؘؕٓرٺر�٪٭�٦ؔك�7ؖؕٓغٯ٣ٵ�٬ذ٦ؔ�ؕ٫ؒؔؿص٢؛�٦ؔٵيٯٻ؛�

٦ؔٯ٦ؔ�٥ٞؕٵيٯٹ�٦ٿشذ�٬ٮصًؘٱ��٩٦ؕٓ٦ؘؘؕػٵْؔر�؊ؘٯؕ؇�٣٧٫٦ؔٻ؛�ؔپشذٮٻ؛��
٦ؔدٻصؚ�ٴْٟٵ٦ٳ٦ؔ�٩ٯٻص��7ؚٴ؞هؕٚص�ئٳٵذٲ٦ؔ�7٩سٺ٭�ٺؙس٦ٵ�٥٢�٬

يؕٞؕ؞ٳ�٩ٴ؎٪٣ؕٮؕ؞ٳ�٩ٴخؙصؔ؞ٳ٦ؔ�٥٫ٓ٧٦�٩اؕذ�٫٦ؔد٧ف�ٴؔڀقصؔش�
٧ْٷ�ؔپذؔ؇�٫٦ؔٯ؟إ�٧٦ٵقٵ�٤؎٦ٷ�٪ؕ�ٮصٺر*�

ٓرؔ؇�ؘؕٮه٦ؔ�٨ؕ٫ًؕؒص؞ٻ٭�٦ؔثرٺأ؟ٻ٭�؎٦ٷ�؊غًٵ٦ٯ�7ؕذْؔٻ٭�ؔױ� ͳغ
ئڃ�ٴْڃ�؊�٬ٺث٣٧٫٦ؔ�ٍٛٻ؛�ؔپشذٮٻ؛�ٴيؕؒصؔ؞ٳ٦�ؕ؟ؙٟٷ�٪ث٧ٟ؛�ٚٹ�

ؙ͵ص�ؘؕغ٫ٹ�ٴؔغ�٩ ٦ؔػ٫ؕ؇�ؘطٲؕ؇�ٴؘٳؕ؇�ٴ؊٪٫٢�7٬ؕؕ�؊ئرٲؕ�ٚصق؛ͯ�پْ
٣صٮؕ�ٴ٪٧ًٝ�ٴڂؒٯ٦�ٟؕٻؕذ؞ٯؕ� ͳؔغص٣٧٫٦ؔ�ؚٻ؛�ؔپشذٮٻ؛�ْ٭�قؕذٜ�ؾ

٦ؔٳؕؾ٫ٻ؛�٦ؔث٣ٻ٫؛�ٴ٦ؔر٫٦ؔ�٩ْ؟ٵؔق٦�٥ؿص٢؟ٯ٦ؔ�ؕثؙٻؙ؛*

Î¥nz©¥���¨n�
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